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Preface
The extent to which a civilization is developed can be assessed in part by the degree to which
its institutions are established and deeply rooted, whether they be newly created or inherited.
One’s perception of institutions depends, beyond their specialized functions, on their existence
spanning many decades, their visibility in the public arena, and the values that they represent.
Over time, institutions add to the cutural wealth of the society in which they operate.
Our historical firms have developed their brand equity over generations through their staying
power and their ability to maintain corporate traditions. Only institutions that succeed in
surviving over a long period of time and in developing sustainable practices can become
prestigious household names.
It is through its historical and cultural riches that a country or city becomes a recognized
brand. Institutions that manage to go beyond their country’s borders and assert themselves
internationally become symbols and carriers of the civilization that created them.
Institutions that have achieved branding success are among the most important elements
contributing to the concept of city or country brand, be it at the level of culture or of tourism.
With their identity and culture, institutions complement the branding process of their city or
country. In this respect, getting to know and protect our precious (or historical, if one prefers)
brands, each of which has a story that is part of our intangible cultural heritage, is tantamount
to knowing and protecting our values and our future.
I am confident that the book Hundred Year Stories will constitute an example to follow for
developing enduring brands in our country, and provide inspiration to our younger brands, as
well as adding dynamism and richness to our cultural life. I wholeheartedly congratulate all
those who participated in this endeavor.

Prof. Dr. Ahmet Halûk Dursun
Undersecretary, Ministry of Culture and Tourism
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The Story of a Paper Seller from Ottoman
Empire to the Turkish Republic

not too far removed from the occupation of
our “Persian bookseller.” We cannot know
for certain whether or not the “M. Sadık”
mentioned in Annuaire Oriental and Kâğıtçı
Mehmed Sadık Efendi were one and the same,
but the similarity in the recorded names and
the places of business suggest that there
certainly is a strong possibility that they
were.2

In the second half of the nineteenth century,
the commercial building known as Büyük
Valide Han situated between Çakmakçılar
Hill and Fincancılar Hill in the district of
Mahmud Pasha was home to numerous
Iranian merchants. Among them was a
young bookseller named Mehmed Sadık
Efendi who, in 1888, opened a modest shop
at No. 95. He was only twenty years old at the
time.1 The Şark Ticaret Yıllıkları (Oriental
Commercial Yearbooks) mention him as a
“Persian bookseller”; when he opened a shop
in the paper sellers’ neighborhood of the
district of Bayezid, he came to be known as
Kâğıtçı Mehmed Sadık (Mehmed Sadık the
Paper Seller), an appellation that eventually
became his surname. The commercial
yearbook for 1898 puts another wrinkle in the
story of Afitap and Mehmed Sadık Efendi,
for it lists a certain “M. Sadık” at No. 90,
Sahaflar (Booksellers’) Avenue. The shop is
described as supplying curiosités orientales,
a term generally reserved for shops that sold
eastern goods to western tourists —a practice

Reşad Ekrem Koçu, the editor and part author
of the prodigious İstanbul Ansiklopedisi
(Encyclopaedia of İstanbul), mentions
Mehmed Sadık Efendi and his enterprise in
terms that confirm his Persian origins as well
as his base of operations:
It was a well-known place of commerce, active
in the 1890s and 1900s at the far end of the
shops known as “ink sellers” and “paper
sellers” that occupied the row of shacks at
Bayezid in front of the Madrasa (religious
school) of Bayezid, now the Museum of the
Revolution. ... The Afitap stationery shop was
opened about half a century ago by M. Sadık,
a Persian stationer whose new shop is on
Ankara Avenue and now publishes the Ece
agendas (day planners). It was known at the
11

time for selling the best and most expensive
materials.

were not all consumed locally; rather, the
stationery needs of the entire country were
met here, as evidenced by another document
that reads: “Payment is ordered for ten pocket
books purchased from Kâğıtçı Mehmed Sadık
Efendi, proprietor of the store Afitap, for
shipment to the countryside...”

Unsurprisingly, it was not long before this
enterprise became one of the principal
purveyors of office supplies for the Ottoman
government. Such documents as invoices,
receipts, and payment orders preserved in the
Ottoman Archives sometimes just mention
“miscellaneous stationery,” but then again
some are itemized, making it possible to
determine which of Afitap’s products were in
demand by the Ottoman bureaucracy. These
included manila folders, notebooks, pens,
paper, envelopes, and signature books.3

Archival documents concerning Afitap
indicate that the shop often changed
locations, and thus frequently appears with
different street numbers; the practice of
bargaining with Kâğıtçı Mehmed Sadık
Efendi, however, did not change, much as
he disliked it. Described as “young, black
mustachioed, handsome, very serious, and
extremely averse to bargaining,” his place of
business was certainly not known for its low
prices. Indeed, Reşad Ekrem Koçu noted that
penniless students seldom frequented the
establishment. “Afitab,” the name chosen for
his Bayezid store by Mehmed Sadık Efendi, is
Persian for “sun,” and indeed the store used to
shine among its peers with “decorated colorful
paper, landscape postcards, and sundry paint
sets.” Moreover, his reputation was greatly
enhanced by the fact that he was the first in
İstanbul to import and sell such products as
fountain pens.6

Next to these, however, were certain items
that would become, over the course of
the following century, both an area of
specialization for Afitap and virtually
synonymous with its name: note pads, pocket
books, and day planners.4
The 1910s were years of war for the Ottomans,
and it was Hacı Kâğıtçı Mehmed Sadık
Efendi who supplied institutions with
stationery throughout that painful period.
From pencils to note pads, pocket books,
and even cardboard envelopes, all manner
of stationery could be purchased at No. 109,
Bâb-ı Âlî Avenue.5 Some of the orders issued
for purchases from Afitap are noteworthy for
giving an idea of the economic conditions
prevailing at the time: nearly every order,
even the most modest, instructed the
buyer to complete the purchase “through
bargaining.” For example, one document
reads as follows: “For use by mobile police
officers accompanying inspectors of the
Directorate of Security, twenty pens purchased
through bargaining from, and delivered by,
Hacı Kâğıtçı Mehmed Sadık Efendi of the
store Afitap at No. 109, Bâb-ı Âli Avenue...”
Furthermore, materials purchased from Afitap

Following the great fire of Bayezid in 1905,
Afitap relocated to Reşid Efendi Han in
Sirkeci.7 Now on Bâb-ı Âlî (Sublime Porte)
Avenue, Kâğıtçı Mehmed Sadık Efendi thus
found himself at the heart of politics during
the transition from Empire to Republic.
What made Afitap both an Ottoman and
a Republican brand, however, was the day
planners that began to be marketed in 1910.
This was a time when many printers applied
for licenses to publish such booklets, known
then as muhtıra (memorandum).8 Afitap’s
agendas soon became the favorite among
many Ottoman public institutions such as the
12

Afitap’s historical name plate

You couldn’t find any of the old paper sellers
even if your life depended on it. There used to
be some among them who also did calligraphy
and manuscript illumination. Sadık Efendi,
owner of the stationery store Afitap —which
is currently located on Ankara Avenue— used
to own the fanciest shop among the Bayezid
paper sellers.12

jandarma (militia), the police, and the Special
Secretariat of the Grand Vezirate.9
Needless to say, it was not only public
institutions that used the muhtıra even at
that early date. Indeed, the Empire’s struggle
to survive and the birth pains of the young
Republic are all hidden in the pages of these
day planners. Thus, for example, the young
Brigadier General Mustafa Kemal Pasha made
his first entry in his muhtıra on 25 Teşrin-i
Evvel 1332 (on the Rûmî calendar, equivalent
to 7 November 1916 CE). The publisher’s
information in this booklet reads as follows:
“1331-1332/1915-1916, Printed and Published
by the Afitab and Hurşid Stationery stores on
Bâb-ı Âlî Avenue. Şems Printers, 1331.”10

Likewise, when İbn’ül-Emin Mahmud Kemal
İnal set out to describe the location where
a calligrapher used to work, he wrote “the
building that houses the stationery store
Afitap,” thus indicating the degree to which
this institution had become part of İstanbul’s
everyday life.13 Afitap’s window continued
to sparkle into the Republican period, and
its merchandise were featured in newspaper
advertisements. Among them were cigarette
cases and boxes, nickel and plated desktop
calendars, pens, desk sets, pen sets,14 and
Edison fountain pens.15 Of all its products,
the muhtıra day planners virtually became a
brand all to themselves and were sold at the
store that moved from No. 109 to No. 11116
throughout the 1920s under the names Yeni
Muhtıra (New Agenda) and Zafer Muhtırası
(Victory Agenda). During the second decade
of the Republic, a sad love story intervened
in the history of the popular day planner:

Many yearbooks that record the prominent
businesses of their day mention the Afitap
Stationery store. Its address changed when
Bâb-ı Âlî Avenue was renamed Ankara
Avenue, apparently in 1929, but Afitap
remained one of the first names that came
to mind for stationery.11 Neither its former,
nor its current locations were ever far from
people’s minds; on the contrary, they were
often identified with the brand itself. Thus,
as the author Sermet Muhtar Alus recalled
Divanyolu Avenue in the early 1900s, his eyes
sought out the old paper sellers and Afitap:
13

Ece’s first newpaper advertisement

Mehmed Sadık Efendi’s son Ahmed fell in
love with and sacrificed his life for a young
woman named Ece in Afghanistan. As a result,
“Ece” became the new name of the agendas,
and they were marketed under the brand “Ece
Muhtırası” from 1934 on.17 Moreover, when
the Surname Act was passed by Parliament
that same year, the surname Ece (Queen) was
given to Keriman Halis (who had been elected
Miss World in 1932), whereupon the entre 1934
edition of the agenda was dedicated to her.18
During the 1930s, a new Ece Agenda was
excitedly awaited every New Year. An
announcement like “The Ece Agenda for 1936
has been published,” for instance, would be
enough to send everyone to their shopping list
in order to add the item. Of course the most
important aspect of the purchase would be to
avoid pirate products by heeding the warning
“Watch out for the name Ece.” The day
planners were multifunctional, including, for
example, “useful information and a detailed
table for bond maturation dates.”19 Over the
years, new formats appeared; thus, the agenda
was published in four different sizes in 1937,
while there were 12 different types of agendas
by 1976.20 Even for the penurious years that
followed World War II, the price of an agenda

was reasonable: of the two types that were
published in 1947, the one that measured 17x23
cm cost five Turkish Lira, and the one that
measured 17x33 cm cost six.21
Over the years, Afitap’s product line grew
beyond stationery, so that by 1945, numerous
products of use in the printing industry were
also offered for sale, for example flexible glue
for printing presses.22 That same year, Afitab
purchased the famed printshop that had once
belonged to Ahmed İhsan Tokgöz.23 Having
chosen his former nickname as his surname
when the Surname Act was passed, Mehmed
Sadık new address was No. 14, Türbedar Street,
off Nuruosmaniye Avenue.24
The shop remained in the Cağaloğlu district
for a long time, before eventually moving
to Karaköy. Afitap introduced numerous
products into the Ottoman and Turkish
markets, notably Hermes typewriters, Mont
Blanc, Sheaffer, and Parker fountain pens,
Pelican ink, and Edison bulbs. They also
printed Kars bus tickets as well as promissory
notes for İş Bankası.25 The collection of
invoices in the Ottoman Bank archives shows
what a large number of businesses Afitap
dealt with over the years: Ali Asgar Tebrizi,
the Marifet press; K. Mokosyan, printer and
14

engraver; the Antalya general transportation
company; Kanaat bookbinders; the Bayburt
Çoruh flour factory; the Matbaacılık ve
Neşriyat (printing and publishing) joint stock
company; the Hilal press; the Ferdi Tevfik
advertisement and billboard company; the
Fevzi-Vahit optometry, stationery, school
boards, paper, and printing joint stock
company; the Papağan ink factory; Hacı
Abbas Kehnemuyi; Hanri Mitrani; Haskel
Abr. Schemtob; Hrant Hıdışyan, bookbinder;
the Hüsnütabiat press; İlâncılık (advertising)
Ltd.; İsmail Hasan boxes and packaging; the
Mehmet Arif envelope and binder factory;
Kınalı Zade Zühdü paper and stationery as
well as banking, office, and school supplies;
the Kitab-Kâğıd (books and paper) market;
Medhi Tevfik; the Mıhcı Oğlu Halil Naci paper
and printing company; S.A. Horasancıyan…26
The Afitap stationery store and the Ece
agenda were born and grew together. Their
reflections in the literary world indicate the
degree to which the Afitap store became
an İstanbul landmark, particularly in the
historical peninsula:

A collection of used day planners collected
from old customers is preserved at the
Karaköy headquarters of Ece agendas. It
constitutes a unique source for social history,
and such entries as “It rained hard today, the
younger boy has caught a cold, he was sick to
his stomach all day” or “Today is the eleventh
anniversary of my father’s death” show the
singular relationship that people had with the
Ece brand. It is precisely for this reason that
during the 1970s, the Ece agendas used the
motto “everything is better new, friends are
better old.”30 Color coupons were given to
those who purchased the New Year agendas,
allowing them to enter lotteries awarding
“22-carat bracelets and fashionable jersey
fabric to 100 winners”; this is evidence of the
warm relationship between the firm and its
customers.31
A new-generation member of the Ece agenda
executives as well as of the founding family,
Sedef Günşıray described the joy and pride
they derive from the fact that numerous
important people, from the national leaders
Mustafa Kemal and İsmet İnönü, to the
novelist Oğuz Aral and the public relations
diva Betül Mardin, have all used their
products, adding: “That such people use
Ece makes us feel that, yes, we are doing
something right. But I also very much value
the fact that ordinary people love Ece, for
instance it makes me happy that the nut seller
uses Ece too.”32

In Sirkeci, the wind would pick up some ship
smoke and sea scent and dive into the first
free street it encountered, then stop for a while
to look at the window of Afitap, decorated as it
was with rows of Ece day planners of all sizes
and colors, and elegant European stationery.
Was it to admire the Ece agendas that the
wind would stop there?27
Using Ece day planners gradually became a
popular habit. One could write the history of
banks, offices, and law firms just by looking
at their agendas; and the history of Turkey by
combining them all. Notable users included
the well-known politicians and sometime
prime ministers İsmet İnönü (1965)28 and
Nihat Erim,29 as well as common folk who
used them now as memoranda, now as log
books or diaries.

This is the spirit that has animated the Afitap
stationery store and the Ece day planners for
more than a century. The shop now stands,
with its windows that sparkle like the sun, at
No. 30, Necatibey Avenue in Karaköy, where
winds that blow from the Bosphorus still stop
by to admire the multicolored agendas.
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Ali Muhiddin Hacı Bekir occupies a special
place in the sweet history of confections in
Turkey. As far as can be determined, it is the
oldest confectionery still in existence in the
country; indeed, according to many economic
historians, it is the oldest firm currently active
in Turkey. The story of an entrepreneur named
Bekir who came to İstanbul from the county
of Araç in the province of Kastamonu and
established a candy store in the neighborhood
of Bahçekapı in 1777 became a delicious
epic journey that has spanned Ottoman and
Republican history. After going on pilgrimage
during the years 1817-1820, his confections
and his shop became one with his name and
came to be known as Hacı Bekir. During the
first three of four decades of his professional
life, Hacı Bekir pioneered several innovations
in his domain. In particular, he began to
use refined sugar known as kelle şekeri as a
sweetener instead of the traditional honey and
molasses, and switched from water and flour
as a binding agent to starch. In this manner,
he created the delicious tastes that have been
so popular for better than two centuries.1

18

Hacı Bekir began his career in the
confectionery business as an apprentice.
By the time he mastered his trade, he
had achieved an unprecedented taste in
the sweetmeat known as lokum and also
developed rose, cinnamon, mastic, orange,
and lemon flavored akide şekeri (hard candy).
These efforts gained him significant fame
in the early nineteenth century, so that he
became a supplier to the court of Sultan
Mahmud II and was awarded the title of
Şekercibaşı (Head Confectioner). A British
traveler shopping at his store qualified the
lokum he had bought there as “Turkish
delight,” and the term caught on.2 It is
generally held that the confectioner in the
watercolor of the same name by the Maltese
painter Amedeo Preziosi is Hacı Bekir himself,
although Mehmet Ali Akbay has qualified that
belief as no more than a quaint supposition.
Hacı Bekir’s tombstone gives the date of his
death as 1866, but many other sources quote
the date as 1865.3
For many years, the Ottoman palace
remained a customer of “Hacı Bekir Agha,”
as the documents name him. One such
19

the visitors would be driven home in carriages
where they would find “candy from Hacı
Bekir in fancy decorated boxes.”14 The author
Dorina Lady Neave, who lived in İstanbul
at the time as the daughter of a British
consular official, also mentioned the historical
confectioner and his humble workshop among
places to be seen in the city.15

archival document dated 1853 concerns the
“settlement of Kapı Kethüdası (intermediary
to the outside world) Aziz’s debt to the shop
of the confectioner Hacı Bekir Agha.”4 Two
important issues presented themselves after
Hacı Bekir’s death: what would become
of the firm’s relationship with the palace,
and, as importantly, who would be the next
Head Confectioner. As it happened, Sultan
Abdülaziz was also partial to the confectioners
from Araç, and so the title passed from father
to son, from Hacı Bekir Agha to Mehmed
Muhiddin.5 Although it is generally believed
that this latter was the sole driving force
behind the business over the decades that
followed, in fact his brother Ahmed Şevki’s
son Hüseyin also participated for a while.
Indeed, in 1886, Hüseyin Efendi applied to
the palace for permission to hang a sign at
the store saying “Head Confectioner.”6 Until
the 1900s, however, the shop was known by
no name other than “Hacı Bekir.” Commercial

yearbooks listed the confectioner Hacı Bekir
Agha at Nos. 14 and 16 in Bahçekapı for many
years.7 Meanwhile Mehmed Muhiddin Efendi
took the business far beyond a candy store
beloved by the people and the palace: Hacı
Bekir was awarded silver medals at the 1873
Vienna Fair and the 1888 Köln Fair, and a gold
medal at the 1897 Brussels Fair.8 These medals
were eventually made part of the company
logo.
Having taken over the business from Hacı
Bekir Agha and carried it into the new
century, Mehmed Muhiddin Efendi died
in 1901. Following his death, the firm was
listed in the Annuaire Oriental of 1902 as
“Hadji Bekir Zade Mouhhieddin Effendi.”9
Both the business and the title of Head
Confectioner were then taken over by his
son, Ali Muhiddin.10 This latter participated
in a variety of causes with the title he had
inherited as a family heirloom. For example, he
contributed in 1904 to a campaign organized
20

In 1911, the international presence and fame of
Hacı Bekir’s lokoum was taken a notch higher
with the opening of two new stores in Cairo
by the newspaper Servet to benefit the soldiers and Alexandria. As a result, Hacı Bekir zade
Ali Muhiddin was now the Head Confectioner
in Rumeli (eastern Balkans), and appeared
among the donors as follows: “The Honorable not only of the Ottoman Sultan but also of the
Egyptian Khedive.16 In 1911, at a time when
Ali Muhiddin Efendi, son of Hacı Bekir, Head
many newspaper advertisements described
Confectioner of His Imperial Majesty.”11
addressed in relation to the Hacı Bekir store,
During the War of Liberation, Ali Muhiddin
Ali Muhiddin Efendi opened several new
Efendi appeared among the contributors to
branches17 including Beyoğlu, Parmakkapı,
Hilâl-i Ahmer Cemiyeti (the Red Crescent
Society) and was rewarded for his support with and Kadıköy. Thus, in the year 1913, Hacı
Bekir confections were being sold at No. 45
the organization’s bronze medal in 1921.12
in Tepebaşı; in 1921, still at Nos. 14 and 16
Under his leadership, the firm continued to
in Bahçekapı, as well as at No. 16 on Haseki
represent the Ottoman Empire at international Hamamı Avenue, No. 177 in Beyoğlu, and No.
events. When Hacı Bekir was awarded a gold
9 in Karaköy.18 The firm’s special relationship
medal at the 1906 Nice Fair in France, Sultan
with the Ottoman state led to the addition of a
Abdülhamid II rewarded the family with the
new confection to its product line. According
Osmanlı Nişanı (Ottoman Medal), first class.
to Gökhan Akçura, the ruling Committee
However, that year Ali Muhiddin Efendi
of Union and Progress government asked
ran into some trouble with the Ottoman
Ali Muhiddin Efendi in 1910 to support its
bureaucracy when the 150,000 kuruş rent
national economy program by producing
he paid for the store (part of the Hamidiye
halva so that it would maintain its identity
charitable complex in Bahçekapı) was
as a Turkish confection.19 In time the firm’s
suddenly doubled. It turned out that this had
expertise grew to such an extent that when a
been done in error, but it took a very long time dispute erupted between the United Kingdom
and much correspondence with the Council of and the Netherlands over halva-like products
State for the mistake to be rectified.13
during the 1950s, Ali Muhiddin Efendi was
invited to Britain in order to arbitrate.20
In her memoirs of palace life and exile,
Şadiye Osmanoğlu, the daughter of Sultan
In 1918, Ali Muhiddin Efendi registered
Abdülhamid II, wrote of visits paid to
at İstanbul’s Chamber of Industry and
members of the harem by their distant
Commerce as No. 154, but a new crisis was
relatives; at the end of the visits, she recalled,
looming. The war years had exhausted the
21

company’s name: “Ali Muhiddin Hacı Bekir.”26

Ali Muhiddin Hacı Bekir

city’s reserves of sugar, a disastrous situation
for a candy-maker. Thereupon Mıgırdiç
Fesciyan was dispatched as a purchasing
agent to Bulgaria, and the government
issued a special permit to facilitate customs
procedures.21 A few years later, in 1924, the
shop rented by Ali Muhiddin Efendi as well as
other neighboring buildings were torn down
in accordance with a new city plan.22
Hacı Bekir’s products continued to be popular
after the proclamation of the Republic, and
the business continued to prosper. Among
visitors to the store in Bahçekapı was Mustafa
Kemal, who said he had always been a fan
of Hacı Bekir’s lokoum and candy.23 During
the mid-1920s, commercial records refered
to the firm as Hacı Bekir Zade Muhiddin
Efendi24 but that changed towards the
end of the decade and became “Hacı Bekir
Zade Ali Muhiddin.”25 In this manner, Ali
Efendi brought together the names of three
generations of family members who had been
involved in the business. When the Surnames
Act was adopted in 1934, it became his and the

Newspaper advertisements for Hacı Bekir,
by then a classic taste and brand in Turkey,
appeared frequently during the 1930s and 40s.
An advertisement on the eve of a religious
holiday in 1936 qualified Hacı Bekir’s products
as “famous worlwide for their delicious
taste” and listed them as follows: hard candy
and plain lokum, 60 kuruş per kilogram;
rose and mastic flavored lokum 70, elvan
(assorted lokoum and candies) 80, hazelnut
90, and pistachio 120 kuruş.27 In addition to
protecting the secret of these delicious and
beloved tastes, the 1940s brought another
challenge: protecting the firm’s name. Shops
were popping up all over the country, claiming
to be branches of the famous confectioner.
Ali Muhiddin Efendi countered their efforts
with newspaper advertisements, stating, for
instance, that “Our establishment does not
have a branch in Ankara.”28In fact, efforts to
protect the brand had been ongoing for a long
time. One of the first attempts along these
lines was made in 1913, when Ali Muhiddin
Efendi entered his name and packaging in
the Alâmet-i Farika Defterleri (Trademark
Registers) as “Bonbon Turc.”29 Likewise, two
packages labeled “Ali Muhiddin Hacı Bekir”
and “Hacı Bekir Şekercisi” were registered
in 1930 in the Marka İlmühaberi (Trademark
Certificate).30
Having worked in the confectionery
business for more than half a century, Ali
Muhiddin Efendi had become well known
and well respected. When a shortage of
sugar threatened, people would wait for a
declaration by the head of the Confectioners’
Association, none other than Ali Muhiddin
Efendi.31 When a soccer game approached,
pitting against each other the eternal rivals
Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe, all eyes would
turn to the famous confectioner, a Fenerbahçe
22

fan, and the owners of the Konya Lezzet
restaurant, who rooted for Galatasaray.32 Until
his death in 1974, Ali Muhiddin Bey gave
many interviews in which he reminisced about
his childhood, apprenticeship, and mastership;
with his many contributions to the Turkish
confectionery business, he was always the
focus of attention.33
After more than two centuries in business,
the firm Ali Muhiddin Hacı Bekir has become
a Turkish classic, but especially a classic of
İstanbul. Many narratives about İstanbul
mention the store; thus, for example, Haluk
Dursun urged those who wish to live İstanbul
to its fullest to go to Hacı Bekir in the Spring
and drink tamarind sherbet.34 Other wellknown authors like Sermet Muhtar Alus,
Kudret Emiroğlu, and İlhan Eksen invited
those who miss traditional religious holidays
in İstanbul to visit Hacı Bekir.35

Bekir Lokum ve Şekerli Mamuller Sanayii
AŞ.” and “Ali Muhiddin Hacı Bekir Şekercilik
Ticaret A.Ş.” He continued to manage
the two stores in Bahçekapı as well as the
branches in Beyoğlu, Karaköy, Parmakkapı,
and Kadıköy with the help of his spouse Aliye
Hanım, until she passed away in 1987. In
1986 Pendik factory started the production
and Doğan Şahin turned over the business
to his daughters Nazlı İmre and Emine
Hande Celalyan, representatives of the fifth
generation in 2015. The family fully intends
to continue the tradition and is currently
grooming Hande Hanım’s children, Leyla and
Şahan Celalyan, as the next in line to lead
the firm. Like their predecessors, the current
management at Ali Muhiddin Hacı Bekir
continues to represent Turkish confectionery
at international fairs and with many hundred
tons of exports each year, and to sweeten the
palates of those with a sweet tooth.

Following the death of Ali Muhiddin Efendi,
his son-in-law Doğan Şahin took over the
firm as a member of the family’s fourth
generation. He kept the name of the historical
establishment, which brought together three
generations of his predecessors, and founded
two joint-stock companies named “Hacı
23
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Kirkor (Krikor, Gregory) Apikoğlu was the
head of a family that produced sucuk (spicy
fermented sausage) in their Kayseri home
for their own enjoyment as well as that of
their neighbors. Their special blend of spices
brought their domestic products much
recognition, leading the family to begin
marketing their sausages at modest prices
in 1910. Following the final and most painful
decade of the Ottoman Empire, the family
moved to İstanbul where Apikoğlu went
from traditional production and retailing to a
wide-ranging trademark. In 1920, the family
converted the lower floor of a waterfront
villa near the old Süreyya Pasha beach in
Maltepe (on the Asian side of İstanbul) into
a workshop, using the upper floor as their
residence. For a while their sausages and
pastırma (spicy cured beef) were carried to
the outlet store in Eminönü (on the European
side of the city) by rowboat; it soon became
clear, however, that this system would not be
able to meet the growing demand driven by
the delicious taste of their products.1

spouse and their sons Agop and Hayk. Having
learned all the subtleties of the craft from
their father, these latter eventually added
their initials to the name of the business. The
brand was first registered in 1934 as “Agop
Apikoğlu” and published, along with the
company logo, in the Resmi Sınai Mülkiyet
Gazetesi (Official Gazette of Industrial
Property). In 1935, the business was once
again officially registered, its range of
products including not only sucuk but also
pastırma, ham, and all kinds of preserved
meat. Moreover, a motto was added to the
crescent-and-star logo, one that long helped
differentiate the brand from its competitors:
“Renowned Turkish Sucuk [by] A. Apikoğlu of
Kayseri.”2 The company’s current commercial
registration number was obtained in 1936. A
notice in the Sicilli Ticaret Gazetesi (Gazette
of Registered Commerce) indicated that
the Apikoğlu family then resided at No. 45,
Küçükyalı Avenue, in the district of Maltepe;
and that they had converted the building at
No. 15, Balıkpazarı Avenue into a workshop.3

By the 1930s, the family business was being
run by Kirkor Efendi with the help of his

The business continued to grow during
those years, as indicated by the fact that the
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Newspaper advertisement September30th ,1963

foundation was laid for a new factory in the
district of Alibeyköy by the Golden Horn. The
first newspaper advertisements for Apikoğlu
appeared in 1939. Importantly, they made a
point of stating that all their products were
made of pure beef. The statement “Sold
at all groceries, beware of imitations” that
accompanied the advertisements clearly
indicates not only the brand’s popularity but
also the fact that it had already begun to be
pirated at this early date.4
Apikoğlu managed to stay afloat through the
difficult years of World War II; according to
a commercial yearbook for 1943, it was one
of only seven sucuk factories in İstanbul.
The text describes the company as follows:
“Purveyors of sucuk, pastırma, salami, and
smoked tongue.” Around the same time, a
wholesale outlet was established at No. 16,
Taşçılar Avenue, in the district of Eminönü.5
When the family’s patriarch Kirkor Apikoğlu
died in 1945, his widow Gülhatır Hanım
stepped into his shoes. Having dedicated
virtually her entire life to the family business,
she actually moved into the factory after her
spouse’s death. Her legacy consisted of hard
work and courage, as well as a sense of humor.
For example, sucuk were traditionally dried in

the open air, where they were very vulnerable
to hot and humid southwesterly winds. Thus,
the sudden overnight onset of southwesterly
winds required the quick intervention of a
large number of helpers to carry the product
indoors. Having noted that people were not
too enthusiastic to get out of bed at that
hour, Gülhatır Hanım found it expedient to
yell “Thief! Thief!” at the top of her voice.
Humor aside, her most salient qualities were
decisiveness and dedication to the business.
Thus, she managed to convince the owner of
a recently built sucuk factory to sell her all his
machinery just as he was starting production,
thereby expanding her capacity as well as
eliminating a future rival. Gülhatır Hanım was
the key link between Apikoğlu’s founder and
its next generation.6
The firm had another problem, one with
which it struggled for many years: product
piracy. Not only did they often state, in
newspaper advertisements, that the firm
“has no successor or branch” authorized to
use its trade name, they sometimes took out
advertisements just to say so.7 Customers
were sometimes urged to pay attention to the
logo, sometimes to the name, and sometimes
to the picture of the sun within the logo.8
There were also advertisements that sought
to add value to the brand and to encourage
repeat business, sometimes with very clear
messages: “Always Apikoğlu,” “Seek the
renowned Turkish sucuk everywhere.”9 And
then again, sometimes the message could be
quite naive and indirect: “My love, let us not
forget to include the famous Turkish sucuk
named Apikoğlu of Kayseri on our picnic
table, for it is strong and tasty fare.”10
Starting in 1955, the advertisements of the “A.
& H. Apikoğlu Brothers & Company” began to
make frequent and regular appearances in the
press.11 Both the firm’s technological advances
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Apikoğlu family

and its new products were publicized in this
manner. Thus it was through advertisements
that kavurma (meat confit) was announced
with great fanfare,12 and that salami produced
with the latest manufacturing systems was
introduced to the public.13 Moreover, Apikoğlu
dispensed advice as to how its products
should be consumed, instilling habits
that persist to this day. The firm declared,
for instance, that “a more than adequate
substitute for meat, Apikoğlu sucuk”14 is both
delicious and nutritious with eggs, noodles, or
rice.15 As urban life gained speed during the
1960s, the “renowned Turkish sucuk” carved
space for itself among sandwiches both fresh
and grilled.16
It is for this reason that many masters of the
pen dwelled on Apikoğlu products, notably
Haluk Dursun in his İstanbul’da Yaşama
Sanatı (The Art of Living in İstanbul)17 as

well as the poet İlhan Berk who described the
district of Galata in the minutest details.18
With some humor, Musa Anter included
Apikoğlu among the three most important
sons of Kayseri,19 while Orhan Pamuk listed
the name among his clearest childhood
memories.20 Indeed, anyone who briefly
toured İstanbul during the 1960s and 70s
was bound to encounter the name Apikoğlu
time and again. From cinemas and theaters to
billboards in such public squares as Taksim
and Eminönü, the firm used numerous means
of publicity to assure itself a place in the city’s
visual memory.21 A promotional campaign
offering a chance to participate in a lottery to
anyone presenting three Apikoğlu labels was
announced at the same time as the new radio
hour with the great minstrel (Aşık) Veysel.22
In 1955, following the stormiest September
in Turkey’s history, Apikoğlu products made
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their way onto the shelves of the supermarket
Migros Türk.23 Another indication of
the company’s growing business was the
appearance of family members among the
country’s top taxpayers.24

interest, and Apikoğlu became one of only ten
Turkish brands described in the book Histoire
de marques by Jean Watin-Augouard, an
account of the histories of the world’s most
prominent brands.28

Apikoğlu became a member of the
Association of Sucuk and Pastırma Producers,
founded in 1967 to protect the interests of
the sector.25 The two heads of the company
retired in 1975, but they had a ready successor:
their nephew Dırtat Ağca who had been
working by their side since 1967 took over
the firm, the third generation to lead it. In
1976, the joint stock company Etsan Gıda
Sanayii was founded in order to strengthen
Apikoğlu’s institutional structure. Now the
doyen of the industry, Dırtat Ağca continues
to oversee the selection and butchering of
animals and the production of sucuk with
the same fastidiousness that he brought to
the business forty-eight years ago. In 1980,
his position at the helm of the company was
taken over by Vahan Kartallıoğlu, son-in-law
of Bercuhi Apikoğlu Ağca. He completed the
construction of an integrated meat processing
plant in Tuzla in 1986. A 15,000 sq.m. building
on a 45,000 sq.m. plot of land, this plant has
secured its builder an important place as
a milestone in carrying the brand into the
future. Vahan Kartallıoğlu died in 1995 and
was replaced by Berç Kartallıoğlu who headed
the firm until 2008. With seventy-five different
products manufactured in its new plant,
Apikoğlu became known as Turkey’s oldest
brand of processed meat.26

Under the watchful eyes of the thirdgeneration family elder Dırtat Ağca, the
firm is led today by members of the fourth
generation, Kevork Kartallıoğlu and Ali
Ağca.29
During the past century, the Apikoğlu brand
endured all the difficulties that could have
befallen a family living in Turkey, and still
managed to enter its second century strong,
high-quality, well-respected, and delicious.
The taste of its products makes people “relive
the fun times spent with their families during
their childhood,” as the well-known journalist
Hıncal Uluç wrote, a taste whose secret lies in
the wish to preserve not only a family tradition
but also a cultural legacy unique to Anatolia.30
Beyond meticulousness in the selection of
finished products, this is the century-long
story of a family for whom their products
were every bit as meaningful as the baklava
of Antep or the carpets of Hereke... Against
those who opt for heat-treated “sucuk-like”
products manufactured with less effort and
at lower cost, Apikoğlu continues to insist
on producing fermented “Turkish sucuk,”
transforming their traditions and accumulated
knowledge into a formula for great taste.

During the 2000s, at a time when countries
of the European Union were reluctant to
import meat products from Turkey, Apikoğlu
was able to document its high standards of
quality and made inroads into the kitchens
of numerous respected airlines.27 The birth
and development of the brand also attracted
30
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The Stoyanof family’s roots go back to the
village of Krisos near the western Macedonian
city of Kastoria, now part of Greece. And
for centuries, they put bread on the table
by... quite literally putting bread on people’s
tables; that is, they were bakers. They moved
to İstanbul in the early 1800s, and, in 1836,
established a bakery in the neighborhood of
Balat on the Golden Horn to sell poğaça,
a popular savory pastry. This was the
beginning of what would become an
intergenerational school where fathers would
teach their sons the family business and craft.
Of the three brothers who learned the trade
back then, Anton taught his son Kosma and
eventually turned over the business to him.
And Kosma did the same to his own progeny.1
Kosma had three sons named Dimitri, Grigor,
and Petro. Commercial records for İstanbul
bakeries sometimes list the business under
Kosma’s name, and sometimes under his
sons’. In fact, the names were associated
with different locations. Thus, the Annuaire
Oriental du Commerce for 1885 listed a
baker named “Cosma” in the neighborhood
of Feriköy.2 The same directory for 1891
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mentioned a poğaça seller named Dimitri
(Petro) at No. 202, Galata Avenue.3 In 1909,
a baker named Cosma was once again listed
in Feriköy, on No. 46, Tatavla Avenue (now
Kurtuluş Avenue).4 It is likely, though not
certain, that these bakeries all belonged to the
Stoyanof family.
Dimitri worked at his father’s shop, popularly
known as “The Bulgarian’s Bakery.” In 1895,
he married Katina in his home town. They
had two sons and a daughter, all born in their
ancestral village, and for a long time Dimitri
was only able to visit them once a year. In
1912-13, the years of the Balkan Wars, the
family set out for İstanbul. Dimitri spent the
war years in Romania and finally rejoined
his family in his paternal home. Though the
Stoyanofs had been supporting themselves
with the income from a single bakery, Kosma
Efendi was led by the growth of his family to
open a new shop for each of his sons. Dimitri’s
was in Üsküdar, Gregor’s in Karaköy, and
Petro’s in Sarıyer at the very location where
the famous börek seller is located today. Since
his business was now on the Asian side of
the city, Dimitri moved his home to Kadıköy
where he soon opened a second bakery.5
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The century-long tale of Beyaz Fırın can
also be followed in the Ottoman Archives.
A document from 1921 mentions a merger
between Üsküdar Fırıncı Tevhid i Mübayaat
Şirketi (Üsküdar Bakeries’ Consolidated
Purchasing Company) and Kadıköy Tevhid-i
Mübayaat ve İstihlâkat Şirketi (Kadıköy
Consolidated Purchasing and Consumption
Company) and includes the contract formally
establishing the new firm. Participating
bakeries are grouped under four classes, and
the first establishment listed under secondclass bakeries is Dimitri Efendi’s “Ayazma
Fırını” on Eski İskele Avenue in Kadıköy.6 The
Türk Ticaret Salnamesi (Turkish Commercial
Yearbook) for 1924 also mentioned a bakery at
Ayazma in Kadıköy.7

The 1930s were a time of significant change
for the Stoyanof family. They first became
partners at the Cumhuriyet Bakery, where
they manufactured such pastries as yağlı
simit (dough rings with shortening), poğaça,
and anasonlu gevrek (anise crackers) rather
than bread. Produced with family labor,
these pastries allowed the Stoyanofs to
purchase several wooden buildings in the
Kadıköy market during the worst days of the
world economic crisis. Most importantly, it
gave them the courage to participate in the
tender for the snack bar in the port by the
Haydarpaşa Train Station. Yet, winning the
tender brought no happiness to the family: In
1935, having won it for the third time, Dimitri
was assaulted and murdered.8
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Following the death of Dimitri Stoyanof, his
sons Dino, Lambo, and George took over the
business. They were determined to keep the
bakery where it was. Indeed, an insurance map
for Kadıköy prepared in 1938 shows a bakery
at the location where Beyaz Fırın now stands.
Besides the bakery at No. 37, its firewood
depot behind the İskele Mosque also appears
on the map.9
During the 1940s, Beyaz Fırın faced some new
crises. Whether neutral or not, all countries
of the world suffered severe shortages during
World War II, and that was certainly true of
Turkey too. The principal raw materials used
by the Stoyanofs were now rationed. Flour,
salt, and shortening were available in limited
quantities on the black market, and George

Stoyanof managed to keep his enterprise
going by selling almond cookies baked with
eggs, hazelnuts, and almonds.10
New rules were laid down in the 1950s,
regulating the contents and prices of
products sold by pastry shops. This imposed
especially dire financial hardships on those
establishments, like Beyaz Fırın, that made
a point of using high-quality ingredients.
Moreover, strict controls were put in place and
inspections of workplaces were common.11
Having taken over the firm from his father,
Dimitri (“Mitko”) Stoyanof was to face new
hardships during the 1980s. Beyaz Fırın
found a compromise solution to this problem:
inventing new products that were not
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Cordon Bleu. Upon her return, she aimed to
combine the traditional tastes and natural
products prepared by her family with a more
universal style of presentation.14
Through the efforts of Nathalie Stoyanof
Suda, Beyaz Fırın was virtually rediscovered
by İstanbul dwellers. The press labeled her
arrival “new cream on old cakes” and followed
her progress closely, all this attention helping
Beyaz Fırın grow considerably.15 With this
fifth generation in the baking and pastry
business, a new and wholely natural brand
of chocolate was added to the firm’s product
range: Chez Nathalie. Other innovations
followed, including special cakes for
Valentine’s Day, Mothers’ Day, and Fathers’
Day.16 In 2007, Beyaz Fırın attracted a lot of
interest with theme cakes based upon textiles,
movies, and stories.17

governed by the new regulations. The famous
kıymalı dolma and patates sarması sold by
Beyaz Fırın were born of this difficult period.
They became extremely popular, however, and
were among the best selling products at Beyaz
Fırın throughout the politically chaotic
1980s.12
Over a century of doing business, the
Stoyanofs had become well-known in İstanbul,
and news concerning births, deaths, and
marriages in the family often appeared in the
daily press.13 From the end of the 1990s on,
however, Beyaz Fırın received even greater
coverage in the media after Nathalie Stoyanof
Suda, the daughter of Mitko Stoyanof,
joined the firm. Having studied Business
Administration in Turkey, Nathalie decided
to add new dimensions to the family business
and went to the famous culinary school Le

Its rich and developing product range aside,
Beyaz Fırın is also noteworthy as a flourishing
enterprise. With five branches at Kadıköy,
Çiftehavuzlar, Suadiye, Erenköy, Ataşehir
and Akasya Mall, all on the Asian side of the
city, Beyaz Fırın is getting ready to take some
steps on the European side during 2015.18
Nevertheless, it is not its annual sales nor
the number of its branches that makes Beyaz
Fırın one of the enterprises that adds charm to
İstanbul; it is the fact that members of one and
the same family have carried on a tradition of
delicious taste for so long, and that the people
of İstanbul have loved them for it.
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The eponymous Cemil Bey was born in
İstanbul’s neighborhood of Şehzadebaşı
in 1867, and went down in history as a
confectioner, composer, Qur’an reciter, and
oud player. His father Hasan Tahir Efendi,
chief prayer leader at the Şehzade Mosque,
died when he was only thirteen years old;
during the years they enjoyed together,
however, the young boy had the chance
to advance his knowledge of religion and
commit the entire Qur’an to memory. When
his father died, Cemil found himself having
to provide for his entire family. For a short
while he apprenticed with a jeweler in the
Inner Market of İstanbul’s famed Covered
Bazaar, but then he turned towards two areas
that would give his life new directions, one
an art and the other a craft. First, he received
a license from a master confectioner and
joined the ranks of crafstmen, closing his
first commercial deal at the age of sixteen.1
Choosing to stay close to the neighborhood he
new well, he opened a shop across the street
from the Şehzade Mosque named “Şekerci
Cemil Bey” (Cemil Bey, Confectioner).
Records for 1901 cite the shop’s address as
No. 36, Şehzadebaşı Avenue.2 Sermet Muhtar

Alus, the popular author and keen observer
of İstanbul, noted that the confectioner was
situated near the Pharmacy Sokrat (Socrates)
and next to the Feyziye Market.3
Besides business, Cemil Bey’s interest in
music led him to a second direction that
would light up his life. He began to study the
oud with the celebrated musician Mabeyinci
Basri Bey when he was fourteen, and then
pursued his studies with the singer Enderûnî
Ali Bey (“mabeyinci” and “enderûnî” are both
titles indicating affiliation with the imperial
palace). With this formation, he soon began to
compose music; his first important work, the
Karcığar Saz Sema’isi (an instrumental form
in Ottoman classical music), was completed
when he was only twenty-four years old. His
students included many future important
musicians. One of his vocal pieces, a song in
the Bestenigâr mode, began with the words
“İstedin de Gönlümü Verdim Sana” (You asked
for my heart and I gave it to you); one cannot
be sure that it was addressed to Fatma Şerife
Aliye Hanım, whom he married when he was
twenty-eight, but their union was blessed with
four children.4 Everything Cemil Bey touched
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turned to gold, and he did not neglect his
religious training either. Next to his candy
store and oud playing, he eventually became
prayer leader in the household of Mediha
Sultan, daughter of Sultan Abdülmecid and
sister of Sultan Abdülhamid II.5
Another song by Cemil Bey, this one in the
Hicaz mode, began with the words “Bir Nigâh
Et Ne Olur Halime Ey Gonca Dehen” (Take a
look at my state, O rosebud-mouthed beauty);
these lyrics belonged to Recaizade Mahmud
Ekrem, one of the literary greats of his time.
As Cemil Bey’s reputation as a composer grew,
so did the renown of his confectionery. It had
already acquired considerable fame during
the nineteenth century, and the influential
magazine Servet-i Fünûn published an article
in its 8 March 1894 issue that praised the shop
in no uncertain terms:
Reviewing the entertainment and pleasure
spots of Şehzadebaşı, it is important not to
overloook the confectioner’s shop of Hafız
Cemil Efendi. Every year he pleases those
who have a sweet tooth with tasty jams and
syrups during Ramadan, and with candy and
confections during Bayram [the religious
festival that follows the month-long period of
fasting]. This year, too, Şekerci Cemil Efendi
has truly exerted himself during the Noble
Month of Ramadan.6
In 1898, at the age of thirty-one, Cemil
Bey became an oud player and teacher in
the Turkish Classical Music section of the
Muzıka-i Hümayun (Imperial Band). That he
was appreciated by the Palace can be surmised
from the fact that, when he became ill in 1902,
he was taken under treatment on special
orders from Sultan Abdülhamid II, and sent to
the hot springs of Bursa for a one-and-a-half
months.7

The Sultan did not, however, approve of
Imperial Band members’ part-time jobs, and so
Cemil Bey was forced to put the candy store in
the name of his very young son Mehmed Ali;
this led to the name Cemilzade (Cemil’s Son).
Cemil Bey submitted some of his products to
fairs abroad, gaining international success; in
1906, for example, Cemilzade won gold medals
at the fairs of Bordeaux and Naples. By 1909,
advertisements began to appear in magazines.
One in Şehbal declared that Cemilzade
products were intended “to be sweet to eat and
not upsetting to the stomach,” as well as being
high in nutritional value. The product line
described in the advertisement was certainly
interesting: jam, sherbet, ice cream, candy,
and cake...8 And let us not forget candied
chestnuts, mentioned by Sermet Muhtar Alus
as one of the unforgettable tasty delights of
İstanbul in the early 1900s.9
The Constitutional Revolution of 1908 brought
significant political changes to the Ottoman
capital. Many known to have been close to
the Sultan lost their posts after the attempted
counter-coup of 31 March 1909. Moreover,
tastes at the Palace were turning towards
western music. Cemil Bey therefore decided
to accept the invitation of Salih Pasha, former
Chief Justice of Egypt, and traveled to Egypt
in 1909. Though he had only gone there for
a visit, his hosts insisted that he stay and
continue his confectionery business in Egypt.
He finally relented after six months and
asked his wife Fatma Şerife Aliye Hanım and
children to join him. The travel documents
they obtained described their relocation
as “temporary,” indicating that they had
never intended to sever their ties to İstanbul
permanently.10
While giving music and oud lessons to
members of the court in Cairo, Cemil Bey
did not neglect his confectioner’s vocation.
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The store manager and salesman in the store a hundred years ago

Together with his sons, he conquered the
hearts of the Egyptians with both music and
sweets. The sign outside the elegant store they
opened in Cairo said, in French, “Cemil Bey
Hasan, Ottoman Confectioner” in deference
to his father. The store’s renown grew, and so
did the volume of business. When it moved
to a more central location, the name of Cemil
Bey’s son was added to the sign: “Cemilzade
Mehmed Ali.” From brochures to packaging,
the firm everywhere emphasized its ties to
İstanbul and to the Ottoman Empire. The year
1883 as the date of the firm’s establishment,
and İstanbul as the home of the flavors it
purveyed, were thus certified at this early
time.11
During the family’s sojourn in Egypt, while
the shop in Cairo was conducting business,
the commercial yearbook entitled Annuaire
Oriental mentioned a confectioner’s shop
named “Cemilzade Mehmed Ali” at No. 26,
Şehzadebaşı.12 The author Samiha Ayverdi
writes in her memoirs that the shop had
been taken over by a certain Nureddin Bey
during the family’s absence.13 Furthermore,

a document preserved by Satvet Cemiloğlu
indicates that Mehmed Ali Bey came to
İstanbul in 1925 in order to take care of his
military service obligations. During that
trip, he opened a store in the well-known
commercial building Dördüncü Vakıf Han
in the Bahçekapı neighborhood near Sirkeci.
However, he soon rejoined his aging father
in Egypt, having been unable to resolve
disagreements with his partner. Perhaps this
was an attempt on the part of a homesick
family to find a way back home? It could not
have been easy for them to live under British
occupation during World War I, followed by
the new Kingdom of Egypt.14 While there is
no evidence that Hafız Cemil Bey personally
requested government help, “the teacher Hafız
Cemil Bey” does appear among the Ottoman
subjects to whom the Ottoman governments
provided traveling expenses for repatriation in
1919.15
Mehmed Ali Bey, representing the second
generation active in the business, brought new
dimensions to Şekerci Cemilzade. Thanks to
his confidence in the quality and taste of his
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served traditional sweets. Soon, Mehmed Ali
Bey was joined by his son Satvet Bey, to whom
he had imparted the secrets of his unrivaled
candy. Cemilzade regained its popularity
so quickly in Kadıköy that it was as if they
had never left. The historian and playwright
Adnan Giz recalled Cemilzade as “a small
confectioner’s shop once famous as much for
its palace lemonade and sour black mulberry
syrup as it was for Turkish delight and
candy.”17 Describing the store at No. 25, the
journalist Deniz Kavukçuoğlu wrote that the
almond and pistachio pastes they produced in
their workshop across the street would be sold
out the very same day, and that they would
serve apple, orange, and peach juice during
the Summer months. “Residents of Kadıköy
had their first taste of ‘pure,’ undiluted fruit
juice in this store.”18

Mr.Cemil with oud

products, he did not hesitate to compete and
promote the firm internationally. In 1926, his
entries in the fairs of Liège and Paris were
once again awarded gold medals. Likewise,
their products were greeted with enthusiasm
at the Ideal Home Exhibition in London,
organized since 1908 by the Daily Mail.16
Şekerci Cemil Bey died in 1928, after which
the family began to reconsider its presence in
Egypt. Although the British occupation had
ended in 1922, the newly proclaimed Kingdom
of Egypt had not been able to achieve stability.
In 1937, Mehmed Ali Bey and his brother
Nureddin Bey finally decided to permanently
return to Turkey, and thus the confections of
Cemilzade began their journey back home.
That year, the family opened the Cemilzade
store on Muvakkithane Avenue in İstanbul’s
district of Kadıköy, where they once again

During these, perhaps the most select years
of the Asian side of İstanbul, Cemilzade
became the stuff of fairy tales. Narrating the
nostalgia they felt for the old İstanbul of their
childhood, many writers could not help but
mention the shop. In Füruzan’s Sevda Dolu
bir Yaz, for example, the reward promised the
little hero Şehrazat in exchange for curbing
her naughtiness was bergamot-flavored
candy: “We bought the bergamots from
Cemilzade. They wrapped the box carefully.”19
Indeed, Cemilzade’s meticulously chosen and
designed packaging was as famed as its candy.
The journalist Eser Tutel once compared
the past with the present by describing how,
instead of the soulless plastic bags now given
out by stores, “Cemilzade’s delicious almond
paste would be placed in elegant paper
pouches.”20 Selim İleri counts Cemilzade
among the riches that we should never
lose, saying that “it objects to our prodigal
extravagance.”21

While there still existed a workshop in
Kadıköy during the 1940s, the building was
eventually sold and so production moved
into the lower floor of the house in which the
family lived in the neighborhood of Acıbadem.
This allowed Saliha Makbule Hanım to take
care of the house and also be her husband
Mehmed Ali Bey’s greatest helper. Their son
Satvet Bey learned the art of candy-making
in this family environment —part work, part
play. Having made Cemilzade a landmark
of Kadıköy, Mehmed Ali Bey died in 1977.
Thereafter, the mission of fulfilling the desires
of the store’s fans fell upon their sons Mecdet
and Satvet Cemiloğlu. That store closed its
doors in 1985.22
This could have been the end of the saga, but
this time Satvet Bey’s wife Fatma Cemiloğlu

wouldn’t have it. An entrepreneur of some
repute, Fatma Hanım stepped in and induced
Satvet Bey to do the same, until their son
Barış Cemiloğlu took over the Turkish Delight
cauldrons in the 2000s. Satvet and Fatma
Cemiloğlu opened several stores, one on
Cemil Topuzlu Avenue in Selamiçeşme
(1995), 23 another on Bağdat Avenue
in Şaşkınbakkal (1997), a third in the
neighborhood of Etiler (February 2001),24 and
a fourth in Nişantaşı (July 2010). Thus, the old
flavors of İstanbul were once again available
to Cemilzade’s friends on the European side of
the city.
From the confectioner and oud player Cemil
Efendi to his fourth-generation descendent
Barış Cemiloğlu, the firm Cemilzade has
preserved its tradition of natural, delicious,
and high-quality goodness. Since 1883.

Mr. Cemil with his sons in front of the store hundred years ago
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After the death of his father Hoca İsmail,
young Halil of Karacabey and his mother
settled in Bandırma, where he had performed
his military service. In 1917, he borrowed
some money and purchased a sock-knitting
machine, thus laying the foundation for the
brand that would eventually become the
engine, as well as the leader, of the Turkish
knitting industry. Invoices, promissory notes,
insurance documents and other archival
records from the 1920s meticulously preserved
by the Çift Geyik Karaca Giyim ve Sanayi
Ticaret Ltd. Şti. indicate that the firm was
“established in 1918.”1 The owner of that
modest workshop was thenceforth known both
among friends and in official documents as
Karacabeyli Hocazade Çorapçı Halil (Halil
the Sock-maker, son of the Hoca [Teacher/
Scholar] of Karacabey). The historical chain
stretching from Halil the Sock-maker to
Hayrettin Karaca, now known as “Grandpa
Erosion” for his environmental activism,
and on to the present points to an important
commercial tradition.

population of only about 60 thousand, Halil
Bey had to work hard to stay afloat and grow
his business under the occupation suffered
during World War I. His son Hayrettin Karaca
described the years that followed as “The
Republic had just been established. Bandırma
had been burned and destroyed by the
Greeks... The country was poor.” The first step
was to increase the number of sock-knitting
machines. Procuring machines was extremely
difficult under prevailing conditions;
nevertheless, flannel-knitting achines were
added to the workshop in 1924.
Hayrettin Karaca was born in 1922. During his
early childhood, fifteen people were involved
in production at the workshop, mostly family
members. Over time, Halil Bey distributed
machines to neighborhood women, thus
increasing production in collaboration with
the people of Bandırma.2 The youngest
member of the workforce was Hayrettin, who
started working at the factory at the age of six
and a half, getting in line for his weekly wages
along with the other workers.3

Having started with a sock-knitting workshop
in Bandırma, a town with a pre-occupation
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By 1929, all these efforts had born fruit and
“Hocazade Halil” appeared in the Türkiye
Salnamesi (Yearbook of Turkey) as one of four
angora factories in Bandırma.4 In 1930, the
firm employed nearly one hundred workers
and was listed as a knitting business in the
Millî Sanayi Kataloğu (Catalogue of National
Industry).5 In 1932, Hocazade Halil was said
to be the only firm in Bandırma that exported
linen.6
Starting in the 1930s, both the family and the
business were partly relocated in İstanbul,
where Hayrettin began primary school. He
then graduated from the Feyz-i Âtî (Boğaziçi)
High school. The young man wished to
study history at İstanbul University’s Faculty
of Literature, but his father had different
expectations of him.7 The volume of business
in İstanbul now exceeded that in Bandırma; as
a result, Halil Bey stayed in İstanbul after 1940,
while Hayrettin Bey was sent to Bandırma,
where he used to spend the Summers, to lead
the firm.

Newspaper advertisement October 26th, 1967

Meanwhile, the company’s name and logo
were duly registered in 1935, in accordance
with the Trademark Law, the logo bearing the
insignia of two deer (Çift Geyik).8 When the
Surname Act was adopted in 1934, Halil Bey
chose Karaca in reference to his home town
of Karacabey. In the Commercial Yearbook
for 1938, he appeared as Halil Karaca. The
yearbook also stated that this was the only
knitting firm in Bandırma, and that it was
located on Süleyman Bey Avenue.9 It was
no doubt very significant that the firm’s
production and prestige grew, but what made
Karaca’s rise most important was the fact that
it gained the affection and support of all strata
of society. For Halil Karaca, the greatest source
of joy was the public’s interest in the firm’s
products, and seeing one of its sweaters on the
back of Gazi Mustafa Kemal.10
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company archives, was qualified as a “firstclass merchant” engaged in producing socks,
drapery, and wool.13
In 1948, Halil Bey and his sons determined
that dealing with the entire country out of the
small town of Bandırma was too difficult; they
therefore decided to move the entire operation
to İstanbul. A Commercial Yearbook for 1948
lists the name of Halil Karaca twice, as a
knitting factory at No. 22-36 in the commercial
building Emiroğlu Han in İstanbul’s
neighborhood of Marpuççular, and as an
importer of haberdashery at Emniyet Han, in
the same neighborhood.14

A bill after law on family names, 1949’s

Like many other industries, the knitting
business was also adversely affected by World
War II. It became extremely difficult to find
thread on the market. It was easy to turn
back ordinary customers when thread was
unavailable, but when orders came from the
military, that was another matter. Hayrettin
Bey toured all the cities of Anatolia, first
to find thread and then to find workers so
as to be able to fulfill arriving orders.11 All
these efforts also added value to Bandırma’s
economy. Records for the years 1944-1945
indicate that seven more sock-makers had
made their appearance in the city, in addition
to Karaca.12 But this latter’s status was of
course above the rest: its place of business
on Çorapçılar (Sock-Makers) Avenue, a
photograph of which is preserved in the

In 1950, Halil Karaca (now registered under
No. 19633) went from a “first-class merchant”
to one qualified as “extraordinary.”15 Two
years later, Halil Bey made investments
in other domains. He purchased a field in
Samanlı, where there were no fruit trees at all,
and turned it into a fruit orchard. Much later,
he manifested his love of nature by converting
the field to the Karaca Arboretum. This
facility was engaged in scientific research and
earned Karaca membership in over twenty
international associations, as well as the vicecharmanship of the International Dendrology
Society.16 By this point, Halil Karaca was
getting on in years and had passed most of his
business responsibilities to his sons.
Halil Bey sponsored the construction
of mosques and hospitals in Yalova and
Bandırma. He passed away in 1956, well
respected in both business and society.17 His
share of the firm was distributed among his
three sons, 40 per cent going to Hayrettin and
30 per cent each to Fahrettin and Nurettin.
This was about the time when Karaca
launched its drive to become an international
brand. In 1956, Hayrettin Karaca registered
the brand H.K.K. (Hayrettin Karaca Kazakları
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[Sweaters]). After much effort and hard
work on the part of the entire team, the first
sweaters and jackets were exported in 1961
to Denmark and several other European
countries. These were the first Turkish textile
products to be exported, and earned Karaca
a well-deserved spot in Turkey’s commercial
history. At a time when branding was not
foremost on Turkey’s agenda, “Çift Geyik
Karaca” became one of the best recognized
brands in the country. In 1962, Fahrettin
Karaca transfered his shares in the business
to his older brother, thus boosting Hayrettin
Bey’s power in the firm’s management.18
Among contributors to the campaign to
build a statue of Atatürk organized by the
newspaper Milliyet, we see “Personnel
and Workers of the Knitting Factory of the
Hayrettin Karaca and Brothers Corporation.”19
One of Hayrettin Karaca’s fondest wishes
was to transform the company into a world
brand. By the late 1960s, he had gone a long
way toward fulfilling his ambition. The phrase
“The First Turkish Industrial Product Sold in
Five Continents” that appeared in newspaper
advertisements at the time is a clear statement
of this fact.20 In 1967, the giant department
store Macy’s which had been selling Karaca
products for five years sent the Turkish firm
a letter of commendation.21 That same year,
Karaca introduced its products in lambswool,
angolaine, and cashmerette which would be
worn by generations, from the 1960s to the
1990s.22 Karaca was now a brand represented
by such trade networks as Icelanding
Imports in the U.S.;23 or, as a history of the
enterprise put it, the firm became “Çift Geyik
Karaca Knitting, Imitated the World Over.”24
Needless to say, the growing earnings of this
well-established company were reflected in the
taxes paid by its principals: Hayrettin Karaca
was among the top taxpayers in the country in

1969.25
During the 1970s, the Karaca company
underwent a number of managerial changes.
In 1972, Nurettin Karaca turned over his shares
to Hayrettin Bey. In 1973, the logo and brand
“Çift Geyik Karaca” were registered anew.
The Karaca Holding Company was founded
in 1974 and professional managers were given
a greater role in the company’s management,
leading to a more institutionalized structure.
Hayrettin Karaca’s son Atay Karaca joined his
father at the helm of the company in 1975 and
was appointed its Chief Executive Officer. A
new subsidiary named Pertaş was established
in 1978 in order to develop the retail
business.26 Thus, more stores would be added
to the successful outlet on Bağdat Avenue, on
the Asian side of İstanbul.27
In 1982, the family enterprise consisted of
Karaca Holding, Karaca Örme Sanayi Totaş
(the Karaca Knitting Company Totaş) and
Pertaş. In 1998 the firm was acquired by the
Tekfen Holding Company, and in 2005 by
the Narin Group, which had been producing
Turkish knitwear since 1993 and exporting it
to numerous European and Middle Eastern
destinations since 1998. Designers and other
professionals were brought in from such
renowned firms as Versace, and the brand
Çift Geyik Karaca rapidly began to grow
again. Starting in the 2000s, a new line of
high-quality sportswear named TOSS was
produced, once again under the two-deer logo.
By 2014, some eighty stores had been opened,
all in selective shopping locations.28
A friend of the Turkish people during the cold
days of Winter, Karaca was always in close
touch with the community. A campaign was
launched in 1992, calling on those who still
owned Karaca products purchased before
1965 to send them in for use in a fashion
show; the first one hundred respondents were
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promised a check for 500 thousand TL and a
Cumhuriyet gold coin.29 The firm joined the
2000 Olympics Support Program, a group
working to bring the 2000 Olympic Games to
İstanbul.30 Karaca’s social responsibility was
no doubt the legacy of Hayrettin Karaca and
his struggle, since 1995, to counter the damage
done to the land by erosion. Having succeeded
to raise awareness of this problem in Turkey,
the white-haired Hayrettin Bey has come to
be known as “Grandpa Erosion.”31 And the
Çift Geyik Karaca brand, a family heirloom,
continues, with the confidence elicited by its
quality, to warm the heart of Turkey.

From the first bills, 1939’s

Karaca’s first factory in Bandırma

Hayretti Hayrettin Karaca’s period, 1949’s

Newspaper advertisement in 1992
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Law is not just a profession for the Deriş
family, it is a tradition. For generations,
members of this family have been part of
the Turkish legal community, starting with
Celal Derviş Bey. His father İsmail Nazmi
Bey, born in 1855 to Ali Agha of Salonika, had
risen to be Head Clerk at the Customs for
Foreign Commodities in Salonika thanks to
his command of languages.1 His interactions
with foreign companies influenced his family’s
outlook and future for the years to come. Born
in 1882,2 his son Celal Derviş graduated from
the Imperial School of Law in İstanbul in
1905 and chose a rare field of specialization,
international trade law, in which he became a
much sought-after expert at a young age.3
Not having yet performed his military service,
Celal Derviş Bey could not leave Salonika
to exercise his profession in İstanbul, so in
1906 he became the honorary principal of the
Yalılar branch of the Yadigâr-ı Terakki school
in Salonika. Over the past few years he had
educated himself well, learning French, Italian,
German, and Greek.4
In 1908, he obtained his license to practice
law.5 He also started teaching Administrative

Law at the law school in Salonika,6 and
published his class notes as a book entitled
Hukuk-i İdare.7 Surviving documents from
this period suggest that Celal Derviş Bey may
have gone into education out of necessity. His
father İsmail Nazmi Bey had applied for his
retirement in 1903, and his request had been
granted three years later.8 After some time,
however, his father had requested a raise in
his retirement pay, only to have the request
denied. It is possible that Celal Derviş Bey
found it necessary to get a job quickly in order
to help with family expenses.9
The proclamation of the Constitution in 1908
was met with much celebration, and this was
especially so in Salonika where Celal Derviş
Bey was one of the young speakers who
addressed the crowds at the Hürriyet Meydanı
(Liberty Place).10 He had for some time been
active in the city’s intellectual circles. Thus, for
instace, he had penned an article entitled “Our
Social Life and Women,” which was published
in the newspaper Zaman.11 Other articles in
the same paper included an analysis of the
first few months following the proclamation of
the constitution,12 and another piece entitled
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Sabiha Sertel was Celal Derviş Bey’s sister.
Her daughter Yıldız Sertel mentioned, in a
book about her mother, that Celal Derviş
had returned to Salonika in 1908, flush with
excitement about the proclamation of the
Constitution, and said that he had worked at
a law firm in İstanbul after graduation and
opened his own law office.18 Indeed, when the
family moved to İstanbul in 1913, Celal Derviş
had been in business for a while and was
financially secure.19

Deris’s family potrait

“On Women.”13 His most majestic article
concerned the inauguration of the Ottoman
Parliament on 17 December 1908: covering
the entire front page of the newspaper, it was
dedicated to Midhat Pasha, the late architect
of the Constitution.14
An advertisement published several days
running in the same newspaper —most likely
his first— announced that “Attorney Celal
Derviş has moved his office to a dedicated
space adjacent to the newspaper Zaman.”15
As time passed, Celal Derviş Bey became
an increasingly important figure in the city.
With a group of friends, he founded the
Salonika-based alumni association of the
Terakki High School of Salonika.16 The Balkan
Wars drove his family to emigrate, however,
and he opened his law office in İstanbul’s
neighborhood of Galata in 1912. Concerned
mostly with commercial law at the beginning,
this office gradually turned to cases involving
intellectual and industrial property, thus
contributing to the development of these
areas of the law.17 The well-known journalist

After establishing his practice in Galata,
Celal Derviş Bey spent the next decade
or so working to find legal solutions to
international commercial disputes thanks
to his command of western languages.20 He
represented insurance companies such as
Reunion Adriatica and Lloyd’s International
in cases involving such international firms as
Deutsche Bank.21 He also represented various
other institutions, such as Ticaret-i Osmani
Anonim Şirketi for which he was general
counsel.22
Celal Derviş Bey also continued his social
and political activities, such as assuming the
presidency of the Farmers’ Association, an
organization founded in 1914 and affiliated
with the Committee of Union and Progress.23
In 1917, he and his wife caught sight of a
group of children trying to keep warm in
front of the subway’s vapor vents in Beyoğlu.
Thereupon he mobilized his freemason
friends in the Nejat Lodge and worked on
establishing the Society for the Protection of
Children, of which he was a founding member.
This laid the groundwork for what became
the Institution for Child Welfare after the
proclamation of the Republic.24
A well-respected attorney, Celal Derviş Bey
also continued his activities in the field
of education. In 1919, he was among the
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Etem Deris’ attorney’s license
Etem Deriş’ law school identification card

founders of the Şişli School for Languages
(later the Şişli Terakki High School) and of
the Association for Charitable Enterprises.25
Although an archival document dated
1924 states that the Şişli School had been
founded without obtaining a certificate of
authorization, the necessary papers were soon
secured and Şişli Terakki Mektebi became one
of the well-established educational institution
of the young Republic.26
Before long, Celal Derviş Bey was registered
as Member No. 421 of the İstanbul Bar
Association, with a license bearing the header
“Republic of Turkey, Ministry of Justice.” His
office occasionally changed addresses, and
was listed at No. 13, Türkiye Han in 1921,27 at
Basiret Han in 1924-1925,28 at No. 22, Hürriyet
Han, Galata in 1930,29 and at No. 13-15
Hürriyet Han in 1938.30
With the Surnames Act of 1934, the family
adopted the surname Deriş. In 1938, the family
welcomed a new lawyer, Etem Derviş Deriş
who had just graduated from the İstanbul
University Faculty of Law. Etem Bey was
born in Salonika in 1909 and had come to
İstanbul with his family. He finished the Saint
Benoit High School speaking good French
and German, and gained a broad perspective
on international law thanks to the German

professors who lectured at the time at İstanbul
University.31 After completing his internship
at the İstanbul courthouse, Etem Derviş Bey
received his license and started practicing law
in his father’s office.32 However, the beginning
of his career happened to coincide with the
start of World War II, so he suffered a rather
long intermission performing his military
service.33 When he returned to the legal
profession, he also got involved in brokering
the sale of valuable properties.34 In addition,
he translated the works of such classical
authors as Conrad Ferdinand Meyer and Denis
Diderot,35 while the publisher Ölmez Eserler
Yayınevi (Immortal Works) of which he was
the director published translations of the
works of contemporary authors. The literary
circles of his day considered his publishing
activities among the most noteworthy; it was
he, for example, who introduced the young
poet Orhan Veli Kanık to the public, both his
book Vazgeçemediğim and through the book
signings he organized.36
The family suffered two major losses during
the 1950s: Celal Derviş Deriş died in 1951,37
and Osman Neş’et Deriş in 1956.38 As for Etem
Deriş, he put the experience he had gained
with his father to work in a new direction:
besides his law firm that now specialized in
intellectual and industrial rights, he founded
the Deriş Patents and Trademarks Agency in
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trademark cases and objections.
With tens of experts the Deriş family
continues to carry a tradition of law spanning
more than a century into the future.

Celal Derviş

1959.39 To be sure, there were establishments
dealing with intellectual and industrial
rights at the time, but Etem Deriş went one
pioneering step further, combining rights with
the law. It took some doing for this initiative
to gain traction, but Etem Bey remained at
the helm of his firm until the day he died,
leaving his son M.N. Aydın Deriş and future
generations to come a leading and innovative
practice. By the time his son took over, the
Deriş firm counted, among its clients, such
powerful companies as Novartis, Phillips,
Pfizer, and Henkel.40
also the founding chairman of the Turkish
branch of the International Association for
the Protection of Intellectual Property (AIPPI
National Group).41

Etem Derviş Deriş Attonery's License

M.N. Aydın Deriş's neice N. Serra Coral and
nephew Kerim Yardımcı are now the forth
generation of the family involved in intelletual
property rigth. N. Serra Coral graduated from
the University of Geneva Faculty of Law and
joined the firm in 1994, playing ab active part
in cases and objections involving trademarks,
patents, and design. Kerim Yardımcı
graduated from the University of Geneva,
majoring in both Business Administration and
Law. He joined the firm in 2002, working on
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Beginning with the Mexican natives who
uncovered the delicious secret of the
cocoa bean and turning into a passion that
contemporary men and women cannot forgo,
chocolate has a history spanning thousands of
years. In modern times, it was first European
and then Ottoman imperial kitchens that
converted chocolate into an elite treat, which
protected its status until the nineteenth
century. That was when technology was
invented to transform chocolate from a hot
beverage into solid bars, and to combine it
with milk. Among the growing number of
chocolate producers, some manufactured a
more refined product than others.1
Both the fame of chocolate and the passion for
it caught up in the Ottoman Empire during
the 1900s. Indeed, by the first quarter of the
twentieth century, chocolate was being both
imported into and exported from Turkey.2
Among those enchanted by chocolate in those
days was a certain Değirmencioğlu Todori
(Todori, son of the Miller). His brand Ménage
was registered with the Ministry of Commerce
on 1 September 1923. The packages of the
chocolate samples submitted to the Ministry
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had the French inscription “Fabrique de
Chocolat Fondée en 1923,” from which we
know that the factory was founded that year.
The trademark registration gave the home
and work address of “Todori Efendi, of Turkish
citizenship,” as located in the “neighborhood
of Taşçılar at Balık Pazarı (Fish Market).” This
information indicates that Todori Efendi’s
Ménage was the first trademark of the first
Turkish chocolate factory established in
Turkey.3
The brand Elite was first used in 1924. A news
item that appeared in the paper Cumhuriyet
in 1931 stated that a grocery in the town of
Alpullu, in Kırklareli province, was using Elite
chocolates in a promotion campaign; this
suggests that the brand’s fame had quickly
spread beyond the boundaries of İstanbul.4
A Trademark Certificate dated 1932 stated
that “Elite Çikolata ve Şekerleme Fabrikası
Mamulatı” (Elite Chocolate and Confectionary
Factory Products) were manufactured at No.
76–78, Fıçıcı Street, off İpçiler Avenue. The
firm’s products were listed as confectionary,
fruit-flavored sweets, candy, toffee, and
chocolate.5
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aspect of the firm’s public relations and
marketing practices. Many collectors today
treasure these cards, which took Elit’s
relationship with the consumer beyond the
love of chocolate. The cards continued to be
offered in Elit products until the 1960s, and
featured international beauty queens like
Keriman Halis (Miss Universe 1932), as well
as movie stars like Charlie Chaplin, Linda
Dernell, and Janet Blair. The cards were
numbered, and those who completed the
collection not only became the proud owners
of a nice collection but were also eligible to
win awards.

The bill from 1934’s

An advertisement in Cumhuriyet published on
23 April 1931 declared: “Elite chocolates are
the most famous chocolates. Demand them
everywhere you go.”6 Its sweet competitors
were such well-established firms as Lion,
Melba, Ali Muhiddin Hacı Bekir, Cemilzade,
and Hafız Mustafa.
An invoice dated 1934 from Elite featured the
image of a woman carrying several boxes of
Elite chocolates, testifying to the importance
given by the firm to public relations.7 Thus,
when the name Elite was misread phonetically
as élité by the public, the management
decided during the second half of the 1930s
to bring their brand closer to the people by
dropping the final letter “e” and registering
this new name Elit.
Starting in the 1930s, Elit chocolate packages
contained pictures of celebrities, another

In addition to the celebrity cards, Elit used
various other forms of advertising such
as window posters and images displayed
in stores that sold their products. As time
progressed, packages became more attractive.
Products were sold in hexagonal, square,
and rectangular boxes, both small and large.
Elit’s cocoa powder, as indispensible to
pastry shops today as it was then, featured
a picture of an exotic beauty serving cocoa;
those and other tin boxes in various sizes and
dimensions, as well as glass jars, buckets, and
sachets, indicated the breadth of Elit’s product
line. In addition to the umbrella-shaped
chocolates treasured by generations, the
“Meşhur Beyoğlu Çikolatası” (famous Beyoğlu
chocolates), coconut and cocoa bonbons,
and other confectionery, Elit was also well
known back then for its chewing gum, throat
lozenges, and jams, though they are no longer
among the firm’s products.
Many prestigious stores have offered Elit
products as gifts to their own customers.8 The
Elit corporate archives indicate that invoices
were sent to such distant towns as Bayburt
(in northeastern Turkey) as early as the 1930s,
testifying to the power and pervasiveness of
the brand.9 In 1958, the owners and workers
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Denizli Hacı Şerif Şekerleme
directed by 4th generation
Yunus Helvacı, today the
company reached at 38
branch house
ln this photograph; Founding
Mehmet Tevfik Helvacı, 2nd
generation (father) Mehmet
Hamdi Şerif Helvacı, 3rd
generation sons Mithat and
Necip Helvacı

of the factory contributed 172 TL to the
campaign to support the construction of the
Dardanelles Monument, one of many social
projects in which Elit participated.10

chocolate business, first at the Lion-Melba
factory and then, during the 1950s, at Elit. He
pioneered many innovations at the firm and
stayed with it until his death in 2005.

The family took the last name Değirmencioğlu
upon the promulgation of the Surnames Act
in 1934. When Todori Efendi died, his wife
Teoğnosiya (Theognosia) took over, with
the help of her brother Yorgi Elefteropulos.
That the paper Milliyet published a news
story in 1952 about a raise given by Elit to
its workers, most of whom were women,
indicates how significant and well-known
the firm had become.11 This was also the
time when Elit gained a fine reputation for
its chocolate-covered dragées as well as its
industrial products. Behind them was Hristo
Nikolaidi, known as Hristo Usta (Master
Hristo). Having started his professional career
as an apprentice at the Parizien pastry shop
in Beyoğlu, he then began to work in the

From Todori Efendi to the 1970s, the
importance of Elit for the confectionery
business was well summed up by Luka Zigoris,
founder of İnci Profiterol, a pastry house
whose profiteroles were legendary: “When
I began to use Elit products, I became İnci
Profiterol. And I never changed that.”12
Teoğnosiya Değirmencioğlu died in 1972,
and Yani Amaslidis took over the reins. He
was the son of Yorgi Amaslidis, the founder
of another well-established firm by the name
of Lion chocolates. Lion had amerged with
Melba, becoming Lion Melba, and the partners
had decided as a matter of principle that their
children would not work at the firm. Yani
Bey had thus become a partner at Elit where
he was able to put into practice what he had
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Under Tanıl Küçük’s leadership, Elit never
compromised either the quality of raw
materials or the principles of production.
With a greater variety of retail and industrial
products, it has placed new emphasis on
foreign trade, regularly participating in the
Köln ISM fair —one of the most important
in the industry— and steadily increasing
its volume of exports. The firm has also
participated in important fairs in many
countries as the UAE, the United States, and
Brazil.
Elit has weathered several economic storms
since the 1990s. It has successfully maintained
its standing among Turkey’s Second Top 500
industrial concerns, as determined by the
İstanbul Chamber of Industry, since 2009.

The bill from 1939’s

learned about the chocolate business from
his family, as well as further his knowledge
with new experiences. It is worth noting,
incidentally, that Lion Melba later became
inactive and that Elit purchased the brand in
2011 in order to keep its legacy alive.

From traditional to modern, Elit is poised
to achieve a century of production. With
facilities at Kasımpaşa and Esenyurt totaling
some 30,000 square meters of covered space
and a workforce of about 500 people, it
retains its leadership within Turkey as well as
exporting to sixty countries. Since 1924, it has
continued to develop its mastery of chocolate
and confectionery and maintained its tradition
of quality, which it intends to carry into
the future with undiminished passion and
enthusiasm.

Elit’s current principal partner and Chairman
of the Board is C. Tanıl Küçük, who became a
shareholder in 1980. In 1984, he and his father
Celal Bey acquired all the outstanding stock
and turned Elit into a family enterprise. The
company was re-incorporated as Elit Çikolata
ve Şekerleme Sanayi Anonim Şirketi in 1985.
Over the decades, Tanıl Bey’s wife Sedef
Hanım and daughter B. Gözde Hanım also
joined the firm’s management.13

Elit Chocalate in Galatasaray High School’s fairground
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Salih Necati Bey graduated from the
Department of Pharmacology of the Imperial
School of Medicine in 1906. He opened his
first pharmacy that same year in the Koca
Mustafa Pasha neighborhood of İstanbul, and
then moved to Üsküdar on the Asian side of
the city in 1908.1 Many early twentieth-century
photographs show his establishment, “Eczane
Salih Necati,” at the foot of Doğancılar Hill;
it was an early manifestation of a tradition
that would span several generations. Before
long, trade directories that listed the principal
commercial enterprises of the capital city
began to include its name; its address in 1911
was given as Uncular Avenue, Üsküdar.2
There was a growing awareness at the time of
the importance for Turkey to have a domestic
pharmaceutical industry, and Salih Necati
Bey soon became much more than a simple
retailer of medicines. He first converted
part of his pharmacy into an eyewear
store, thus starting what would become an
area of specialization for himself, his son,
and his grandson. But what made Salih
Necati a household name were the medical
preparations he produced. Over the years, the

Üsküdar pharmacy became a laboratory and a
manufacturer of medicinal drugs. These were
not, furthermore, simple mixtures of powders
or liquids; Salih Necati produced modernday pills in what he called his laboratory’s
“komprime evi” (tablet house).3
By the 1920s, Salih Necati Bey was a
well-respected pharmacist, optician, and
pharmaceutical manufacturer; it was time
for him to move towards Eminönü, İstanbul’s
principal business center. He kept his store
in Üsküdar and opened another in Bahçekapı
in 1921.4 Given that the commercial yearbook
Annuaire Oriental for 1922 still listed his
address as No. 7, Uncular Avenue, that location
must have remained operational for some
time.5 By law, a licensed pharmacist was not
allowed to have more than one pharmacy, so
that until 1926, the Salih Necati Eczahanesi
(Pharmacy) was officially in Bahçekapı,6 and
the “tablet house” in Üsküdar.7
In time, the firm’s product line grew to contain
several items known by Salih Necati’s own
name. An advertisement published in Türk
Eczacı Âlemi in 1927 listed Necati syrup,
Necati tooth powder and solution, Necati bath
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Care was taken to advertise eyewear and
pharmaceutical products separately.17
The year 1934 brought a major change to
Salih Necati Bey, as it did to all citizens of
Turkey: a surname. In tune with republican
ideology, he decided to take a family name
in “pure Turkish” and chose “Emgen,” a word
that means “healing” and represented well
his profession. This name was also chosen
by the Turkish Pharmacologists Club and
the Pharmacists Club when they merged
in 1935.18 The new society kept this name
until 1937, when it changed it to the Union
of Pharmacists of Turkey.19 The Union of
Pharmacology Students at the School of
Pharmacology also changed its name in 1936,
using not one neologism but two: “Emgen
İrdemen Birliği.”20

Pharmacy in Bahçekapı, 1920's

powder, and Turan eau de cologne.8 Also, “for
the little ones,” the firm sold such products
as Necati phosphatine, Necati laxative pills,
and Necati cough drops.9 The pharmacy also
introduced several new medications including
charcoal acidol in 1933, quinine chlorhidrate
in 1937, and Aspirol in 1940, as well as
producing the painkiller tablets haskalmin
from 1935 on.10 In addition, the firm produced
several medicines under license, including
baryomin, fevrosin tablets, and wild radish
syrup with iodine glycerophosphate.11 The
license obtained from Bayer Pharmaceuticals
to produce Necati Aspirol became a symbol
of high standards and product quality, and a
photograph of the Bayer factory was printed
on the tablet boxes.

A change of address took place in 1929, the
new location being across the street from
the Ertuğrul Store,12 at No 33-35, Bahçekapı
Avenue.13 In 1934, the pharmacy moved
again, this time to a space purchased from
the famous confectioners Ali Muhiddin Hacı
Bekir, at the corner opposite them.14 The
1930s were a key period in the development
of the Salih Necati brand, as Aspirol Necati
became more and more popular as “the
definitive cure for influenza, colds, headaches,
and toothaches.”15 In 1937, the firm added Asri
hair dyes to their product range.16 Meanwhile
Salih Necati Bey had increased the volume
and regularity of newspaper advertisements.
The major papers of the 1930s, from Zaman
to Cumhuriyet and Akşam, frequently carried
advertisements for the Salih Necati pharmacy.
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The pharmacy continued to be called “Bahçe
Kapu Salih Necati Eczahanesi” (the Salih
Necati Pharmacy at Bahçekapı)21 for a while
longer, but after its founder’s death in 1948,
it became better known by his surname.22
Although Salih Necati Bey’s son Rahmi
Emgen was educated as a pharmacist, he
focused on the eyewear business and opened
a store on İstiklâl Avenue in Beyoğlu; founded
in 1948, it is still in business. The building
in which it is currently located, Emgen
Apartmanı, was home to the entire family
since the 1930s, which is why Salih Necati
Bey’s memorial service in January 1949 was
held in the neighborhood.23 The address of the
new location, “No, 67 above the Lale cinema,”
was often emphasized in the advertisements
published in subsequent years.24 One of
the advertisements that appeared in 1949
showed all the characteristics of the tradition
passed on from father to son: “At the Emgen
Optical Company in Beyoğlu above the Lale
cinema, the well-known pharmacist Salih
Necati continues to be true to its principle

of providing, at low cost, a wide variety of
scientific eyeglasses, scientific sunglasses,
and watches.”25 Indeed, some interesting
products appeared among the merchandise
offered for sale at the store during this period,
including not only eyewear and watches
but also barometers, thermometers, and
hygrometers.26
Until the 1950s, Salih Necati Emgen had
obtained licenses for eleven medical
preparations. Mert Sandalcı, a historian of
the Turkish pharmaceutical industry, has
described the firm as the first in Turkey to
combine the two professions of optician
and pharmacist.27 Rahmi Emgen upheld his
father’s innovative traditions and took them
further, introducing many novelties into
the Turkish market. From the 1950s on, he
represented the British American Optical
Company,28 and later also took on the agency

Phosphatide Necati’s box
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Zeki Müren to Hülya Koçyiğit and from
Bülent Ersoy to Hülya Avşar, chose Emgen as
their optician.34

Salih Necati pharmacy’s licence

of Zeiss.29 In 1966, he imported equipment
from the United States that would allow the
more precise adjustment of eyeglass lenses.30
Another firm that supplied Emgen with lenses
during the 1960s was Swarovski, for which
Rahmi Bey was a reseller until they quit the
business.31
Rahmi Emgen was a founding member and
president of the “Tüm Gözlükçüler Derneği”
(General Opticians’ Association, now “Türkiye
Optik ve Optimetrik Meslekler Derneği” or
Optical and Optometrical Association of
Turkey). He was the first to produce optical
glass in Turkey. During the years 1955-1968, he
was an instructor in the courses for opticians
organized by the Ministry of Health, thus
showing his mastery of the field as well as
contributing the the education of many
professionals.32 In fact, among opticians, the
term “Emgen workmanship” has come to
mean near perfection in the cutting and fitting
of eyeglass lenses.33

From the 1950s to the 1980s, Emgen Optik
established a warm rapport with its clientele
through the rather colorful language of its
advertisements in which it addressed potential
customers as if having a conversation with
them: “Do you need eyeglasses?”35 “Emgen
says...”36 “Are you fastidious in your choice
of eyewear?”37 “Elegant ladies get their
eyeglasses at Emgen.”38 In 1962 and 1968, it
warned customers to beware of imitations.39
Rahmi Emgen’s son Çetin graduated from the
Austrian High School in İstanbul, and then
studied business administration in Vienna.
With his return to Turkey in 1978, the third
generation of the family became part of the
firm. Çetin Bey supplemented what he had
learned from his father with formal education
in optometry and opened a new Emgen Optik
store in the neighborhood of Nişantaşı.40
More than a mere optician, he is heir to a
commercial tradition and a legacy of quality,
and carries the burden of serving customers
accustomed to years of superior service from
Emgen. The firm is equally concerned with
aesthetics and eyesight.41 After working at
shops in various neighborhoods including
Etiler, he has returned to the store in Beyoğlu,
a “family heirloom” as he calls it, and is
continuing to give personalized service in the
finest tradition of the Emgen family.

Pharmacist community

The name Rahmi Emgen was also well known
and much respected in artistic circles during
the 1950s. He contributed significantly to
the Dormen Theater, founded in 1957, in
recognition of which he was for many years
invited to every premiere. Not only the
Dormens but also other public figures, from
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Eyüp Sabri was born in 1898 in Banja Luka,
now the capital of Republika Srpska, one of the
autonomous constituent entities of Bosnia and
Herzegovina. When the Austro-Hungarian
Empire annexed Bosnia in 1908, his father
Süleyman Agha and the rest of the family
moved first to İstanbul, and then to İnegöl in
the province of Bursa.1 For a while, Süleyman
Agha tried his hand at agriculture, but his
efforts did not pay off; in 1913 he opened a
grocery below his residence, but this time his
health worsened and he died shortly thereafter.
Young Eyüp Sabri now had the full weight
of his family on his shoulders; following
the advice of their neighbor Hilmi Bey, he
apprenticed himself to the chain of drapers
Abranosyan.2 What he learned of commerce
there and at his father’s store opened up new
horizons for him. In 1916, he established a
little drapery store in İnegöl’s covered bazaar,
but when Bursa was occupied in World War
I, he joined the army.3 The valor he showed
as a private during the War of Independence
earned him the İstiklâl Madalyası (Medal of
Independence) in 1926.4
The war was now over and life continued as

before. Back in İnegöl, Eyüp Sabri Bey once
again went into business in 1923. On 29
October that same year, his son Sabahattin
was born. Both his family and his business
were growing, and this seemed like an
opportune moment to turn a new page. He
sold the family home and moved to Ankara,
the up and coming capital of the new Republic
of Turkey. Taking advantage of the rapidly
urbanizing and growing city, in 1927 he
opened a new retail store of the kind known
at the time as bonmarşe (from the French
bon marché), i.e. a department store. It was
situated at No. 46, Anafartalar Avenue, in a
building named Sakarya Apartmanı that had
been completed in 1923 and was owned by
Nuri (Conker) Bey, a childhood friend and
comrade-in-arms of Mustafa Kemal Pasha.
Although one was a private and the other a
commanding officer, Eyüp Sabri Bey and Nuri
Bey remained close friends for many years.5
The store carried the name of Eyüp Sabri
Bey and offered a wide selection of items for
domestic use. In addition to custom-made
shirts, its primary line of business, the store
sold hats, scarves, handkerchiefs, socks,
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a motto for each product. Thus, the catalogue
ingenuously declared that “We aim to sell
products with which our customers will be
satisfied.”13
Eyüp Sabri Bey went to great lengths
to publicize his Cologne. These were
unprecedented methods at the time. Not
only would Cologne be sprinkled at cinemas
and theaters and free samples offered, but
he would personally carry barrels of the
product to the Atatürk Forest Farm where he
would address the public at the train station,
describe his product, and offer free samples.14
While Cologne was the product that set Eyüp
Sabri apart from his competitors, the shortage
of foreign currency during World War II led
to limitations on the importation of foreign
fragrances. This deprived Cologne producers
of one of the most important ingredients, and
Eyüp Sabri Bey’s store lost its main point of
attraction.15

Eyüp Sabri Tuncer’s old store

leather suitcases, handbags, umbrellas, and
other wares.6 It was best known for its shirts,
however, so that the commercial yearbook
Annuaire Oriental mentions it as a chemiserie
on Adliye Sarayı Avenue. Next to ready-towear garments, Eyüp Sabri also sold perfumes,
so that his shop was listed among perfume
stores until 1930.7
The “hat reform” of 1925, promulgated during
the early years of the Republic, provided
merchants with a new business opportunity,
and the shelves at Eyüp Sabri overflowed with
hats for both ladies and gentlemen.8 During
a trip to İstanbul, however, our entrepreneur
learned how to make eau de Cologne from a
local perfumer and that changed his life and
his family’s for ever. Sugar factories, at the
time the mainstay of the Republic’s industry,
had begun to produce alcohol as a by-product,
and this paved the way for a new line of
business.9 Eyüp Sabri Bey decided to go into
the production of Cologne, a venture that

would bring him great fame. Using imported
essential oils, he began to produce and sell
Cologne in 1933.10 His only competitor at
the time was Ömer Nail in Ankara’s district
of Ulus. Eyüp Sabri Bey’s products quickly
gained a following, and queues began to
form in front of his store. Bottles sent to the
Presidential Mansion at Çankaya were offered
to Atatürk’s guests, including Reza Shah
Pahlavi who took a great liking to Eyüp Sabri
Bey’s Cologne. An order for six bottles came
from Çankaya; the bottles were meticulously
packed and were soon off to the Palace of the
Shah of Iran.11
Eyüp Sabri also added vitality to Ankara’s
commercial scene during the 1930s. Using
unconventional promotional campaigns, he
brought renown to his store as well as making
his products into household names. His
most important venture in this respect was a
product catalogue. Printed as a brochure, the
catalogue was left at doorsteps and mailboxes
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The store in Ankara

in order to popularize Cologne as a consumer
item. Each catalogue contained a coupon for
free Cologne, and customers were allowed
to redeem them by choosing any one of
twelve or thirteen kinds of Cologne. For many
families, this experience made Cologne into
an indispensable household item. The offer
of free Cologne soon pushed demand for it
above all other products sold at the store.12 A
catalogue apparently printed in 1936 lists the
business owners as the “Brothers Eyüp Sabri,
Muharrem, and Mehmet Tuncer.” It lists hats,
caps, shirts, neckties, collars, scarves, socks,
pajamas, sweaters, gloves, bags, umbrellas,
slippers, light footwear called şason (from
the French chausson), and perfumes. The
illustrations in the catalogue were all drawn
by Eyüp Sabri Bey himself, who also designed

Under these prevailing conditions, the
enterprise turned its attention during the
1940s to garments such as pajamas, which
could be produced with the help of family
members. Commercial records once again
mentioned Eyüp Sabri Tuncer as a seller of
drapery, perfumes, hats, and garments. While
the store’s street number changed a number
of times, its actual location on Anafartalar
Avenue —also known as Çocuksarayı and
Adliye Avenue— remained the same.16 The
most popular among the products marketed
during the 1940s and 50s were custom shirts
and pajamas. A fire damaged the store in 1942,
but the dedicated efforts of family members,
along with the popularity of Eyüp Sabri’s
products, allowed the business the weather
this adversity.17
Eyüp Sabri Bey’s son Sabahattin Tuncer
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Tuncer to increase its value significantly. Low
prices attracted customers, and the queue for
Cologne grew once again.19

Sabahattin Tuncer on the right

graduated from high school around this
time, after which he attended the Faculty of
Agriculture for three years. He then gave
in to his father’s wishes, however, and took
over the management of the firm under his
father’s supervision. Foremost on his mind, as
had been on his father’s many years earlier,
was the production of Cologne. The business
climate had changed and the postwar boom
brought the family new prosperity. It is under
these conditions that Sabahattin Tuncer
began his own quest. While seeking to learn
the subtleties of the trade, he met the chemist
Vahe Karayan; he conducted some business
with him, but what really opened his eyes
was a book he found in Karayan’s library:
Félix Cola’s Le Livre Du Parfumeur (1931). In
it he found not only the formulae he needed
but also the names of the foremost fragrance
producers in Europe.18
Sabahattin Bey wrote to foreign producers and
asked for information about their products.
After a long wait, he only received one reply,
from the firm L. Givaudan. After alleviating
his father’s concerns, he ordered a small
shipment of fragrance and produced the first
batch of lemon Cologne fairly inexpensively.
This low cost allowed the brand Eyüp Sabri

Run by its founder and his two sons, the
business was incorporated in 1961 as the
unlimited liability company “Eyüp Sabri
Tuncer & Sons.” The next task was to produce
the fragrances locally. Sabahattin Bey traveled
abroad to learn more on the subject, and
in 1967 developed a new formula for his
own lemon Cologne. In 1970 he converted
a building on Işıklar Avenue in the district
of Ulus into a factory where fragrances
and Cologne were produced domestically.
Sabahattin Bey took over the business in 1972
and decided, given that there were multiple
partners, to convert Eyüp Sabri Tuncer into a
joint stock company and go public.20
Eyüp Sabri Tuncer has been a symbol of the
city of Ankara. When Savaş Sönmez of the
newspaper Cumhuriyet wrote down conditions
for being a genuine Ankaralı (Ankara dweller),
he mentioned “filling up with Cologne at
Eyüp Sabri Tuncer.”21 Directions in Ankara
are often given with respect to the Eyüp Sabri
Tuncer store, to which reference is made as
“Ankara’s Cologne seller.”22 Among the many
fans of Sabahattin Bey’s ever-present Cologne
was the popular singer Zeki Müren.23
By the 1980s, Eyüp Sabri Tuncer’s eau de
Cologne had become universally known
throughout Turkey, one of the first brands
that came to mind when mention was made of
fragrances. What was left from the little store
opened in the 1920s was not only a family
legacy but also a business ethic. Everything
was to be on record, taxes would be paid in
full, customers’ rights would be respected,
their satisfaction would be guaranteed, and
it would never be forgotten that the store’s
silent partner was the Republic of Turkey.24
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These principles must have found favor
with the state, for when the value-added
tax was launched in 1985, one of the pilot
establishments selected by the government
was Eyüp Sabri Tuncer.25
In 1994, Engin Tuncer took over management
of the business from his father. The company
stock, mostly held by family members, was
consolidated. Like his father, Engin Tuncer
had dreams; in particular, he wished to make
the national brand international while at the
same time preserving its classical products.
Thus, the company has made inroads into
both domestic and international markets with
organic scents and self-care products such as
EST 1923 and Perfume Jewels. With a century
of experience, the name Eyüp Sabri Tuncer is
a source of pride for both family members and
the country.26

Eyüp Sabri, Muharrem, Mehmet Tuncer Brothers’ catalogue
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In nineteenth-century İstanbul, the Anatolian
town of Çankırı was famous for its candymakers. People who migrated to the capital
city from that arid region would presumably
follow the example of their fellow townsmen
who had settled in İstanbul earlier, and go
into the same profession. İsmail Hakkı Bey
had come from the town of Orta in Çankırı,
and although he was a money-changer by
profession, he too found himself among
the candy-makers of Hamidiye Avenue in
İstanbul’s neighborhood of Bahçekapı, district
of Eminönü. He began to make rock candy in
1864 in the basement of the building where
he had settled. With the help of his sons, he
created an ever-increasing number of sweets
on which people soon got hooked; it was also
İsmail Hakkı Bey who introduced the popular
pastry known as poğaça to İstanbul-dwellers.
Among his sons, Mustafa divided his time
between helping his father and working as a
caller-to-prayer at the Mosque of Arpacılar.
While the firm’s ownership has changed
several times since, its century-old tradition
of, as well as the location of that first candy
store and the taste it left in one’s mouth, have
remained entirely unchanged.1

Eminönü is one of İstanbul’s commercial
centers, and the store soon made its
appearance in respectable trade publications.
For example, the Annuaire Oriental reported
in 1888 that the candy-maker İsmail Hakkı was
active at No. 4 in Bahçekapı; his neighbors
were tailors and a clockmaker.2 A year later,
İsmail Hakkı Bey’s name was listed among
the candy-makers at both that address and
No. 72, Alaca Hamam Avenue.3 In 1891, the
candy store had apparently switched places
with its neighbor the tailor, and moved to No.
3 in Bahçekapı.4 At the beginning of 1902,
Hacı Mustafa and Hacı İsmail were both
listed, separately, as candy store owners in
Bahçekapı.5
These two shops continued to operate until
1921, after which a new brand name made its
appearance: “Hacı İsmail Zade Hafız Mustafa”
(Hafız Mustafa, son of Hacı İsmail).6 In
1924, Hafız Mustafa opened another shop in
Yerebatan, this one to sell savory turnovers
known as börek. This was soon followed by
another candy store: named İsmail Hakkı,
it was established at Dudu Odaları Street in
Beyoğlu (Pera).7 Hafız Mustafa was not the
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purchased it in 2007: Avni Ongurlar.23 In her
doctoral dissertation, Esra Dil has analyzed
Hafız Mustafa as a business enterprise and
has shown that, despite several changes of
ownership, aspects of the firm that rest upon
a century and a half of experience such as its
product range, production process, and brand
concept —and even, to the extent possible, its
staffing— have remained relatively unchanged.
Thus, despite changing hands, Hafız Mustafa
has retained its brand identity for well over a
hundred years.24

Sons had already launched their new brand,
Çikolat Cemil (Chocolate Cemil).12 On the
other hand, it was difficult for Çikolat Cemil to
overtake Hafız Mustafa, whether as a product
or as a brand. Hafız Mustafa was such a “wellknown businessman” that even his daughter’s
wedding was deemed newsworthy by the
papers.13

The store in Bahçekapı 1940-1950

only one to inherit the profession of candymaker from İsmail Hakkı Bey. His other
son Ömer Lütfi had also dedicated himself
to the trade, just like his brother. It is clear,
however, that the two brothers chose different
paths for themselves, as they took different
surnames when the Surname Act was adopted
in 1934: Hafız Mustafa chose Kandman, while
Ömer Lütfi chose Cebeci. In any case, the
name Hafız Mustafa had by then risen in
prominence;8 it also rarely appeared (as in a
1930 yearbook) as “Hafız Mustafa & Sons.”9
The firm Hafız Mustafa won eleven awards
at international fairs between 1926 and
1938.10 The Office of Foreign Trade, a new
body established by the young Republic, took
out newspaper ads in 1932 to thank those
companies that had participated in the Bari
Orient Fair and received favorable reviews,
notably Hafız Mustafa.11 This was about the
time Hafız Mustafa’s son Cemil Bey was
becoming more involved in the business, and
he decided to go after a more universal taste.
By the time newspapers had begun to discuss
the importation of cocoa, Hafız Mustafa &

While Cemil Bey emphasized the fact that
he was Hafız Mustafa’s successor, he never
let go of his father’s name. Thus, the firm’s
advertisements during Bayram (Eid al-Fitr, a
religious festival), the busiest time for candymakers in Turkey, invited customers to “Get
your Bayram candy from Hafız Mustafa &
Son at No. 90, Bahçe Kapı.”14 The brand also
gained fame for tahini and halva, marketed
from 1929 on.15 Advertisements published
by Cemil Bey on the occasion of religious
festivals featured “Çikolat” as his nickname:
“Hafız Mustafa and his Son Çikolat Cemil
wish you an auspicious Bayram.”16
Cemil Bey died in 1947; newspapers reported
memorial services (mevlid) for him and his
father during the decade that followed.17 At
the time of his passing, Hafız Mustafa was
a well-established firm over eighty years
old. It became his widow Vasfiye Hanım’s
mission, along with Sönmez Kandman, to
lead it into the future. In 1948, the firm’s
name and logo were published in the Resmi
Sınai Mülkiyet Gazetesi (Official Gazette
of Industrial Property) as “Hafız Mustafa’s
son Cemil’s successor S. Kandman.”18 The
new proprietoresses initially retained the
name “Hafız Mustafa Kandman,”19 but
they eventually began to use the name
they had registered. Thus, for instance, an
advertisement published in 1950 read as
follows:
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Vasfiye Hanım and Sönmez Hanım were well
aware of the significance of owning a business
with deep roots, and often emphasized their
history in the advertisements published
during this period. In 1957, they refered
to themselves as “your candy store for 94
years”; in 1963, they invoked their “99 years
of experience.”20 Furthermore, they were not
alone advertising the merits of their products
during those years. Respected businesses
that resold Hafız Mustafa’s products took out
advertisements like “Hafız Mustafa candy,
1 kilogram for only 500 kuruş at Migros.”21
While the firm’s product line expanded
considerably, the backbone of their business
during the 1960s remained sweets such as
almond paste, chocolate, cakes, and candy.22
The well-disciplined and much liked
proprietoresses of Hafız Mustafa turned over
the business to the son of Sönmez Kandman,
Mustafa Nihat, when he came of age. This
“Reign of Mustafa the Second” lasted until
1993 and ended because Nihat Bey decided
to invest in other sectors. Mustafa Altuncu
purchased the business and sought to grow its
historical legacy without, however, damaging
its roots or spirit. After five generations,
starting with Hacı İsmail Hakkı, the candy
store attempted to establish branches under
its new management, until another investor

The current owner of the business, Avni
Ongurlar, speaks of Hafız Mustafa and Cemil
Bey as if they were members of his own family.
Despite his origins in the textile industry, Hacı
Avni Bey is in perfect emotional harmony
with the firm’s historical roots. He sells the
most healthy products at the most reasonable
prices, personally meets his customers
and sends them off with a smile. While the
Bahçekapı store sold 100 poğaça per day in
2007, they now sell 2500; that, and the fact that
the store is now listed in Spanish and French
tourist guides, are probably due to his smile
and respect for tradition. 25
Among works that discuss Hafız Mustafa,
the most interesting is without any doubt
Los Secretos de Hafiz Mustafá (The Secrets
of Hafız Mustafa) by the Colombian author
Francisco Leal Quevedo, who described his
book as follows: “This story is inspired by this
memorable place whose fame travels further
than any frontiers.26
With four branches in Taksim, Sultanahmed,
Sirkeci, and Bahçekapı, Hafız Mustafa has
entered the vocabulary of İstanbul.27 As an old
native once wrote, it is famous not only for its
sweets, candy, turnovers, and pastries, but also
for its smile...28
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During the final century of the Ottoman
Empire, waves of migration brought large
numbers of Muslims from the Balkans, the
Caucasus and elsewhere to present-day
Turkey. Some settled in Anatolia, others in
İstanbul. Hacı Tahir Bey, who came from
Bahçesaray (Bakhchysarai) in the Crimea
with his entire family, was one of these many
refugees. And he faced all the difficulties
both of exile and of resettlement. As soon
as he arrived, Tahir Bey found himself in the
heart of İstanbul’s commercial life; however,
carving himself a niche was easier said than
done. At first he dealt in provisions; in 1859, he
became a tobacco trader in the neighborhood
of Langa Kapısı, also known as Yeni Kapı, in
İstanbul. Soon, unfortunately, he found that
established local merchants were unhappy
with the competition and complained to
the Municipality. In turn, the Municipality
ruled that, provided they did not engage in
illegal activities, Tahir Bey and the rest of the
refugees should be allowed to conduct their
business unmolested.1
Just as he found no peace in his business
dealings, Tahir Bey was not left alone in

Zekeriyaköy, where he and his family had
settled. According to members of the present
generation of his family, his home was
attacked by some local gangs so that they
were forced to move to neighboring Sarıyer.
Around the same time, he moved his place of
business to Unkapanı, and his son Ali Nuri
married the daughter of the owner of the
historical Public Bath (hamam) of Sarıyer. The
profession of Ali Nuri Bey’s father-in-law gave
the family its surname as well as a brand name
that would command respect for more than a
century.2
Ali Nuri Bey continued in his father’s
footsteps, gradually becoming the kind of
entrepreneur that the Ottoman Empire sorely
needed. The 1880s witnessed his earliest
ventures as he began to deal in provisions
near Unkapanı, and established the first
incarnation of what would later become
Hamamcıoğlu Müesseseleri Ticaret Türk A.Ş.
in the form of a sole proprietorship located in
the commercial building Limon Han in the
Tütüngümrük neighborhood of the district
of Eminönü. In 1885, his son Nuri Ali joined
the firm. At this date, a commercial yearbook
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makes mention of “Ali (H.),” a dealer in oil and
rice, at No. 36, Cambazhane Avenue.3 While
we are unable to determine for certain whether
or not this listing refers to a member of the
Hamamcıoğlu family, the same commercial
directory for the year 1896-1897 does refer to
“Hamamcıoğlu Ali” as a merchant based at
No. 85, Osman Efendi Han.4 Over the next
few years, the firm moved a number of times
within the same building: thus, it was listed
at No. 75 in 1898,5 No. 3 in 1901,6 and No. 9 in
1909.7
Starting in the 1910s, the firm
Hamamcızadeler (or, as it is now known,
Hamamcıoğlu) ventured into different
business areas at different locations with
a speed that makes it difficult to follow its
precise trajectory. For example, a receipt from
the wholesale fish market dated 1911 points to
the family’s interest in seafood. On the other
hand, a document dated August 1914 now
preserved in the Ottoman Archives orders
that the olives in the warehouses belonging to
Hamamcızade Ali Bey in the towns of Gemlik
and Kurşunlu should be guarded, indicating
that the firm had a rather broad range of
interests within the food sector.8 A listing
of businesses registered at the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry in 1923 describes
“Hamamcı Zade Nuri Ali,” still located in
the commercial building Osman Efendi, as
dealing in “fish etc.”9 It is safe to assume that
this qualification refers to all kinds of seafood
—including salted fish, dried fish, caviar, and
so forth— for which transportation posed
special problems of timeliness.
During the 1920s, the firm’s foodstuffs
business was led by Mehmed Zeki Bey,
while Ali Nuri Bey established a company
named “Ali Nuri ve Şeriki” (Ali Nuri and
Partner) in 1927. Based in the building
Agopyan Han situated in the district of

The company has been founded in 1938, Constanta by Zeki :
Hamamcıoğlu, operating in Greece and Romania; had to
.closed down when World war II broke out

Hamamcıoğlu Companies, Ankara branch office, 1949

Zeki and Nihat Hamamcıoğlu and senior managment, during Ruşen
Sad’s(Fargo) visit. At the end of 1940’s

Stock Certificate from Deniz Toprak Ürünleri AŞ , 1942

Galata on Voyvoda (nowadays Bankalar)
Avenue, this firm focused on typewriters and
the like.10 The seafood business, however,
really took off during these years, extending
to Romania and to a good part of Europe
as well. Hamamcızade established various
partnerships to trade with Hungary, Greece,
Bulgaria, Italy, France, Switzerland, and
even Japan. Among them, for example, was
“Hamamdji Zade M. Zeky & D. Psaltidi,” active
in the Romanian city of Constanta since
1926.11
The company mentioned in foreign records
in 1929 as “Ali Nuri & Co.”12 was listed in
domestic records that same year as a fish
salter located at Osman Efendi Han. In fact,
the company was described in many different
ways over the years. For example, as Ali Nuri
and Partner, dealer in machinery;13 or, in
1930, as commissionnaire (agent middleman)
with an office at Agopyan Han in Galata.
That same year, a company named “Nuri ve
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Şürekâsı” (Nuri and Partners) in the same
line of business was listed at No. 18, Helvacı
Sokak, in the neighborhood of Balıkpazarı.14
In addition, Hamamcızde Nuri Ali Bey is
known to have been involved in the minoterie
(flourmill) business at the time, and based
at No. 62, Unkapanı Avenue.15 The mill was
already active in 1928 under the name “Cibali
Halk Değirmeni” (Cibali People’s Mill).16
For years, the firm was the biggest customer
of the fishgarths that lined the Bosphorus
from the Black Sea nearly down to Ortaköy,
as well as the principal producer of seafood
at numerous sites such as Marmaracık and
the lakes of Akhisar and Manyas. In 19331934, it displayed great expertise at the
exportation of olives, olive oil, sesame, salted
and fresh fish, soap,17 and mustard seed.18
The company’s activities infused vitality into
numerous sectors and, in addition to making
regular contributions to the Association of
Fishermen, it supported the İş Bank, one of the
young Republic’s newly-founded institutions,
with its deposits.19 Nuri Hamamcıoğlu’s
name was listed among the philanthropists
who contributed to a campaign to assist the
military in 1940,20 and to another in support
of the Turkish Aviation Association in 1941.21

Unfortunately neither the aid it gave, nor the
taxes it paid exempted the company from the
heavy burden of wartime economic policies.
In 1943, the Hamamcıoğlu companies were
assessed a significant tax under the Capital
Levy of 1942.22
In 1942, Nuri Ali Hamamcıoğlu took the firm
(which was recorded under No. 333 in the
commercial registry) public and turned the
business over to his son Zeki Hamamcıoğlu.
Since World War II affected the countries
of Eastern Europe especially adversely, the
Hamamcıoğlu branches and companies
that conducted business there folded one
by one. The company also underwent some
other changes during this period. First, by
a government decree, the word “Türk” was
added to the firm’s name, so that it became
“Hamamcıoğlu Müesseseleri Türk A.Ş.”23
Then, in 1942, the firm Deniz Toprak Ürünleri
T.A.Ş. (Sea and Soil Products) was added
to the group. In order to make sure that old
friends would have no difficulty recognizing
the establishment, the phrase “Formerly the
Nuri Ali Hamamcıoğlu Company” appeared
below its new name.24 One of only a few
joint stock corporations in the country, it
had been founded with a capital of 500,000
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trucks. The repair and maintenance of all
imported vehicles and equipment, as well as
the supply of spare parts, were undertaken
throughout the country by a subsidiary named
Motör Bakım Türk Limited Şirketi (Motor
Maintenance Ltd.).27

One of imported Plymouth cars by Hamamcıoğlu Companies, 1947

TL, a significant sum at the time and higher
than most of its counterparts. A commercial
directory listed its phone number as 20649
and its business as importing, exporting, and
domestic trade.25 The same source indicated
that the firm named Ali Nuri and Partner,
based on the third floor of Çınar Han in
the district of Galata, operated as an agent
middleman and commercial representative.26
In 1945, Deniz Toprak Ürünleri was credited
with exporting more cereals than any of its
competitors in Turkey; still, the postwar years
lead Zeki Bey towards a more technological
direction. In 1946, a subsidiary named KontiOto Ltd. and located under the famed Kristal
Gazinosu (night club) in Taksim began to
sell Chrysler and Plymouth cars and Federal
trucks, as well as acting as the Turkish
distributor of Mopar automotive parts,
Cummings diesel engines, and Brunswick
tires. The company closed its offices in Limon
Han around that time, but branch offices
were established in major cities like Ankara,
İzmir, and Adana in order to gain control
of the domestic market. The firm’s product
line included compressed air equipment,
machinery for construction and mining,
generators, earth-moving equipment, road
construction machinery, trucks, and tow-

Advertisements for the company’s products
soon made their appearance in newspapers.
From Victoria washing machines that can
“turn five kilograms of laundry snow white
in ten minutes”28 to the “highly durable and
economical” Federal trucks,29 Brunswick
tires,30 and Cummins diesel engines, the most
hard-to-find commercial items of the day
were among the company’s offerings.31 The
İstanbul Chamber of Commerce and Industry
classified companies into five categories
according to their capital; Hamamcıoğlu was
in the group labeled “exceptional,” reserved for
firms whose capital exceeded 200,000 TL.32
Zeki Hamamcıoğlu passed the firm to
his nephew Nihat Hamamcıoğlu in 1953.
When the store in Taksim was torn down
during Prime Minister Adnan Menderes’s
land expropriations, the company moved
to Büyükdere Avenue in the district of Şişli.
That year it became a sponsor of the First
Endurance Race of Turkey.33 New products
continued to be added to the catalogue,
notably Simca and Plymouth pickup trucks,
but one of the most exciting developments
for the firm took place in 1959 with the
construction of a 200,000 square meter factory
in Tuzla. A partnership involving numerous
local companies, the Federal Türk Truck
Factory was designed to produce trucks with
Cummins and Continental engines at the rate
of 1000 per year.34
Another new venture was undertaken in 1961
when Klippan seat belts were offered to the
public.35 During these years, Hamamcıoğlu
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was one of the principal destinations for
one interested in just about any motorized
product, from construction equipment to land
vehicles, and from sea vessels to airplanes.36
In 1970, Münir Hamamcıoğlu joined his
father at the helm of the firm, which suffered
a blow when Zeki Hamamcıoğlu passed
away in 1973. In 1981, a subsidiary named
HAMAK (Hamamcıoğlu Makine Sanayi ve
Ticaret A.Ş.) began to produce generators.
The unsuitability of the district of Şişli for
manufacturing and servicing forced the
company to seek new accomodations. Ground
was broken in 1991 for new facilities in

Orhanlı, and the firm moved to its new and
modern quarters on the Orhanlı-Tuzla TEM
highway in 1994.37
In addition to pushing its family tradition
of commerce beyond the 150-year mark,
Hamamcıoğlu has been one of Turkey’s most
significant enterprises, making important
contributions through its training of technical
personnel, its accumulated experience, and the
energy with which it has infused numerous
other sectors. The firm also owns the Splendid
Hotel as well as the Hünkâr source and picnic
grounds, a family heirloom.

Hamamcıoğlu Companies Auto Expo İstanbul, 1952

Hamamcıoğlu Companies Adana Branch Office, 1950’s

Hamamcıoğlu Companies İzmir Branch Office 1947’s

Hamamcıoğlu Companies Ankara Branch Office’s showcase 1949’s
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The İlancılık Advertising Agency was founded
in 1909, soon after the Restoration of the
Constitutional Monarchy in 1908. It is the
first and only advertising agency in Turkey
to have spanned the entire period from the
turn of the twentieth century to the present.
Founded in İstanbul by David Samanon, it
set for itself the goal of expressing in the
most correct language the messages that
companies wished to give about themselves,
and publicizing them through the
newspapers. 1
David Samanon chose a little-known firm as
his first client and succeeded in bringing it
so much recognition through his newspaper
advertisements that its sales skyrocketed.
Other firms were inspired by this success to
hire Samanon, and soon they too were beating
their competition.2
In 1914, Ernest Hoffer —the director of Havas,
Cairo’s famous advertisement agency— joined
İlancılık, then still in its infancy, and helped it
succeed by sharing his broad experience with
his new partners.3

The economy slowed down during the Balkan
Wars and World War I, and so did the agency’s
business. After the war ended, Jak Hulli joined
the partnership.4 The company’s full name
at the time was “HOSAH İlancılık Acentesi,”
an anagram based on the surnames of all the
partners. At a time when telephones were
still a rarity, İlancılık obtained one of the first
lines in the country; its telephone number was
94–95.5
Boasting numerous creative works throughout
its history, İlancılık used to advantage
its status as the first advertising agency
in Turkey. It did its best to develop and
enrich the sector as a whole. Believing
that newspapers alone were not sufficient
as advertising media, it pioneered mobile
advertising by employing the first “sandwich
men” in Turkey. Selected from among tall
males, they would carry two advertisement
panels measuring 150x70 cm each and walk
up and down Beyoğlu, thus publicizing the
clients’ offerings.6
Another innovation pioneered by İlancılık was
the standardization of prices for newspaper
advertisements. Until then, prices had
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every possible way.

N. İzidor Barouh, who would eventually
become a shareholder, joined the Customer
Relations department of the firm in 1932.
Extremely hard working, he doubled his salary
within three months and was promoted to
director of Accounting.8

generally been set collectively and somewhat
arbitrarily; to ensure fair pricing, İlancılık
established the cm/column system that is still
in use today. After some negotiations with
the newspapers, the price per cm for a single
column was set at 30 to 50 kuruş, except for
the front and second pages that were naturally
more expensive at 250 to 400 kuruş. Of
course these prices varied according to the
circulation of the newspaper.
It did not take long for İlancılık to find
new advertising media and to extend its
purview. During the 1930s, before movies
had become popular in İstanbul, a few French
entrepreneurs opened cinemas. These
early advertisements consisted of simple
projections of text onto the screen, much like
slide shows today; however, they were the first
step in the development of a new medium.7

In 1933, newspapers resolved to take over the
advertising business themselves, in order not
to have to pay a commission to the agency.
With a loan from İş Bankası, they founded an
agency of their own. However, İlanat Acentesi
owned the only infrastructure needed
for advertising and so they were offered
partnership in the new agency. Rather than
lose the income altogether, İlancılık accepted
the offer. At the same time, İş Bankası had
provided capital for the new enterprise and
therefore demanded a controlling role in it.
It arranged for the appointment of Kemal
Salih Sel, director of Advertising at the Bank
and also editor-in-chief of the newspaper
Cumhuriyet, as director of the new agency,
İlancılık Ltd.9 It only lasted a year, however,
because of disagreements among the various
newspapers. Soon thereafter, İlancılık asked
Sel to join the firm, and a new general
partnership was founded, this time named
after all four partners: “İlancılık Kehosah.”10
In those days, preparing an advertisement or
poster for publication required much more
effort than it does nowadays. A photograph
would be taken, then traced with a pencil on a
light table and reproduced with drawing ink. It
would then be rephotographed and enlarged
or reduced to the desired size. All this just for
a graphic to be used in the advertisement.
İlancılık was the first agency in Turkey to
establish an internal graphics department,
thus allowing the art director, graphic artist,
photographer, typesetter, and copy writer
to interact as a group at a single location.11
İlancılık was also the first agency to establish
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Perhaps the most important single factor that
helped İlancılık achieve its current status was
its approach to partnership. Like owners of
a work of art, the partners all believed that
what was enduring was not individuals but the
firm. For this reason, they decided that upon
the death of a partner, his 25 per cent share
would be redistributed, 15 per cent among
the other partners and/or employees whose
performance had been exceptional, and 10 per
cent to his family for the duration of ten years.
This, they believed, would be fair for both
the family and the firm. As a result, İlancılık
has never suffered from internal conflicts
over personal interests. The current general
manager, Atılay Bingöl, started out as a copy
writer; he is now a full partner thanks to this
system of rewarding good performance.
From old illustrations

an in-house photographic studio.
A major economic crisis shook the world
on the eve of World War II, and the crisis
naturally affected the advertising industry as
well.
After the War, İlancılık went right back to
business, putting its power and experience
to work. Markets began to recover, and
as the volume of imports grew, so did the
company’s client portfolio. American brands
such as Philco, General Electric, and Hoover
entered the Turkish market, encouraging the
emergence of new advertising agencies.12 At
the time, however, advertisements produced
by other agencies were also distributed by
İlancılık which became, in a way, Turkey’s first
media distribution company. İlancılık believed
that the establishment of new agencies was
crucial for the development of the industry
as a whole, and therefore supported them in

Another medium that the advertising
industry entered through İlancılık was radio
broadcasting. Advertisements aired between
radio programs or between musical pieces
created an active form of communication
between companies and their customers.
İlancılık went through some difficult periods
without, however, suffering fatal injury.
When the Democrat Party government of
Prime Minister Adnan Menderes first faced
political opposition, it decided to control
advertisements placed by dissidents as well
as the dissident newspapers themselves. Since
virtually all advertisements went through
İlancılık, the agency was subjected to a long
period of severe scrutiny that even the homes
of the partners were not spared.
İlancılık continued its activities after the
Military takeover of 1960, but there was a
great deal of uncertainty throughout the
economy. Those newspapers that had been
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new medium was thus created for advertising,
which the agencies were quick to tap,
particularly as televisions became widespread
around 1972.
At about this time, Yakup Barouh, the son
of İzidor Baruh, founded a new advertising
research firm with two of his friends from
Robert College, Pınar Kılıç and Ahmet
Durul: PARS (Pazarlama, Araştırma, Reklam
Servisleri, or Marketing, Research, and
Advertising Services). The company grew
rapidly with support from İlancılık, but when
his partners resolved to go into the creative
advertising business themselves, Yakup
Barouh decided to join İlancılık instead.14

From old illustrations

During the 1980s, the advertising industry
was one of the fastest growing sectors of
Turkey’s economy. This growth supported
the development of various media such as
photography, film production, television, and
newspapers.

From old illustrations

singled out by Menderes as oppositional
were precisely the papers that received the
largest number of advertisements.13 As a
result, scrutiny continued under martial law,
and many advertising agencies suffered
severe losses during this period. During
that period, İlancılık tried to stay afloat with
advertisements for sales of real estate.

Since the 1990s, the Internet has been
extremely influential in the advertising
business, and new digital advertising agencies
have emerged dedicated exclusively to on-line
advertising. İlancılık created a new subsidiary
named Digital Panzehir for this purpose. This
enterprise is led by İlker Barouh, the third
generation of his family to work in the firm.15
The advertising industry is rapidly changing,
and İlancılık has managed to keep up with
those changes by renewing itself constantly.
It continues to produce creative solutions for
the marketing communication needs of many
domestic and international brands.16

From old illustrations

The TRT (Radio and Television Corporation
of Turkey) was founded in 1964. Besides
newspapers, cinema, radio, and the outdoors, a
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From old illustrations
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Istanbul Chamber of Commerce is the most
important address of the gained experience
and information in the light of Turkish
economy since its foundation in 1882. It
deeply impressed the trade life, in not only our
country but also in region countries through
its strong organization and substantial
corporate memory.
Today, we strongly advance to the future with
over 380 thousand members, 81 professional
committees delegating all sectors, and
248 assembly members. Besides, ICOC
with its strong background is the biggest
representative of Istanbul; which is capital of
civilizations, and its global economic size. Our
Chamber being the biggest business world
organization of Istanbul which performs more
than half of the export and constitutes 43% of
the total budget of Turkey, is an opportunity
door opening to the world. ICOC which
is the biggest Chamber of Europe and the
5th biggest Chamber of the world, is one of
the most important trade bridges between
Turkish and world bussiness life in the terms
of its facilities and services. Our Chamber
welcomes many foreign committees every
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year to realize potential; take its place in fair
organizations all around the World to enlarge
our export market; organizes visits to foreign
countries. ICOC with its over 500 employees;
gives consulting services to Turkish and
foreign businessmen.
In conclusion, we promote the opportunities
of Turkey which is the 17th biggest economy
of the world. Today, Turkey with its good
quality products and services, has strong links
all over the world. In this concept; Turkish
private sector invests in new markets year
after year, establishes bussiness connections.
On the other side, it sustains to be the most
attractive investment platform for foreign
capital. Turkey through its political power and
growth performance taking attention of the
world, appears in first lines of investors and
bussinessmen.
A Timeline of the ICOC’s History
1880 The Dersaadet Chamber of Commerce
was founded.
1882 January 14 th- The Dersaadet Chamber
of Commerce started to operate after the first
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Trade Exchanges came into force.
1948 Participated to the OEEC, which was the
base of the OECD.
1963 Economic Development Foundation
(İKV) was founded.
1977 ICOC Tax-Payer Award application
started.
1980 Membership to the Association of
World Trade Centers.
Consumer Complaints Desk was established.

meeting at Mehmet Ali Pasha Business Center
in Galata.
1884 The Dersaadet Chamber of Commerce
Journal was published.
1889 Chambers of Commerce were converted
to the Chambers of Commerce, Agriculture
and Industry as of March 11th. The Dersaadet
Chamber of Commerce operated under
the name of “The Dersaadet Commerce ,
Agriculture, Industry Chamber” until 1910
after having gained Agriculture and Industry
functions.
1910 By regulations adopted on June 13 th,
chambers were separated again as Chambers
of Commerce and Industry Chambers and
Agriculture Chambers.
The Istanbul Chamber of Commerce and
Industry was founded.
1912 The Chamber Journal was published
under the name of the Dersaadet Chamber of
Commerce and Industry Journal.
1924 The Istanbul Chamber of Commerce and
Industry Journal was published (in Ottoman
Turkish and French).

1925 Regulation of Chamber of Commerceand
Industry was adopted. Chambers were
entitled with legal entity and membership to
the chambers became obligatory.
Istanbul Chamber of Commerce was moved in
4. Foundation Inn.
1926 First Assembly election of the Istanbul
Chamber of Commerce and Industry was held.
1927 Istanbul Chamber of Commerce
became the member of International Chamber
of Commerce (ICC).
The Istanbul Chamber of Commerce and
Industry Journal was published in TurkishFrench alphabets. (Some articles were
published in Turkish- English starting from
1954).

1981 First issue of the annual Economic
Report having Turkish and English
publication every year, was published.
1982 The Istanbul World Trade Center Inc.
was founded.
1990 Subcontracting Exchange Office was
established.
1993 Membership to the Association of
Mediterranean Chambers of Commerce and
Industry (ASCAME).

1937 Craftsman Dispensary established.
1943 The Law on Chambers of Commerce and
Industry, Chambers of the Self Employed and
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2000 2. degree historical building in Eminönü
district was renovated to serve as the new
Office building.
Yenibosna Branch Office was opened.
2001 The Istanbul Commerce Universtiy was
founded and started its academic life.
2002 ICOC was accredited as the Best
Chamber in Europe under the Accreditation
Project led by Eurochambers (Association of
the European Chambers).
Formula 1 Istanbul Project started off.
Istanbul Shopping Fest was launched.
2003 OECD library came into service at
ICOC.
ITOVIZYON, magazine of the ICOC, began
its publication.

1994 ICOC Education and Social Functions
was founded.

ICOC Vocational Training Center began its
acitivities.

Multi-purpose social facilities opened in
Kandilli.

ICOC Turkish Subcontracting Exchange
received the “Best Service Award” in the
Small Enterprises category from the World
Chambers Federation.

IWTC Exhibition Building was opened.
Kadıkoy Branch Office started its activities.
1995 The Project of Registration Archive

1928 Price Indexes were published for the first
time. They were also listed among the United
Nations’ publications.

1999 ISO-9001 Quality Assurance certification
was received and Total Quality Management
started.

started to be kept in Electronic Platform.
1996 The Istanbul Trade Registry Directorate
joined the Chamber.
1997 Perpa ve İstoç Branch Offices were
opened.

2004 ICOC Information Line put into service
and later its name was changed as “Call
Center”
ICOC Information Center was established.
Istanbul was added on the Formula 1 Grand
Prix calendar.
The first of “Successful SME” competitions
was launched.
2005 The Start Exporting Program started
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encouraging small enterprises to export.
Formula 1 Grand Prix was held successfully
first time in Istanbul.

inaugurated in coorporation with the
Delegation of the EU to Turkey.

2007 125th Anniversary of the ICOC was
commemorated.

In the concept of Teknopark Istanbul Project,
the manager company “Teknopark Istanbul
Inc.” was founded.

The restoration of Kızlarağası Madrasah was
completed.

New York State Istanbul and Investment
Office was inaugurated.

The Restoration of Rustempasa Madrasah was
started.

The restoration of New Mosque Sultan’s
Pavilion was awarded to “Europa Nostra”.

2008 Agency for 2010 European Culture
Capital which ICOC has been represented
both on its board and concil was founded.
Turkey participated to Frankfurt Book Fair as
“Honor Guest”.

2012 8 School which ICOC constructed was
inaugurated.

Kucukyali Campus of the Istanbul Commerce
University was inaugurated.
2009 The ICOC and the Undersecretariat for
Defence Industries signed letter of intent for
Teknopark Istnabul.
The restoration of New Mosque Sultan’s
Pavilion was completed.
2010 ICOC EU Information Center was

37.751 people was educated through the
Project of OZIMEK ( Private Administration
Occupational Retraining Program) which
is performed by Provincial Directorate of
Administration, National Education, and
İŞKUR.
2013 The agreement related to application
of business visa between ICOC and Sweden
Istanbul Consulate General was signed in 16
January 2013.
ICOC, went on to the finals in VIII. World
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Chambers Competition through Istanbul
Fashion Workshop in 2013, Qatar in the
concept of World Chambers Congress.
In the concept of Human Resources
Development Project, ICOC Academy web
portal was set up aiming giving service to the
SMEs.
The New Mosque Pavilion bringing together
history and art restored by ICOC which it
is must to be visited by native and foreign
tourists having interest in Ottoman History
opened its doors to the visitors in first month
of Ramadan.
2014 The first round-table conference with
the prominent firms of world was done in
Brussels.
In the concept of e-ICOC, the ICOC services
was started in electronic platform.
ICOC, became the head of Shopping Fest
Organization mobilizing all sectors.
The Branch of Credit Guarantee Fund was
opened.
The protocol with Turkish Standars Institute
was signed.

ICOC Library started giving service
efficiently.
2015 The first of ICOC Awards projected
to support successes contributing our trade
life and to take our economy forward, was
organized.
ICOC-Mobil Service Bus serving efficient
servies came into action.
Maquette of 96 meter square giant Istanbul,
was prepared for MIPIM which is the widest
real estate fair organized in Cannes, France.
ICOC Arbitrary Center being the independet
artbitrary foundation and applying the
arbitration rules, came into action.
The Strategic Activity Plan Workshop of
ICOC Construction and Real Estate 2023 was
realized.
#oneistanbul competition on Instagram
aiming to strengtehen the publicty of Istanbul,
was realized.
The first newspaper of ICOC was published in
English.
The ICOC Archive holding the trade archive
of Istanbul was opened.
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Gaziantep is an empire of taste in
Southeastern Turkey. Among regional
traditions thousands of years old, delicious
pastries, kebabs, and sweets hold a place of
honor. Indeed, when one thinks of baklava, the
first place that comes to mind is Gaziantep;
and baklava chefs from Gaziantep are prized
above all others. Steeped in this culture, the
Güllü family has been making baklava since
the 1800s. Family folklore has it that the first
member of the clan to go into the baklava
business was Hacı Mehmed Chelebi, known
as “Güllü Chelebi.” It is said that he traveled
to Aleppo and Damascus in order to hone
his skills. After staying there for six months
and learning all the subtleties of the art, he
returned to Gaziantep and established a
baklava bakery. After Güllü Chelebi’s death,
his wife Güllü baked baklava at home and
their sons sold them, thus allowing the family
to subsist.1 Eventually their son Hacı Mahmud
Güllü (1859-1928) took over the business,
making baklava with fine sheets of hand-rolled
dough. All four of his sons also entered the
profession, and thus baklava became a Güllü
family tradition. Hacı Mehmed Said Güllü
(1879-1962), Hacı Mustafa Güllü (1882-1927),

Ali Güllü (1892-1947), and Hacı Mahmud Güllü
(1899-1985) were members of the following
generations who followed in their forefathers’
footsteps.2
The Güllüs were already a large family in the
nineteenth century, and their name appears
in official records in numerous capacities.
Which of these individuals were members of
the actual branch that eventually went into
the pastry business is difficult to determine.
Thus, for example, many mosques and
commercial buildings in the Ottoman city
of Aintab (Antep, today’s Gaziantep) were
administered by pious foundations, and Hacı
Mahmud Güllü, son of Güllü Chelebi, appears
in the historical records as a trustee of the
foundation that administered the affairs of the
Alaüddevle Mosque.3 The Qadi Court Register
No. 159 for Aintab contains the phrase
“Mehmed Şerif, known as the kebab seller
Mahmud, son of the kebab seller Güllü Çelebi”
indicates that the Güllü family had been
involved in the kebab business from an even
earlier date.4 Another court record, this one
from 1905 concerning two shops belonging to
the pious endowent of the Alaybeyi Mosque,
mentions the workplace of “the kebab seller
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(Marketplace).10 Family members recall that
while small disagreements invariably took
place, overall the brothers got along well and
struggled together under difficult economic
conditions.11

First store in Gaziantep

Hacı Mahmud.” This record shows that the
kebab shop in question was at the Helvacı
Pazarı (the Halva-sellers’ market) in Uzun
Çarşı, one of the traditional shopping centers
of the city. 5

and he died in 1928. By then, his sons had
become experts in their own right. In 1930, the
company began to ship dry baklava in wooden
boxes to neighboring provinces, carrying the
Güllü name beyond Gaziantep.7

Güllü Chelebi was involved in seeking
solutions to social problems, and was thus
greatly respected in his day. His son Hacı
Mustafa took over his father’s business ethics
and culinary secrets and passed them on to
his own son Mustafa. He in turn moved the
business to a store formerly operated by a
blacksmith next to the Hacı Nasır Mosque and
began to sell not only baklava but also kebabs.
In particular, the shop’s beyran (a spicy lamb
and rice soup usually eated for breakfast in
Antep) was extremely popular.6 Hacı Mustafa
went on pilgrimage twice, but his health
took a turn for the worse after his second trip

The tradition in Antep used to be that baklava
was sold not by independent stores but by
kebab houses.8 That began to change in the
1930s; thus, for instance, Güllü Ali opened
one of the first stores entirely dedicated to
selling baklava on Suburcu Avenue. Soon
thereafter, Güllü Said opened another
store on the same avenue, at the corner
opposite the Maarifin Gardens; he also built
a hotel above the store.9 In 1930, the Millî
Sanayi Kataloğu (Catalogue of National
Industry) recorded thirteen baklava sellers in
Gaziantep, among whom “Güllü Zâde Said”
also appeared in the Aziz Hacı Nasır Çarşısı
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Provincial statistics for the year 1935 indicate
that there were 73 bakeries selling bread,
baklava, and kadayıf (a dessert made of
shredded wheat, usually stuffed with walnuts
or pistachio nuts) in Gaziantep.12 In 1938,
however, those businesses that specialized
in baklava only numbered three: Ali Güllü,
Said Güllü, and Mehmed (İnal).13 The same
three names were listed in the Commercial
Yearbook for 1942-1943.14 In the Türk Ticaret
Rehberi (Turkish Commercial Directory) for
1944-1945, merchants were ranked according
to their respective volume of business. In
this ranking, Said and Mahmud Güllü were
qualified as “extraordinary.” Their branch was
described as “wholesale groceries” and their
address was once again No. 14 next to the Hacı
Nasır Mosque.15
Given the success of his baklavas, Hacı
Mahmud Güllü decided in 1949 to carry the
business to İstanbul. In that, he followed the
advice of his relatives there who had informed
him that baklava prices in İstanbul were
double what they were in Gaziantep, and that
there was tremendous business potential to
exploit. Nevertheless, this was still a major
and risky decision, for the store to be opened
in the district of Karaköy would be the first
in İstanbul to sell nothing but Baklava, as
well as the first outside of Gaziantep to have
its own oven. Moreover, competition was not
entirely absent: such well-known restaurants
as Pandeli and Konya Lezzet Lokantası also
offered baklava; indeed, Konyalı sold it not
only by portion but by weight as well.16
Leaflets were printed for the grand opening

on 7 November 1949. Taking the proverb
“Can Boğazdan Gelir” (literally, “life comes
from sustenance”; analogous to the Biblical
“Bread is the staff of life”) as his guiding
light, Mustafa Güllü had added börek (savory
pastries) to his repertory.17 More importantly,
advertisements continued to appear in
newspapers until İstanbul dwellers learned
the taste as well address of real baklava. The
first advertisements featured a branch of roses
(gül) shaped like the first letter of Güllüoğlu,
as well as a young lady tasting baklava. The
product range was narrow, but varied within
its own category: baklava, börek, pistachio
paste, and cookies.18
Mustafa Güllü recalls the early days of the
store, and the way in which they worked to
break the prejudices of a public that was only
just becoming acquainted with fresh baklava,
as follows:
For a few years, we offered free baklava. We
even printed leaflets as invitations to taste
baklava for free, and passed them out in the
street. Baklava cost 5 TL per kilogram. When
phone orders came from Taksim, Nişantaşı,
or Şişli [all prosperous neighborhoods at the
time], we would send them baklava and not
charge them for delivery. We also showed
advertisements at the Atlas movie theater,
as well as taking out print advertisements
in newspapers and magazines, and placing
billboards in the subway and in trams, in order
to introduce the product to the wider public.
Our most important advertisements, however,
were the testimonials of those who had tasted
our baklava.19
In 1949, according to the Resmi Sınaî Mülkiyet
Gazetesi (Official Gazette of Industrial
Property), Atıf Said Güllü of No. 8, Atatürk
Boulevard, registered the name “Baklavacı
Güllüoğlu” and its logo.20 However, Mustafa
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sailing past İstanbul have for decades slowed
down while traversing the Bosphorus in order
to purchase baklava, which is delivered to
them —in accordance, needless to say, with the
appropriate foreign trade regulations.25

Güllü was now playing in another league,
and he had started to enjoy the fruits of his
labor. He moved his store in 1953, from Halil
Pasha Street to No. 23, Havyar Han in Karaköy.
During the 1970s, he rented a space below
a parking structure in Karaköy, the location
where Güllüoğlu has continued to operate to
this day. Between the tiny shop on Halil Pasha
Street, a windowless space that nevertheless
attracted long lines of customers, to the first
baklava factory active today, Güllüoğlu’s
production has literally amounted to tons of
the delectable pastry.21

It is hardly surprising that such a source of
delight would have had, among its dedicated
customers, a poet, writer, and playwright
like Yusuf Ziya Ortaç. Indeed, many are the
gourmet intellectuals who have listed Karaköy
Güllüoğlu as among “İstanbul’s ageless
tastes.”26 With tens of expertly trained chefs,
Karaköy Güllüoğlu continues to cater to its
vast clientele and will certainly continue
to conquer the hearts of generation after
generation thanks to artisans and managers
from its own family.

Hacı Mustafa Güllü, a true master who gave
new directions to the art of making baklava
and who trained many other chefs, passed
away on 21 February 2012.22 Four of his five
sons continue to follow in their father’s
footsteps. His oldest son Nejat Güllü had left
the company in 1983, and another son, Faruk
Güllü, did so in 1993, both in order to continue
in the same line of business, but on their own.
The brothers Nadir and Ömer Güllü remained
at their father’s side in Karaköy. The former is
now both Chairman of the Board and himself
a baklava chef; with his brother Ömer and
children Ebru Güllü Abanoz, Tuğba Güllü
Sürmeli, and Murat Güllü, he continues the
family tradition.
When the subject of baklava comes up in
Turkey, journalists first rush to Karaköy. The
firm Karaköy Güllüoğlu continues to sell its
traditional products while at the same time
drawing customers with new and creative
desserts.23 Nadir Güllü’s vision for introducing
baklava to the world brought the company’s
name to Japan’s magazine Elle and to the U.S.
newspapers Chicago Tribune and The New
York Times.24 In addition, Güllüoğlu has been
promoting and exporting its products for
some sixty-five years. Nadir Güllü mentions
how, in addition to conventional exports, ships
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One of the first flyers of Karaköy Güllüoğlu
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Having given life to the Mediterranean basin
for thousands of years, olive trees are an
indispensable source of life and health for
the Aegean region as well. Historical sources
indicate that the first civilizations to have
benefited from the olive were based on the
shores of the Aegean.1 And among those who
derived their subsistence from that immortal
tree were the people of the paradisiacal Island
of Lesbos (Turkish: Midilli). One of those
people was Hasan Efendi from the town of
Gera, whose story tells of a family tradition of
commerce that crossed the sea and ended up
in Turkey. Hasan Efendi often used to travel to
the village of Komi to work on his olive grove,
and was thus known on the Island as Komili
Hasan (Hasan of Komi).2
Hasan Efendi’s nickname inspired first the
name of the company Dizdarzade Komili
Hasan ve Oğulları (Dizdarzade Komili Hasan
and Sons), which he established in 1878
on Lesbos, and then that of the pioneering
company he founded in Turkey. He was a
literate man in tune with the community in
which he lived. It was he who had alerted
the Ottoman authorities in 1893 to the
irregularities in a tender involving olive
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cultivation on Lesbos.3 Because of these
qualities, the provincial governor Nami Bey
had appointed Hasan Efendi administrator of
his sub-district. According to Nedim Attila,
it may be as a result of actions on the part of
Greek gangs to intimidate the local Muslim
population on the eve of the Balkan Wars that
Hasan Efendi lost his life.4 Be that as it may,
thanks to his diligent efforts, he was able to
leave his sons tens of thousands of olive trees
upon his death.
The war years, including World War I and
the War of Independence, deeply affected
the lives of the Muslims of Lesbos —which, in
any case, had not been under Ottoman rule
since it was conquered by Greek forces during
the First Balkan War of 1912. The last record
in a commercial yearbook that mentions
Hasan Efendi’s workplace among the island’s
merchants appeared in 1921.5 During the years
that followed, it was with great difficulty that
his four sons put bread on the table and kept
the family together. Civic consciousness was
their father’s legacy, and thus, when it was
announced in 1923-1924 that the Muslims
of Lesbos would have to leave as part of the
Greco-Turkish population exchange, Hasan
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The Balıkesir Ticaret ve Sanayi Odası
Salnamesi (Yearbook of the Balıkesir
Chamber of Commerce and Industry) for
1926 mentioned “Komilizade Mustafa Bey”
in the section “Factories in the District of
Ayvalık.” The yearbook went on to state that
the factory was operational, that it disposed of
a transportation capacity of twenty animals, a
production capacity of twelve metric tons per
annum, and a workforce of twenty-five.8 The
family quickly adapted to Ayvalık, with whose
culture and way of life they were not entirely
unfamiliar. They were, of course, not alone.
Many families from Lesbos had settled there,
among whom the families Sözmez and Madra
who soon made their own contribution to the
District’s commercial life.9

1878’den beri

Hakiki Lezzetin Sırrı,
Komili Sızma
Zeytinyağı
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Efendi’s son Ali declared that he would not
leave until the last Muslim on the island had
boarded the boat. And that is exactly what he
did.6
In fact, the family did not travel far. Having
crossed the straits, they settled in Ayvalık and
started to rebuild their lives doing what they
knew best, in the shadow of the olive trees. A
document dated 1925 preserved in the Prime
Ministry’s Republican Archives contains
details of the transportation and resettlement
of the four brothers. It describes their home
on Lesbos and goes on to list “Mustafa, Ali,
Hüseyin, and Abdi, children of the merchant,
agriculturalist, and factory owner Hasan
Komili, originating in the Village of Üsküblü
in the Sub-district of Yere [Gera] on the Island
of Lesbos and resettled in the District of
Ayvalık.”7

Mustafa Bey’s sons Salih and Necmi kept
alive the family’s commercial legacy, abiding
by their grandfather’s principle that “With
poor-quality merchandise, you will fool the
customer once, and yourself for ever.”
The brothers lost their mother Lütfiye Hanım
in 1942.10 In 1947, they decided to dissolve
their partnership, Necmi Komili declaring
that he only wanted to carry the brand Komili.
It was he who passed on the brand to the
generations that followed.11 The first time
the brand was registered, in 1937, it had been
under the name “Mustafa Komili Oğulları
Necmi ve Salih ve Şürekâsı” (Necmi and Salih,
sons of Mustafa Komili, and Company).12 As
of 1944-1945, commercial yearbooks still listed
the names of both Ali Komili and Necmi and
Salih Komili. In 1947 and 1948, however, the
olive oil brand was registered anew.13
From this date on, the name Komili appeared
more frequently on the advertisement pages of
national newspapers. By 1960, the company’s
daily production of olive oil had reached
the striking figure of fifty tons per day. This
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performance brought Komili to the attention
of the global players in the sector, and soon
Komili was the fifth supplier of the Italian firm
Mazonni, one of the world’s largest buyers.14
With its innovative products, Komili has
always been an important supporter of the
industry. The development of cylindrical
cans to replace the square cans that suffered
from leaks seemed to be the harbinger of
change, and Komili was now sold in “golden
boxes.”15 In 1973, the firm established Turkey’s
first installation for physical refining, and by
1980, the entire factory and equipment had
been modernized.16 The joint stock company
“Komili Sınai Mamuller Pazarlama A.Ş.”
(Komili Industrial Products Marketing) was
founded in 1973.
From the golden box to the Kybele bottles,
the appearance of olive oil on the shelves may
have constantly changed, but its beloved taste
remained the same. When the market was
invaded in 1969 by pirate products bearing
the Komili label, advertisements were taken
in newspapers that appear to stress the bond
between the firm and its customers: “The
packaging and its color may be imitated,
but certainly not the quality of Komili olive
oil.”17 Still, despite these advances, and even
though Turkey is a Mediterranean country, the
national consumption of olive oil remained
far below that of developed countries.
After 1990, Komili resolved to publicize the
health benefits of the product by stressing
the “Mediterranean” theme. Promoting
customer awareness of olive oil became one
of the firm’s primary concerns. Such projects
as “Monuments to olive oil from trees to
humans,” “Those who live with the tree of
life from Tirilye to Derik, and from Adatepe
to Yusufeli,” “The oil presses in the region
of Edremit,” and “The past and present of
the olive, olive oil, and soap industries” were

" Golden box " themed advertisement

sponsored by Komili. Many highly respected
ventures, notably the archeological digs at
Klazomenai where olive oil is thought to have
originated, were also supported by Komili.18
In 1992, this precious brand was taken
under the umbrella of the Unilever Group.
It was transfered to the company Ana Gıda
in 2008, a subsidiary of the Anadolu Group
where it operates alongside two other
well-known Turkish olive oil brands, Sezai
Ömer Madra (1914) and Kırlangıç (1953).
Today, Komili continues to work on raising
the consciousness of both producers and
consumers, with the mission of promoting the
culture and increasing the consumption of
olive oil in Turkey.
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135 YILDIR
HAKİKİ LEZZETİN SIRRI
1878’den beri sofraları şölene,
yemekleri ziyafete dönüştüren Komili,
eşsiz lezzetiyle nesillerdir mutfakların vazgeçilmezi.

1878’den beri
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Konya Lezzet Lokantası
(also known as “Konyalı”)
Born in 1882 in Konya, Hacı Ahmed
Doyuran first moved to Beyşehir and then
traveled throughout Western Anatolia
where he became acquainted with various
regional dishes. When he arrived at his
final destination of İstanbul, the money and
knowledge he had accumulated sufficed to
open a tiny restaurant across the street from
the main train station, containing all of four
tables and sixteen chairs. The year was 1897,
and Ahmed Bey thus managed to feed not
only his own family but also neighboring
businessmen and the local poor. Situated
at a key location to which people came by
boat from Asia and by train from Europe, the
restaurant’s renown grew rapidly, and so did
its customer base. While it initially catered
to the lower income brackets, in time people
from all walks of life came to patronize it.1
Commercial records from 1900 on indicate
that an “Ahmed Efendi” was established at
that particular corner of Sirkeci.2 In fact, the
establishment of Konyalı as it is now known
was a harbinger of the emergence of Turkish

cuisine as an alternative to the westen-style
restaurants that had proliferated, particularly
in business districts. Indeed, Konyalı served a
whole array of Anatolian flavors and gradually
joined the ranks of the most prestigious
establishments of its day including Circle
d’Orient, Tokatlıyan, Abdullah Efendi, and
Pera Palas.3 At a time when the word lokanta,
derived from the Italian word for inn, had been
adopted to denote a restaurant in Turkish,
Konyalı was one of the few eateries that had
a Turkish name. It was also one of the few
establishments in İstanbul that featured
döner kebab (meat grilled on a vertical spit).
Fairness, cleanliness, delicious taste, and high
quality became its guiding principles and they
were applied to each and every plate served.4
Ahmed Efendi’s workday began at the crack
of dawn and ended late at night; when his
work was done, he would sit on a chair in front
of his restaurant and smoke the water-pipe,
distributing the unsold food to the poor. Their
prayers brought his business blessings for
years, and the distinctive way he used to call
out to them became so famous that it found its
way in 1942 into the newspaper Akşam, where
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by the tax authorities, giving Konya Lezzet
Lokantası as an example.10 In 1985, when
the government wished to avoid responding
to a question posed by the opposition, its
spokesman instead listed all the dishes that
had been served to the Saudi Prince Abdullah
when he was hosted at Konyalı.11
Mustafa Doğan was a well-respected member
of the business community. He was consulted
when the restaurant industry’s problems were
being debated during the early 1940s, and
had indicated that it was necessary, in order
to increase quality, to found a professional
association.12 He was a member of the Board
of Directors of the Esnaf (Tradesmen’s)
Hospital,13 as well as a regular of intellectual
circles attended by such luminaries as Nihat
Sami Banarlı and İbrahim Kafesoğlu, where

politics were often discussed.14
When Hacı Ahmed Doyuran died in 1944,
Mustafa Doğanbey —who had been managing
the restaurant— and Ahmed Efendi’s
grandsons inherited his secret recipes, his
business ethics, and a Turkish brand. Next
to the famous Konyalı bread, döner kebab, iç
pilav (spiced stuffing rice), kuzu tandır (lamb
cooked in a tandoor oven), güveçte sebzeli et
yemeği (meat and vegetable casserole), and
hünkâr beğendi (puree of roasted eggplants,
often topped with lamb stew),15 the menu
included various kinds of baklava —which, in
the 1940s, was also sold by weight16 — as well
as “kır yemekleri” (picnic meals), an early kind
of takeout service packed in special boxes.17
Despite all these innovations, however,
Konyalı never followed ephemeral fashions

Special promotion campaign, entrance of Konyalı Lokantası, 1970’s :

it was mentioned in an article that described
the colorful personalities of İstanbul and their
unusual forms of address.5
While Konya Lezzet Lokantası, as the
restaurant was originally named, developed
and grew until the 1920s, it remained a modest
establishment. In 1921, however, Ahmed
Efendi offered his son-in-law, a teacher of
mathematics, partnership in the business, and
then things began to change.6 At the birth
of the Republic of Turkey, after decades of
war and misery, the number of restaurants in
İstanbul owned by Muslims was just thirtyfive. That Ahmed Efendi’s establishment
gained popularity and notoriety was partly
due to the promotion campaigns he launched.
During the 1930s, for example, the restaurant
offered a 10 per cent discount to members of

the Press Association.7 Thus, when the MaçkaBayezid tram collided with a car in 1937,
newspapers did not feel the need to describe
the location of the accident in any detail
beyond writing that it happened “in front
of Konya Lezzet Lokantası.”8 And when the
restaurant suffered a chimney fire that same
year, firefighters had no difficulty locating the
address.9
The name of Konya Lezzet Lokantası came
up in Parliament debates on a number of
occasions. The first was in 1935, when the
establishment was assessed taxes far in excess
of its earnings. Mustafa Doğan went to Ankara
where he enlisted the help of Cemal Tekin,
a representative of Konya. After solving his
townsman’s problem, Tekin stepped up to
the podium to denounce the errors made
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Famous guests of Konyalı Lokantası
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such as “fast food.” On the contrary, for many
commentators, Konyalı was the flagbearer of
Turkish cuisine against the erosion of national
values.18

having said that, he would then make his way
to one of the traditional restaurants in the
Eminönü area —Pandeli, Abdullah Efendi, or
Konyalı.25

Konyalı’s identification with Turkish food
placed it at the top of tourist guides.19 The fact
that it did not serve alcohol was disappointing
to some customers, but still Konyalı remained
extremely popular during the 1950s, thanks
to its service and delicious food.20 The
Spanish writer Juan Goytisolo wrote that this
was not a venue for French cuisine, nor for
dishes specific to the Muslim World, but for
the classics of Turkish cuisine, simple and
satisfying.21

More important than visits by the rich and
famous was the habit that Konyalı had
created among common people. One out-oftown visitor’s to-do list for İstanbul read as
follows: “Arrive in İstanbul by boat. Check
in at the Meseret Hotel. Eat at Konya Lezzet
Lokantası. Buy clothes from the finest tailors
in Tarlabaşı.”26 Those who boasted about
their cooking would be told to “Go get a job
at Konyalı as a cook.” When there was no
food at home, those who were not content
with bread and cheese would set out towards
Sirkeci.27 Konyalı used the best ingredients
and so sometimes people would speak not
only of the taste of its food but also of its price.
In his memoirs, Lütfi Feliz wrote: “When we
paid 50 kuruş for soup and 2.5 lira for a meat
dish, it became clear to us that our İstanbul
stay would not last long.” It was certainly true
that Konyalı could be hard on some budgets,28
and the management was well aware of that.
In order not to lose its ties to the common
people, the restaurant sometimes organized
special campaigns. In 1974, for example, “40
year-old prices” were advertised, and in 1977,
“80 year-old prices,” causing long queues
to form in front of the restaurant.29 During
the years when inflation was out of control,
newspapers would often gauge rising prices
and falling purchasing power by the prices at
Konyalı.30

That the historical restaurant became so
emblematic did not fail to attract the attention
of public officials. When a decision was
made to locate a restaurant on the grounds
of the Topkapı Palace Museum, it was to
Nurettin Doğanbey, then the director of the
establishment, that the authorities turned.
With its sherbets and hünkâr beğendi
(literally, “the monarch liked it”), Konyalı
has provided service worthy of sultans since
1969.22 It was hardly surprising that those in
positions of authority had selected Konyalı
for the job, since most had personally had the
experience of dining there. The restaurant’s
guest book includes notes by presidents like
İsmet İnönü, Cevdet Sunay, and Turgut Özal,
prime ministers like Necmettin Erbakan and
Nihat Erim, and many others.23 When Konyalı
moved into the Topkapı Palace, moreover, it
also became a fixture of diplomatic protocol.
From Queen Elizabeth II to President Pervez
Musharraf, many world leaders as well as
well-known athletes, businessmen, and artists
admired İstanbul from the sultans’ windows
while dining there.24 The writer and poet
Yusuf Ziya Ortaç used to say to youngsters,
bitterly: “You are the sandwich generation”;

family heirloom, their precious restaurant.31 A
graduate of the Galatasaray School, Nurettin
Bey modernized the workplace and continued
to enforce the discipline originally established
by Hacı Ahmed Doyuran. That may well be
why, when municipal and health inspections
were performed at all the well-known
restaurants in 1990, Konyalı received a perfect
score.32 Like his father, Nurettin Doğanbey
was a highly respected professional whose
opinions were greatly valued. He believed
that “The chef must be cooked along with
the food.” Himself the third generation of the
family to manage the business, he passed the
baton to his son Mehmet Eren Doğanbey.33
Still run by the same family, Konyalı is now
not only a restaurant but a food industrial
concern that also counts pastries among its
products and employs hundreds of people.
For more than a century, Konyalı Lezzet
Lokantası has been the meeting place of those
who turn food into art with those who seek to
make life in İstanbul a source of pleasure.34
As stated in an advertisement printed during
the 1950s, they are “the honor of Turkish
cuisine.”35

Newspaper Advertisement, 1946

After Mustafa Doğanbey, it was the turn of
Nurettin Doğanbey, his son, who took over
the family tradition during the 1970s. In 1978,
the family led by Nurettin Bey collectively
decided to tear down the old building and
build a seven-storey structure in its place; its
bottom two floors were still dedicated to the
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There are neighborhoods in İstanbul
whose names are deeply identified with a
particular product. The Vefa Bozacısı (boza
is a fermented millet drink) in Vefa and the
Bebek Badem Ezmecisi (badem ezmesi is a
kind of almond paste akin to marzipan) in
Bebek are two examples. And then again
there are cases where, while the names of the
product and the neighborhood are closely
related, one’s identity seldom eclipses the
other’s. The “Halva House” established in
the neighborhood of Koska by a family who
had migrated to İstanbul from the province
of Denizli did take its name from its location,
but then left it far behind.1 Indeed, the brand
Koska Helvacısı evolved gradually, as a
natural process. For some time, the sign in the
shop’s window read “Adil Dindar ve Oğulları”
(Ali Dindar and Sons), but soon the public
began to refer to it as “the Halva seller in
Koska,” so the family decided to adopt the
name. Thus, it first become known as “Koska
İmalathanesi” (the Koska manufacturing
shop) starting in the 1950s, and then as “Koska
Helvacısı” (the Koska halva maker/seller).2
Although it derives its name from a
neighborhood in İstanbul, the helva-maker’s

For English Version
saga actually began in Denizli. The first
link in the family chain that, going from
generation to generation, stretches to Koska
Helvacısı today was Hacı Emin Bey. The
modest halva shop that he established in
1907 in Delikliçınar, province of Denizli, was
turned by his son and grandsons into a food
industry giant within a century. What is most
important is that this brand product was a
taste specific to the land of the Ottomans.3
Haci Emin Bey’s son Halil İbrahim Adil
worked alongside his father and learned
the art of making halva from him. During
these early years, their shop had elements
of a grocery store. Besides halva, they sold
Turkish Delight, candy, and dry legumes. Hacı
Emin Bey died an untimely death in 1911, and
difficult years followed both for the family
and for the Ottoman Empire. Successive wars
lasted a decade, and among the soldiers who
fought in them was Halil İbrahim Adil, whose
military service lasted no less than eight
years. He was able, however, to turn his service
to his country into an advantage for both
himself and his family. Stationed in Damascus,
a city well known for its confections and
confectioners, he spent his free time working
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in a shop and honing his skills. His mother
had passed away during his absence, and this
gave him the freedom to be adventurous once
the war was over.4
Adil Bey first tried his luck in the district
of Kula, province of Manisa, whose
manufacturing sector was fairly developed
at the time. He produced sweets as he had
learned both at his father’s shop and in
Damascus, but after a while he set his eyes
on larger cities —indeed on the largest—
and relocated to İstanbul in 1930. During
his first year there, he opened shops first
in the neighborhood of Sirkeci and then in
the lower floor of the commercial building
Sırmakeş Hanı at the boundary between the
neighborhood of Koska and Bayezid Square.
This historical building, which would later be
turned into a public library, used to be home
to silver- and gold-thread emroiderers who
decorated the uniforms of palace officials,
bureaucrats, and other prominent Ottomans.
Adil Bey thus entered one of İstanbul’s most
lively commercial districts and quickly worked
his way into the memories, taste buds, and
lives of İstanbul dwellers.5
Halva was a taste with which İstanbul was
familiar: for centuries, halva-makers had
sweetened the palates of İstanbul-dwellers,
and a traveler to İstanbul during the reign
of Sultan Abdülhamid II discusses at
length the preparation of pure halva, using
egg whites with the addition of soapworts
(Saponaria), a plant also known as “halvamaker’s root.” What is special about halva is
that it speaks to Turkish tastes and can be
manufactured from local ingredients. At the
same time, the fact that it can be consumed
at breakfast, during meals, and as a snack
in sandwich form made it stand out among
other sweets.6 As an inexpensive confection,
it was a favorite among both people of modest

means and students, particularly those from
the countryside who were as yet unfamiliar
with İstanbul.7 Over the years, it came to be
recognized as a fitting conclusion to a meal
of seafood, and in many works of literature,
a fish dinner is inevitably followed by halva
for dessert.8 Ayfer Tunç’s novel Aziz Bey
Hadisesi, for instance, includes a melancholy
detail: “‘You will eat Lüfer [a fish native to the
Bosphorus and much beloved by İstanbul
dwellers] in the Fish Market, don’t forget!’ said
Toros. ‘And it will be grilled.’ ‘Agreed,’ said
Aziz Bey. ‘And I will top it off with halva from
Koska, with pistachio nuts.”9
The Turkish actor Gazanfer Özcan
remembered Koska in the 1930s by its
distinctive signboard. Many whose student
years were spent during the shortages of
World War II, such as the future well-known
architect and writer Aydın Boysan, survived
on Koska halva sandwiches. As a child, the
journalist and sports reporter Halit Kıvanç
knew that he would be rewarded for good
behavior with Koska halva. For the author
and journalist Doğan Hızlan, fish was always
followed by Koska halva. The shop actually
carried many kinds of sweets. There were
different types of halva, of course, including
tahin (sesame paste), koz (nougat), and irmik
(semolina), but also candy, tulumba (fluted
fritters in syrup), fifteen or twenty trays of
baklava, the Damascene dessert baqlawa
bayda’ (white baklava), hurma tatlısı (dateshaped semolina cookies), hanım göbeği
(“lady’s navel,” doughnut-shaped pastries in
syrup), vezir parmağı (“vezir’s finger,” fingershaped pastries in syrup)... Though it must
have been difficult to choose from among so
many delicious confections, most people had
a distinct preference. Thus, the well-known
surgeon and author Prof. Dr. Tarık Minkari
described a childhood memory as follows:
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Factory of Koska Helvacısı

“Towards the evening, I would go to the Koska
store as if I had a subscription to it. I would
always look at their window before going
in. Then, for some reason, I would always
choose the same flavor, nougat, which always
appealed to me.”10
In those years, there was still a considerable
number of non-Muslims in Turkey, and
they were active in many commercial areas
including the confection business; Adil
Bey and his sons tried to create a place for
themselves in this environment. They chose
the surname Dindar (“religious”) upon the
promulgation of the Surnames Act in 1934.
They also suffered a fire during the 1930s.11
Catastrophe was averted during the severe
sugar shortage of World War II by Adil Bey’s
ingenuity. He developed a new product, fındık
helva, with raisins and hazelnut paste: the

popularity of this new flavor saved Koska
Helvacısı from dire straits. There were a
number of products specific to the firm, such
as sakızlı kürek helvası (a somewhat firmer
and crumbly version of tahin helvası, here
flavored with mastic), which were identified
with the manufacturer.12
Together with a few helpers, Halil İbrahim
Adil Bey produced approximately 300
kilograms of halva daily. Roasted in batches
several times a day, in fifty-kilogram
cauldrons, the sweet smell of halva would
pervade the neighborhood. Lines up to twenty
meters long would form outside the shop, and
the merchandise would sell out as soon as it
was prepared.13 With the establishment of
Migros in the mid-1950s and the development
of a supermarket culture, Koska products
began to make their appearance on market
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shelves as well as traveling stands.14
In 1958-1959, Prime Minister Adnan
Menderes’s efforts at urban restructuring led
to the demolition of the historical Simkeşhane
building. As a result, Koska Helvacısı was
forced to move out of the location to which
İstanbul dwellers had become accustomed;
Hacı Ali Dindar and sons purchased a plot
near a row of shops sold by the Municipality.
A new building designed and built by Aydın
Boysan became the new home of Koska
Helvacısı.15 When that building was in turn
torn down during the 1980s, the family did
not wish to sever its ties to the neighborhood
of Koska, and so they sought and found, with
great difficulty, four adjacent stores that
they took over and combined into one. This
became their new store in the fabled Türk
Hava Kurumu (Turkish Aviation Association)
building.16 This new location was deeply
meaningful to those who both valued the
Association and had a sweet tooth. At the
same time, it is useful to bear in mind that by
the mid-1970s, Koska products were available
at many venues both in İstanbul and nationwide. Then, as now, one could run into Koska
halva at a grocery store, or a supermarket, or,

as in a novel by Vedat Türkali, at the firm’s
store itself: “Finally, he was free. He did not
wait for the tram. He bought halva with nuts,
cheese, crackers, and tea from Koska and
began to walk slowly towards Laleli.”
When Halil İbrahim Adil Bey died in 1971,
three of his five children took over the family
legacy. Until 1974, they continued to produce
their wares in an artisanal fashion, but in 1974
Koska Helvacısı built a factory in İstanbul’s
district of Topkapı to produce Turkish Delight,
jams, tahini, and nougat.17 Priscilla Mary Işın,
an expert on Turkish traditional sweets and
desserts, notes that while production has been
automated at Koska, the most sensitive step
in the process, final mixing, is still performed
manually by well-trained masters.18

ship their products to all supermarket chains
across the country, as well as to agencies in
seventy-eight countries. By agreement among
family members, the name Koska is being
used by both companies. Their youngest
brother Mahir Dindar also decided to branch
out on his own: in an effort to sell Koska
products internationally, he began marketing
them under the brand Mahir Gıda, realizing
exports to Russia, the Middle East, Europe,
and the United States, and thus seeking to
turn a century-old legacy into a universal
flavor. He moved to a new, fully automated
factory in 1990.19
Both firms proudly carrying the brand
Koska have endeavored to raise their quality
standards to the highest possible level, and to
supplement their classical products with new
ones.20 Koska gives life to many industries,
from agriculture to transportation, through
the economic opportunities it creates. It
continues along its journey, from tradition into
the future, through two companies bearing the
same name and privy to the same secret.

Koska’s insurance plan, 1936

In 1983, the brothers Mümtaz and Nevzat
Dindar moved to new modern facilities in the
district of Merter, operating under the name
“Koska Helvacısı Merter.” After Mümtaz Bey’s
death in 1992, Nevzat Dindar, along with his
children, nieces, and nephews, moved to their
new installation in Avcılar, at the Ambarlı
crossing —a site disposing of 22,000 square
meters of indoors space. From there, they
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In the nineteenth century, a sizeable Greek
population still lived throughout Anatolia.
Pandeli was the son of a Greek shepherd from
Niğde who had moved to İstanbul and found
employment as a porter at the Customs. As
a young boy, he worked in a variety of jobs
including dishwasher, apprentice barber, and
grocer’s helper.1 For a while he was hired by
Hacı Haralambos’s restaurant in Bahçekapı.2
He also peddled piyaz (bean and onion salad)
on Mercan Hill behind the Egyptian (Spice)
Bazaar. He opened his first köfte (meatballs)
shop in the commercial building known as
Çukur Han, and then moved to other locations
several times.3
Among those who tasted Pandeli’s meatballs
during the 1910s was Mustafa Kemal, then
a young kolağası (a military rank between
captain and lieutenant colonel). They
developed a certain friendship, and since
Pandeli knew that military salaries were
paid quite irregularly during those years and
that the young officer experienced financial
difficulties, he opened a credit account for
him, saying “You’ll pay me at the beginning
of next month, beghimu (Greco-Turkish for

“my lord”).” Many years later, when Mustafa
Kemal —now the President of the Republic
of Turkey— once again came to his shop and
asked for the bill, Pandeli refused to take the
money, saying with a smile, “You’ll pay me
at the beginning of next month, beghimu.”
“And this is why I love this man,” Atatürk
exclaimed.4
Back then, Pandeli used to prepare food in
his small store, put the dishes on a large tray
which he would place on his head, and carry
them over to the Customs for sale. He slipped
and fell on a snowy day, and the neighborhood
dogs had a feast. In 1911, he rented a tiny
shop in the Fıçıcılar Hanı building, where
he competed with Yorgo, owner of a then
famous restaurant. He bought his way out of
military service during World War I, but had
to struggle with shortages, poverty, and enemy
occupation until the 1920s.5
Pandeli returned to his home town of Niğde
for a short while, but official records for
the late 1920s indicate that by then, he had
severed his links to that city.6 The year 1926
was a turning point for him, for the new
establishment he opened on Arabacılar
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delicious that I cannot help myself, I eat too
much, and then I feel terrible.”14 Another fun
story about Pandeli concerned two giants
of Turkish literature, the poet Yahya Kemal
Beyatlı and the novelist Ahmet Hamdi
Tanpınar. Having dined together at Pandeli’s,
they were walking out when Yahya Kemal
exclaimed “Wow, this Pandeli, that was some
baklava! Such sweets do not exist in heaven!”
Tanpınar tried to steer the conversation back,
but this time Yahya Kemal said “Wow, this
Pandeli, his köfte was delicious too!” Every
time Tanpınar tried to initiate a serious
discussion, Yahya Kemal would go right back
to Pandeli’s food...15
Audrey Hepburn has visited Pandeli

Avenue, coupled with his long-standing
reputation, quickly made him a worldrenowned name. While the neighborhood was
hardly suitable for the rich, those who knew
him or had heard of him soon found their way
to Pandeli’s restaurant. During the 1930s, his
place overflowed with the litterati. The writer
and poet Yusuf Ziya Ortaç mentioned the
following names: “Hüseyin Cahit [Yalçın],
Necmeddin Molla, Orhan Seyfi [Orhon],
Faruk Nafiz Çamlıbel, Ahmed Haşim… And
these days German professors [many of whom
were refugees from Nazi Germany] have also
discovered Pandeli...”7 During his years in
Ankara, Mustafa Kemal often missed Pandeli’s
cooking; when he entertained guests, Pandeli’s
food would be placed on the train, to be
deivered to Ankara the same evening.8
Pandeli never felt the need to advertise his
services, for his fame traveled far and wide
by word of mouth. When he prepared buffet
dinners for the musical excursions started by
the Şirket-i Hayriyye shipping company in
1937, the latter’s advertisements mentioned
“Pandeli the restorer, famous for his expertise

in his art.” These new Bosphorus tours were
heavily advertised in the newspapers, carrying
Pandeli’s renown even further.9
Though Pandeli’s was one of the few
restaurants that served döner kebabı (meat
grilled on a vertical spit) at the time,10 his
fame was mostly due to the new flavors he
discovered. He had been enamored of food
since his childhood. When he walked by
shop windows, he would wink at the food and
talk to it, wondering how these mysterious
dishes were prepared, and imagining recipes
for them.11 Hence, it would not be accurate
to think of Pandeli as an ordinary cook: he
was a true explorer of tastes, “the master
who turned cooking into an art.” He was
passionate about everything in life, including
the ingredients he would meticulously
choose for his concoctions. One day, a rich
American guest enjoyed his food so much that
he offered him partnership with no money
down. “Thank you,” said Pandeli, “but please
ask the gentleman, where would we find the
ingredients?” The businessman answered, “We
can fly them in.” Pandeli replied, “How can
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Pandeli Usta 1950’s

one cook with vegetables brought by airplane?
Every morning I personally choose the meat
from the butcher, the fish from the fisherman,
the fruits and vegetables from the wholesaler.
I know where they are brought from. A
beautiful rose will only grow on its own soil.”
Then he turned to his friend, the photographer
Şakir Eczacıbaşı who had been translating the
conversation. “These businessmen,” he said,
“they don’t understand cooking. They think
that all it takes is money.”12
It is never easy to ensure customer satisfaction
in the restaurant business, and even Pandeli
would be the subject of complaints; but these
complaints were often about eating too much!
The great poet Ahmet Haşim could never
have enough of Pandeli’s food, and when he
went too far, he would be angry at him.13 The
decorator Selahattin Refik once said to the
journalist Refi’ Cevat Ulunay, “I will no longer
go to Pandeli. The food there makes me ill.”
Ulunay was shocked: “How is that possible?
The food there is delicious.” Selahattin Refik
answered: “Yes, and that delicious food is so

In other words, the restaurant Pandeli faced
some serious “problems” like causing people
to eat too much, to think of food, and to
wish to return very soon. From the 1940s on,
Pandeli Lokantası became one of İstanbul’s
best known eateries. By neighborhood, the
most prominent restaurants at the time were
Konya Lezzet Lokantası in Sirkeci, Pandeli
in Eminönü, Abdullah Efendi in Emirgân,
and Hacı Salih in Beyoğlu.16 No doubt such
fame required a great measure of continuity,
and Pandeli knew how to deal with adversity.
During the shortages of World War II, when
flour was hard to come by, he beat rice in
mortars to make bread. Moreover, as necessity
is the mother of invention, this idea provided
inspiration for a cookie he developed in later
years, made of almonds, butter, and sugar.
His most powerful culinary weapons were
the dishes known as “Pandeli style,” such as
vegetables and stuffed Cornish game hen, sea
bass en papillote, and eggplant börek (savory
pastry) with döner kebabı.17
By the 1950s, Pandeli’s restaurant had
entertained President Celal Bayar, Prime
Minister Adnan Menderes, İstanbul’s
Governor Fahrettin Kerim Gökay, and
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entrance of the Egyptian Bazaar.23 With their
limited means, Pandeli and his son restored
their old place at Yağcılar İskelesi and set up
their new locale too. Cemal Biberci, who had
started working at the restaurant at a young
age, and Hristo slowly took over the business.
Meanwhile, Hristo had been convinced to
give up his dream of studying in the U.S. by
Governor Gökay.24

Pandeli Lokantası

other Turkish statesmen as well as such
international dignitaries as the Aga
Khan, Germany’s former Chancellor and
Ambassador to Turkey Franz von Papen,
Greek Prime Minister Eleftherios Venizelos,
and the rulers of Finland and Spain.18
Everyone knew Pandeli’s idiosyncratic style
and loved him as he was: “The Boss” would sit
behind the counter, preparing appetizers and
imbibing at the same time.19 When the owner
and editor of the newspaper Columbia Evening
asked to take his photograph, he posed at the
second-floor window, dangling his legs onto
the street.
Among his guests, one day, was George
McGhee, the United States Ambassador to
Turkey. Upon hearing that the gentleman
had ordered assorted baklavas, he snapped
“Eat poison! Have you asked me if I have
any assorted baklava left?” Knowing his
personality, the Ambassador was not offended
but quietly ate what Pandeli served him, then
had a pleasant conversation with him.20 Such
outbursts rising now from the kitchen, now
from among the tables had become the spirit
of Pandeli Lokantası. One did not have to be a
native of İstanbul to understand this. Sydney
Clark wrote that Pandeli was the maestro of

his restaurant, an absolute ruler. The whole
restaurant would shake when he stormed at
his waiters, but no one would take umbrage,
and his workers loved him all the same.21 To
know him was to love him, and his colleagues
respected him, like Hacı Ahmed Doyuran of
the Konyalı restaurant, as the “taste expert of
the century.”22
Alas all this could not protect Pandeli’s
restaurant from being looted during the dark
days of the 6-7 September 1955 pogrom. Years
of efforts were laid to waste and the locale
was beyond repair. Pandeli took it to heart
as only a child or an artist would, and did
not leave his home for days. Having recently
graduated from the Medical School, his son
Hristo was busy making plans for advanced
studies in the United States even as he helped
his father at the restaurant. When it became
known through the press that Pandeli was
quitting the restaurant business as a result
of the destruction of his establishment, the
Governor of İstanbul sprang into action. The
Prime Minister and President were informed
of the situation, and the famous chef was
convinced, not without difficulty, to stay on. A
new location was found and allocated to him
by order of the state: the upper floor above the
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For a while, Pandeli continued to operate in
both places. Indeed, visitors to İstanbul in
those days were told not to miss Pandeli’s
food, but to go to the old restaurant on
Arabacılar Avenue in Zindankapı where
the chef had achieved fame, as it was more
authentic.25 By then, Pandeli’s restaurants
were listed in all tourist guides and mentioned
in all travelogues.26 Pandeli Lokantası
became the first restaurant in Turkey to
be government-certified as a touristic
establishment.27 It not only provided foreign
visitors with delicious Turkish food, but also
welcomed them in a unique picturesque
setting.28 In 1958, the expropriations and
urban renewal mandated by the government
of Adnan Menderes brought an end to the
Yağcılar İskelesi restaurant. Since then, the
Egyptian Bazaar restaurant has been the only
representative of the tradition in Eminönü.29
In its heyday, Pandeli’s menu contained 170
different dishes.30 While that number has
been reduced to 70,31 still a very respectable
figure, interest in the restaurant has never
ceased to grow. Among past patrons whose
photographs still adorn the locale are Audrey
Hepburn, Robert De Niro, John Malkovich,
Peter Ustinov, Roman Polanski, Sarah Jessica
Parker, Daniel Day Lewis, and Burt Lancester
who all enjoyed the atmosphere and food of
the blue-tiled restaurant.32 Yes, many famous
stars came to Pandeli, but there was one star
for whom Pandeli never failed to displace

himself: Müzeyyen Senar, known as the “Diva
of the Republic.” Whenever she appeared
at Çakıl Gazinosu in Aksaray or at Kristal
Gazinosu in Taksim, Pandeli would rush over
to listen to her, standing up and raising a toast
in her honor.33
After a lifetime of entertaining people, feeding
them and giving them joy, Pandeli Çobanoğlu
died in 1967.
Like Pandeli himself, many other people who
worked at the restaurant also had a lasting
influence on those who met them. The writer
Cahit Uçuk tells of a business lunch at Pandeli
during which the famous Russian waiter who
worked there kept refilling her glass with
the lemon vodka he had himself prepared.
He was so warm, she writes, that she could
not bring herself to say “no, thanks.”34 The
partnership between Cemal Biberci and Hristo
Çobanoğlu continued until the present. In
the early 2000s, they were joined by Cemal
Bey’s son-in-law Naşit Aydınhan, a graduate
of public administration and former teacher of
literature, who came in as restaurant manager.
Unfortunately he died an untimely death
in 2015. His life was perhaps most simply
summarized in his own words, when he said
“the story of our arrival in İstanbul in order
to get an education reached its conclusion at
Pandeli.” After having endeavored not to let
his guests feel the absence of Pandeli, Cemal
Biberci is now doing his best to do without
his son-in-law. As for Hristo Bey, he is now
continuing his father’s legacy at another
restaurant, in Athens.35
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Leather has been used to fashion articles of
clothing for thousands of years, and among
the Ottomans, the leather craft began to
be systematized during the reign of Sultan
Mehmed II, known as the Conqueror. While
northern countries had mostly dealt in raw
hides throughout the centuries, Ottoman
commerce involving processed leather
flourished until the nineteenth. However, the
industrialization of the process made it very
difficult for traditional crafts to survive.
Around the same time, Ottoman holdings
in the Balkans began to be threatened by
nationalist movements. Muslims who had
been settled in the Balkans by the Ottoman
authorities, or who had converted to Islam
during Ottoman rule, found it difficult
to maintain their way of life, and mass
migrations continued through the last days of
the Empire and beyond.1
One of the Balkan Muslims who faced these
hardships was İsmail Efendi, a saddler from
Skopje in Macedonia. He operated a small
shop in Köprülü, otherwise known as Veles,
and no doubt faced all the insecurities and
economic difficulties caused by the troubles

in the region. İsmail Efendi’s profession was
known as sarraciye, and judging from the
fact that one of the Muslim neighborhoods in
Skopje was named “Sarrac Tursun” (Tursun
the Saddler), the leather craft must have had
something of a history in the city.2 In all
likelihood, İsmail Efendi’s little workshop and
store worked with processed hides, as there
is no record to indicate that he was in the
tanning business, and in any event tanning
would have required a larger facility and
workforce.
İsmail Efendi’s descendants, who today follow
in his footsteps, indicate that the name “Petek
Saraciye” was first used in the year 1855.3 This
date has been accepted as valid by a number
of countries and international authorities,
such as the Macedonia which has granted the
firm license to do business within its borders.4
Indications are that İsmail Efendi’s shop
was located in the little marketplace on the
shores of the Vardar River, where he produced
sandals, horse harnesses, and whips. His
son Hüseyin had also learned the trade from
his father. He traveled to Austria —then an
important center for leather goods— in 1882 in
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order to increase his technical knowledge and
broaden his horizons. Upon his return, he went
back to working with his father.5
The leather craft was not the sole
occupation of İsmail Efendi and his family,
who apparently also had an appreciable
involvement in viticulture.6 A document
dated 1906 and now preserved in the Ottoman
Archives contains some interesting hints on
the subject. It is a petition in which İsmail
Efendi indicated that he owed a tithe for
the previous year, and that if the debt was
not covered by the recently announced tax
amnesty, then he requested that it be added
to his balance for the current year. Given that
the tithe (âşar) was a one-tenth tax levied
on crops, it is clear that İsmail Efendi was
also involved in agriculture. Furthermore, his
signature at the end of the document, “İsmail
the Saddler of Skopje, Köprülü,” shows that his
main profession, and the occupation by which
he was known in the community, was that of a
saddler.7
The family moved to İstanbul in 1954, and
many of the documents that would have shed

light upon its history are therefore unavailable.
As a result, information on the earliest years
of the business is unfortunately scarce. One
of the few documents that have survived is a
certificate of mastery in leather craftmanship
awarded to Hamdi Hüseyin İsmailov, the son
of Hüseyin Efendi. The document shows that
he was examined in 1946 before a commission
appointed by the Yugoslav Federation, who
deemed him successful and presented him
with the certificate. The document bears his
name and a portrait photograph, and states
that he was born in 1912 and lived in Titov/
Veles/Köprülü.8
Hüseyin Efendi decided that Hamdi, who had
been seriously sick as a child, should avoid
strenuous occupations and instead work in the
leather craft. This latter enjoyed the profession
and became his family’s latest representative
in the trade. By the time he took the business
over from his father, the family’s reputation as
saddlers had spread far and wide.9 His heart,
however, was set on immigrating to Turkey, as
had several of his relatives. A great admirer of
Atatürk, he had named his two sons Mustafa
and Kemal, and in 1954, he suddenly decided
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that the time had come to move to Turkey.
He sold all his possessions, some below their
value, and set out for İstanbul. The grandson
of İsmail the Saddler thus arrived in Turkey on
the centennial of the family’s leather business.
Even though his family originally hailed
from Turkey, they found it difficult to settle
in and adapt to their new surroundings. For a
while, they sold the milk of the cows they had
brought from Skopje, and then they sold water
for some time. Hamdi Bey died in 1956, and his
brother Şevki returned to Yugoslavia in view
of the hardships the family had encountered in
Turkey. Another brother, Şükrü, was employed
for a while in leather worshops along with his
nephews, Hamdi Bey’s sons. After a while, he
established a shop in the arcade known as
Mercan Pasajı in İstanbul’s district of Bayezid.
This partnership lasted until the 1970s.10

their organization, and the fifth generation
of leather crafters and managers are now
in training.11 Petek-1855 is a genuine family
enterprise, and their products are the
leatherwear of choice for many well-respected
firms the world over.

Hamdi Bey had taken the surname
“Saraçkardeşler” (the saddler brothers)
upon his immigration to Turkey, and
his sons Kemal, Mustafa, and İzzet, the
fourth generation in the business, are now
continuing the family tradition. The brand
Petek-1855 emphasizes the historical roots of
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Some time during the second half of the
nineteenth century, following the death of his
father Mustafa Efendi —a kolağası (a military
rank between captain and lieutenant colonel)
in the Ottoman artillery— the poet Edhem
Efendi took his two young brothers and left
his native Island of Chios (in Turkish, Sakız
Adası) for İstanbul. With his paternal uncle’s
help, he obtained a government position and
did his best to raise his brothers properly.
Indeed, they both had brilliant careers: his
brother Esad started out as a government
functionary and rose to the position of grand
vezir, while his other brother Kâzım joined
to Ottoman military and rose to the rank
of müşir (marshal). Best known as Sakızlı
Müşir Kâzım Paşa (Marshal Kâzım Pasha
of Chios), his name was long associated
with tales of heroism, notably at the Siege
of Plevna during the Russo-Turkish War of
1877–78, until he retired in 1909.1 Having been
greatly impressed by the hotels he had seen
during his travels in Europe, according to the
chronicler and encyclopedist Pars Tuğlacı,
Kâzım Pasha purchased the plot of land on
Büyükada (the largest of the Prince’s Islands
near İstanbul) where the Giacomo Hotel

had stood before being destroyed by fire in
1911, and built the Splendid Hotel there.2
The current owners of the hotel, however,
believe (based upon accounts passed through
generations) that the Giacomo Hotel burned
down much earlier, and that the Splendid was
built in 1908 and opened its doors in 1909.3
Once construction had been completed,
three waiters from the famous Tokatlıyan
Hotel named Dikran, Tavit, and Onnik leased
the building and began to run it as a hotel.
They had previously run a restaurant named
Splendid, and decided to give the hotel the
same name.4 It was also popularly known
by Kâzım Pasha’s name, however. Although
the Pasha’s intention had been to build the
hotel of stone, the architect Kaludis Laskaris
had managed to convince him that a wooden
structure would be preferable. For his part,
Kâzım Pasha had two domes added to the
structure, which originally looked much like
a French apartment building. The hotel’s
interior decoration reflected the tastes of the
three entrepreneurs. The walls were adorned
with paintings by such artists as Ratzkowski
and Mocel, and the hotel was furnished with
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soldiers were housed there, and the Ottoman
Red Crescent Society asked the Sublime Porte
(the Ottoman government) for assistance
in providing for their clothing and medical
needs.8 When the pain of these difficult years
subsided somewhat, the operators of the hotel
made an effort to liven things up. A number
of celebrities stayed there during the years
leading to World War I, but by the time the
war had started, the only regular customer was
the great poet Yahya Kemal Beyatlı. The poet
Halit Fahri Ozansoy recalled that even with
that one single customer, the hotel remained
respectful and fully operational.9

Splendid Palas

crystal sets from Christofle, flatware from
DDO, wicker chairs from Lion, and furniture
from the Austro-Ottoman store in İstanbul.
There was no electricity on the island at the
time, so that a fuel-burning generator had to
be used to power water heaters, elevators, and
lighting.5
In 1911, Kâzım Pasha applied for a permit to
build a jetty in front of the hotel. The plans he
submitted are now preserved in the Ottoman
Archives, and the Council of State granted
him the permit he requested.6 As the hotel
belonged to a militaryman, it was often
requisitioned during the war years for the use
of the military. The “Kâzım Pasha Hotel,” as it
was known to some, was used as a temporary
hospital to alleviate a shortage of beds during
the Balkan War in 1912.7 Some 200 wounded

As with many words that begin with two
consonants, a situation that presents
difficulties for some Turkish speakers, the
hotel’s name was sometimes mispronounced
as İspilandit during those years. On the eve of
World War I, it had become one of İstanbul’s
most exclusive establishments where soirées
and balls would be organized for a mostly
non-Muslim clientele. The war, however, hurt
business and the hotel’s operators found
themselves unable to repay their debt to a
financier named Karagözyan who had lent
them their original capital. The case went
to bankruptcy court, but Kâzım Pasha’s
intervention managed to save the hotel’s
carefully selected furnishings.
Over the years, Splendid lost some of its luster
because of changing management and the
fact that it was not always used as a hotel.10
In particular, it was rather maltreated by the
British during the occupation that followed
World War I. In 1919, the British occupation
forces housed Russian soldiers and their
families there for some eight or nine months.
Although Kâzım Pasha lodged a complaint
with the British Embassy, demanding
compensation for losses and damages to the
hotel and its furnishings —even forming a
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commission to determine and evaluate the
harm— the British authorities ignored him.
After the end of the occupation, in 1923, he
sent a report to the military headquarters
of İstanbul that detailed the entire process,
signing it “The Proprietor of the Hotel.”11
One of the most significant events hosted
by the Splendid Palas Hotel was held on 9
October 1921, a benefit dinner for soldiers
injured in the war.12 Invitations and a concert
program were printed for the occasion, in
which the Darülelhan Fasıl Heyeti (Musical
Ensemble of the İstanbul Conservatory) gave
a performance.13 Teodor Plakis came to work
as a waiter at the hotel in 1925. Haralambos
Melanidis had joined in 1913 and stayed on
until 1963 in various capacities, including as
the hotel’s general manager. With such new
and old dedicated staff, the hotel quickly
redressed itself.14 Newspaper advertisements
began to appear in 1929; one mentioned
services including European and Oriental
cuisine, a chamber orchestra and jazz band,

and full board from 5 TL. It declared: “Special
rates for families and long stays. Find out
about the Splendid Hotel’s prices before you
rent a home.”15 After the hotel was restored,
its dining room was also rented out for
functions like engagement parties.16 In 1929,
the hotel was being operated by a certain Mr.
Lala17 when Mustafa Kemal visited Büyükada
and had dinner at the Splendid, staying
quite late.18 In fact he was no stranger to
the family, among whom he counted several
friends, notably Kâzım Pasha’s daughter
Nazire Hanım. He had often visited Kâzım
Pasha’s daughter Nazire Hanım’s home at the
Karlo Apartment building in Şişli during the
Armistice, before crossing over to Anatolia to
lead the War of Independence.19
By the 1930s, the Splendid Palas had become
quite colorful. Arnoldi Zirkin and the Arnoldi
Jazz Hall Orchestra” livened up Büyükada’s
evenings.20 Spending time at the Splendid
was seen as a reward. In 1931, the Society of
the Employees of the Orient Railroad took
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Assembly was inaugurated in 1920).26
In general, hotels on Büyükada operated
on a seasonal basis: business increased in
Summer and decreased in Winter, and that
is how the Splendid Palas Hotel worked for
many years. A newspaper advertisement
stated that it was open “from 1 April to
October.”27 The remaining months would be
spent doing repairs and planning the next
season, which would also be announced to the
public through the newspapers.28 One such
advertisement heralded the opening of the
Summer season and shared the news that the
new director of the hotel would be a certain
Mr. A. Allahverdi.29

its members on a boat trip; in the evening,
they all came to the Splendid for dinner and
dancing.21 The hotel survived a small fire that
year, caused by an explosion in the fuel line of
a motor.22
All the important commercial registers and
tourist guides of the period mentioned the
Splendid Hotel. Thus, for instance, the 1929
Salnamesi (1929 Yearbook) refered to it as
“İspilandit”23 and the Annuaire Oriental for
1932 as “Splandit Oteli.”24 In accordance with
new policies requiring commercial signs to be
in Turkish, hotels in Büyükada began to use
new names that nevertheless made references
to their old identities; thus, the Splendid’s
new sign proclaimed: “Kazımpaşa Oteli–Eski
Splandit” (The Kâzım Pasha Hotel–Formerly
Splandit). Street names were also changed,
and in 1934, Macar Caddesi (Hungarian
Avenue) on which the hotel was situated
became 23 Nisan Caddesi (23 April Avenue,
refering to the date when the Grand National

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk visited the hotel once
again in 1934. Cemal Granda, Atatürk’s butler,
described this visit at length in his memoirs,30
noting that it lasted until the wee hours of the
morning.31
In 1936, Kâzım Pasha —“the century’s most
senior marshal”— passed away,32 and the hotel
was inherited by his notoriously beautiful
daughter Nazire Tokgöz.33 She only stayed
at the helm for five years, however, as she
died in 1941. The hotel remained closed for
some time following her death,34 until it was
taken over by İsmail Hakkı Tokgöz. Once it
reopened, the Splendid Hotel was considered
by many to be a first class establishment.35 In
those post-war years, it was one of only a few
places where a woman could spend the night
alone36 with room prices starting from 7–10
TL, a “perfect” guest house with its American
bar and dining room.37 Even today, the hotel is
one of the most noticeable wooden structures
on Büyükada,38 and for that reason, it has been
the setting of choice for numerous movies
since the earliest days of Turkish cinema,39 as
well as an inspiration for many novels.40
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When İsmail Hakkı Tokgöz died in 1957, the
hotel passed on to Nazire Tokgöz’s daughter
Belma Hatice and her husband Nihat
Hamamcıoğlu.41 Under their leadership, the
hotel continued to flourish, for they were well
aware that the Splendid and Büyükada were
nothing less than a tradition. And there are
many examples to illustrate this point. For
example, the very same hotel that hosted an
exhibition of the Turkish painters Ayetullah
Sümer and İbrahim Çallı in 1953 welcomed
amateur painters in 1985.42 The Republic Ball
which was not celebrated in Büyükada after
Atatürk’s death, was revived in 1996 at its
former address, the Splendid Hotel, and was
repeated in subsequent years.43 And in 1997,
it was once again the Splendid that hosted
Greeks who returned to their homeland after
an absence of thirty-five years.44
The Hamamcıoğlu family continues to
operate the Splendid Hotel as a subsidiary of
the tourism investment corporation Turyat
Turizm Yatırım ve Ticaret Ltd. Şti. which
they founded. The family owns several
historical businesses, and aims at running the
Splendid Palas Hotel not just as a commercial
enterprise but as a family heirloom and as
their cultural heritage.
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The Kabazade family of Trabzon was large
and prominent.1 According to Tevfik Aydın,
a highly educated member of the family by
the name of Hacı Mehmed Nuri worked as
an examining magistrate at the Trabzon
Courthouse. The father of six children,
Mehmed Nuri Bey experienced some financial
difficulties in 1889 and, in an effort to
overcome them, opened a shop to sell watches
and clocks. He got help from his son Tevfik,
a student at a trade vocational high school,
who became his father’s most important
helper thanks to his talent for commerce.
Assuming an increasingly central role at the
store, Tevfik learned how to repair timepieces
and also ventured into the eyewear business.
Over time, their workplace at No. 15, Trabzon
Kunduracılar Avenue turned into a general
store. The young Tevfik Bey regularly traveled
to İstanbul to purchase merchandise, and
these trips both expanded his horizons and
presented him with numerous opportunities.
His bicycle, a rare sight in Anatolia at the
time, and his well-groomed and modern
appearance set him apart from most of his
peers.2

During World War I, Trabzon was severely
bombed and then occupied,3 leading Mehmed
Nuri Bey and his family to move to Adapazarı
for a few years. They returned to Trabzon
in 1917, once the occupation was over, and
went back to business. In the early 1920s,
the name “Nuri Bey and Sons” appears in
the sources as both sellers and repairers of
watches and clocks.4 In 1928, Kabazade Hacı
Mehmed Nuri was one of three watchmakers
in Trabzon,5 and the situation remained the
same throughout the 1930s. His competitors
included Abdülhalimzade Abdullah and
Hafız Ahmed Fehmi of Polathane.6 Anxious
not to violate the courteous standards of
competition of their day, the firm placed
some discrete advertisements. One, decorated
with images of a pocket watch with Ottoman
script, a wristwatch, and a pair of glasses,
said: “Kabazade Hacı Mehmed Nuri, Selling
Watches, Eyeglasses, Gramophones, and
Miscellaneous Tools, both Wholesale and
Retail.”7
Tevfik Bey performed his military service in
İstanbul’s Taşkışla barracks in 1937. When
Trabzon got electricity in 1938, he saw another
opportunity and obtained an electrician’s
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their product line. Meanwhile, Tevfik Bey had
begun to put into practice what he had learned
about electricity, taking on some contracts
to build power networks around Trabzon, in
Sinop, and elsewhere.9

Tevfik Aydın( on the left) and store workers are at the store in
Trabzon, 1935

license after attending a twenty-day course
of instruction at the Pertevniyal School.
This made it possible for him to become the
Trabzon agent for Philips light bulbs. In the
meantime, when the Surnames Act was passed
in 1934, Tevfik Bey convinced his father to
take the surname “Aydın” and the firm’s name
became “Nuri Aydın ve Oğulları” (Nuri Aydın
and Sons).8
When the number of radio transmitters began
to increase during the 1940s, another chance
presented itself for dealers in technological
equipment. Nuri Bey and his sons, who had
led the way with numerous innovations in the
Trabzon area, did not pass up this opportunity.
Despite opposition from conservative
quarters, the Aydın family added radios to

Still, even a major city like Trabzon remained
too limited for his and his father’s ambitions.
With some support from his older brother
and his father, Tevfik Bey opened a store in
1940 in İstanbul’s district of Eminönü, and
soon became a well-respected member of
society. He was among the first members of
the Watchmakers’ Professional Committee of
the İstanbul Chamber of Commerce, as well
as among the founders of the Eyewear Sellers’
Association of Turkey and its first president.
These years were a turning point for Tevfik
Aydın in terms of professional specialization.
While the eyeglasses business continued
for many years, it soon became clear that
mechanical clocks and watches were the way
to go.10 An advertisement he placed in 1948
in the newspaper Hürriyet, immediately next
to the masthead —i.e. in the most expensive
spot in the paper— stressed the durability
of his products and addressed potential
customers as follows: “Do you wish to choose
a permanent gift, a good friend? Then
think no more...”11 He began to experiment
with tradenames in 1949, launching Tefay
and Nidya, words derived from his name
and surname. The firm’s motto was: “We
distinguish ourselves by selling the most
excellent watches.”12 In 1955, the company
advertised “rare” and bejeweled watches on
the front page of the newspaper Tercüman.13
Eminönü was one of the three principal
commercial centers of İstanbul, and the store
remained there until 1957, selling clocks
and watches of many different makes. The
importance given by Tevfik Bey to promotion
and branding is clear in the newspaper
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importantly, he turned his firm into a virtual
school, sending apprentices to Switzerland
for training in balance adjustment. Tevfik Bey
recalls those days:
I was the Turkish agent for Zodiac watches for
fifty-one years. The owner of that factory had
a unique watchmakers’ school, and he was the
balance teacher. My repairmen attended threeweek courses there, and [many later] became
shop owners themselves.19

Front view of the store in Eminönü 1940’s

advertisement he placed from the 1950s on.
The “top of the line and accurate” models
of makes like Movado were sold at No. 4-6,
Eminönü Square.14 However, the store was
torn down in 1957 as part of Prime Minister
Adnan Menderes’s expropriations, together
with many other buildings along the avenues
and plazas by the Golden Horn.15
In a 1959 advertisement published to inform
old and new customers about his new
premises, the company name Tefay Ticaret
appeared next to that of Tevfik Aydın.16
Indeed, Tevfik Bey’s name had been more
prominent than his father’s for a decade.
When Mehmed Nuri Bey died in 1958, his sons
took out an advertisement to thank all those
who had expressed their sympathies;17 in
another advertisement a few weeks later, they
announced a memorial service in his name.18
Over the years that followed, it became clear
that the foundation laid by Kabazade Hacı
Mehmed Nuri had been extremely strong.
Tevfik Bey took the reins of the business
and quickly added to the brands sold at the
store. During the 1960s and 1970s, Tevfik
Aydın represented not only Zenith but also
Zodiac, Tissot, Nacar, and Omega. Even more

In search of new directions for his firm Tefay
in 1959, he continued despite his advancing
years to attract attention with such products
and mottos as “Bürk, the Western Night
Watchman’s Clocks,” “Candino Watches for
the Modern Era,” and “Zenith and Dogma,
the Jewels of Switzerland.” He publicly
celebrated his 88th and 89th birthdays in
1976 and 1977, respectively, thus drawing his
clientele’s attention to his vast experience in
the profession.20
During the 1970s, Tevfik Aydın also sought to
invest in other sectors. He was, for instance,
an investor in Kartonsan, a cardboard plant
founded in 1969; as a result, he worked for
years on promoting and developing the
cardboard industry. He was also a partner in
Dönkasan, a paper and cardboard recycling
plant established in 1978, along with wellknown businessmen like Sakıp Sabancı.21
Tevfik Aydın’s name is also among the
founders of such diverse institutions as the
Esnaf (Tradesmen’s) Hospital, the İstanbul
Bank, and the Trabzon High School Alumni
Association.22
After completing his education, Tevfik Bey’s
son Ömer Fatih Aydın had gone into business
for himself. He recalls that the workplace in
Eminönü was like a stack of pancakes, tall and
narrow. Watches and eyewear were sold on the
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lower floor, while Eminönü’s only Philips radio
and television agency was on the upper storey.
When İstanbul Technical University began
experimental television broadcasts in 1968,
Philips sent Tevfik Bey’s store a sample set
from which many people got their first taste of
television.23
The 1980s ushered in new kinds of watches —
battery-operated instead of mechanical, plastic
instead of metal alloy. Although the older
watches were of high quality, the public turned
towards the new disposable “Quartz” watches,
causing some economic difficulties in the
timepiece sector. Tevfik Aydın described
himself during those years as a “watchmaker
who hated the word ‘Quartz,’” but he was able
to weather the storm. His son Ömer Fatih Bey
and daughter-in-law Melahat Aydın joined
him in 1991.24 The Tevfik Aydın brand has
received awards for its century of service from
a variety of institutions, including the İstanbul
Chamber of Commerce.25 It is natural that
such a long-standing institution would have
had customers of long standing, and thus, in
1999, a civil engineer from Eskişehir whose
watch, bought from Tevfik Aydın fifty years
earlier, was still in perfect repair brought it
back to the store. These latter alerted the
manufacturer, Tissot, who acquired the watch
for their museum and replaced it with a brand
new one.26

Ottoman Turkish newspaper advertisement, in the early 1920’s

The firm is today a joint stock company
whose shares are owned by family members.
Canan Hanım, the daughter of Ömer Fatih
and Melahat Aydın, Can Taşcı, the son of
Müjde Taşçı have joined the business so that
the third and fourth generations of the family
are working together at the new branch in
the Kanyon Mall. Time, in other words, has
not stood still at the Tevfik Aydın store since
1889.27
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Famous for its beautiful landscapes, the
province of Bursa also became known for
another gift of nature after 1870. That is when
a source of mineral water was discovered in
the village of Günderet on the flanks of Mount
Uludağ (then known as Keşiş Dağı), turning
into a saga of business and healthy beverages
that has lasted into this century.1 The first
person to notice the source, appreciate
its potential, and take steps towards its
commercialization was İbrahim Talat Bey,
a government functionary posted in Bursa.
The undertaking required significant capital
investment, so he looked for a partner and
found him in a French businessman residing
in Bursa named Monsieur Brune (Yosi Bürün
in archival records). The land was surveyed
and the exact location of the source was
determined, after which an 8-dönüm area
(approximately two acres) was purchased
for 3,000 kuruş from Hacı Ali and Mustafa,
son of Molla Şerif, each half to be owned by
one of the partners. However, two Ottoman
businessmen who had been exploiting the
Çitli mineral water sources nearby complained
to the authorities that the competition would
hurt their business and thus İbrahim Talat Bey

and his partner were not granted the license
they needed to proceed with their plans. In
1890, they bought another plot in the same
area and tried once again to obtain a license,
but failed. Brune therefore sold his shares in
the enterprise to another Frenchman named
Bourousine.2
While the two partners busied themselves
with their own occupations, they also
continued their struggle to obtain the
necessary licenses, and their efforts finally
paid off in 1912. İbrahim Talat Bey and his
brother-in-law Mehmed Fuad Bey had both
suffered as a result of the reorganizations
that had followed the proclamation of the
Constitution in 1908; they joined forces
and renewed their attempts to extract and
commercialize the source of mineral water.3 At
long last they received a sixty-year concession,
certified by Sultan Mehmed V (Reşad), to
operate the Keşiş Dağı Maden Suyu (Mineral
Water) source, as it was then called, provided
that they abided by certain conditions and
paid all the necessary taxes and fees.4 It
took another year to build the facilities and
complete the necessary medical inspections,
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so that the product was finally bottled and
marketed in 1913. The assays performed by a
certain Dr. Bedros led him to the conclusion
that the mineral characteristics of the water
were “superior” to its European counterparts,
and that its use was strongly recommended.5
As Keşiş Dağı mineral water gained
popularity, it came to be regarded as
having virtually medicinal powers. Like
Dr. Bedros, many other physicians too
recommended it to their patients. A report
dated 10 November 1914 and prepared by
the Chief Physician of the Gureba Hospital
in Bursa listed the patients that were sure
to benefit from drinking mineral water
as follows: “Its curative effects in cases of
indigestion, stomach ailments, liver problems,
miscellaneous urological disorders such as

sand and necrosis, infections of the kidneys
and the bladder, and urinary tract problems
is certain and well-established. Therefore we
consider it our obligation to recommend Keşiş
Dağı mineral water, by very far preferable
to European mineral waters, to the wider
public.”6

Hanım, came to the rescue. An agreement was
signed in 1923 according to which Hüseyin
Sıtkı Bey, a public servant for many years and
decorated by Germany and Hungary during
the war, was given all the rights by Şerife
Hanım in exchange for committing himself to
take care of her until her death.10

In the years that followed, first the duration
of the concession was extended and then, in
1915, operation rights were formally tendered
to İbrahim Talat Bey and his brother-in-law
Mehmed Fuad Bey. Maps of the area were
produced, the water was analyzed, and various
communications were exchanged among
different ministers, so that final approval was
issued by the Council of State in the Summer
of 1916.7 Another indication that things
were moving during this period is that cork
for bottling was imported from Germany.
Despite the difficulties caused to business
and international trade by the war, the fact
that Keşiş Dağı was the only firm capable
of sustaining production and the curative
powers of the mineral water induced the
government to step in; cork was imported with
the assistance of three ministries, notably the
Ministry of the Interior.8

For the next two years, Hüseyin Sıtkı Bey
did his best to get the company going again.
In 1925, it is requested that the company
raise its production to compensate for the
underproduction of the previous years, due
to the deaths in the family and the Greek
occupation of Bursa. As a result, Hüseyin
Sıtkı Bey unexpectedly lost the family’s
concession for exploiting the source in 1926.
The government took back the rights and
the source remained idle until 1931. During
these years, Hüseyin Sıtkı Bey contested the
government’s actions numerous times and
made repeated attempts to take back the
concession.11

İbrahim Talat Bey died in 1917, and his shares
were inherited by his wife Şerife Hanım. The
family tried hard to stay afloat during those
tumultuous years, as an Empire collapsed
and a Republic was founded. At about the
same time, the future proprietor of Keşiş Dağı
mineral water, Yağcızade Mehmed Hakkı Bey,
began to cut his teeth in the business world:
he opened a grocery in 1921.9
In 1922, the family lost two members, both
named Mehmed Fuad: Şerife Hanım’s son and
her brother. She was thus left as the sole owner
of the firm. Fortunately Hüseyin Sıtkı Bey,
the husband of Şerife Hanım’s sister Neyyire
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Another development during these years was
that the mountain Keşiş Dağı was renamed.
On the initiative of Dr. Osman Şevki Bey,
a physician, historian, and member of
parliament, the mountain was given the new
name Uludağ, so that the name of the site of
the source of mineral water had to be changed
in all the maps and records.12 Moreover,
Hüseyin Sıtkı Bey’s patient and persistent
struggle bore fruit in 1930, as indicated in an
official report published that year which listed
three mineral water concessions, one of which
was Uludağ.13 Hüseyin Sıtkı Bey received
a concession certificate signed by Mustafa
Kemal himself, and the following year, the
concession was tendered to his firm Uludağ
Maden Suları Türk Limited Şirketi.14
A news article published in the newspaper
Cumhuriyet reported that two more wells had
been discovered in the vicinity of Sıtkı Bey’s

facilities; one was similar in its chemical
characteristics to the mineral water of Vichy
while the other, rich in sulphur, was similar to
those of Labon.15
In 1930, Mehmed Hakkı Bey —at the time
involved with the insurance business—
founded the beverage firm Erbak-Uludağ
İçecek A.Ş. He also built a factory to produce
a carbonated drink named Nilüfer Gazoz.16 In
1932, his son Nuri Erbak invented the formula
for another beverage that became known
as Uludağ Gazoz, and began marketing the
product.17
This was the beginning of a brand adventure
that would continue for generations. In March
1934, the facilities of Uludağ Maden Suyu
were leased for five years by Mehmed Hakkı
Bey, thus strengthening the Nilüfer brand.18
It was clear that he had a grand vision for
his enterprise. A newspaper advertisement
published in 1934 began by recounting the
benefits of mineral water, then went on to
describe discounts for wholesale purchases
as well as delivery to subscribers; most
important was the final sentence: “Seeking
provincial agencies.”19 Another indication
that the volume of business had grown was
that Uludağ mineral waters were exhibited at
the Turkish pavilion of the 1937 Salonika Fair.
Uludağ returned from the fair with the Grand
Prize.20
Mehmed Hakkı Erbak died in 1938, leaving an
energetic heir at the head of a company with
a bright future. Nuri Erbak thereupon became
the director of the Uludağ mineral water
enterprise.21 Although business slowed down
during World War II, the company “Uludağ
‘Keşişdağ’ Maden Suları Türk Ltd.” appeared
in the most prestigious postwar commercial
directories as disposing of a capital of 12,500
TL.22 Nuri Erbak registered the brand Uludağ
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Emirates to the United States and Australia...
these were all the natural consequences of
these developments.
The first aluminum caps and the first deposit
liter bottles were introduced in 1978, the first
high-mineral, naturally carbonated mineral
water in plastic bottles in 1981, the first diet
beverages in 1985, the first cans in 1988, the
first mass-produced but freshly-squeezedtasting lemonade in 2007, and the first cobalt
blue bottles in 2009. Today, Uludağ İçecek
owns two world-class, high-tech facilities,
one occupying a total of 80,000 square
meters in the Industrial Zone of Yenice in
Bursa, and the other occupying a total of

50,000 square meters in the Çaybaşı village
on Uludağ. Their product line began with
mineral water, to which carbonated soft drinks
were subsequently added; today, it includes
thirty two different products in six categories
sold under eighteen brands in 107 types of
packaging. It has combined its experiences in
fruit drinks and mineral water in innovative
ways.32
The firm continues to contribute to the city in
which it was born, from its elementary schools
to its university, and from its cultural and
artistic institutions to its charities.

Keşişdağı Mineral Water’s tag

Mehmet Erbak, the future leader of the
concern, was born in 1950.25 Meanwhile,
Nuri Erbak’s busy schedule in both the social
and political domains26 had led him to turn
over the directorship of the enterprise to his
brother, the architect İhsan Erbak.27 In 1955,
the company began to produce cola as well as
orange-flavored carbonated drinks.28

share to Nuri Zafer Erbak. Thus, by 1958, the
company was wholely owned by the Erbak
family.29 From then on, the family continued
the tradition of drawing higher management
from within the family, making sure they
get a solid academic education as well as
coming up through the ranks of the enterprise.
Mehmet Erbak, for instance, started spending
time at the firm when he was only fifteen or
sixteen years old. He took some managerial
responsibilities during the 1970s and became
Chairman of the Board when Nuri Erbak died
in 1993.30

Some important changes took place during
this period concerning the ownership of
the company. First, Guido Parodi, an Italian
citizen and partner in Uludağ Maden Suları
Türk Limited Şirketi, turned over his share of
the company on 22 October 1953 to Neriman
Erbak, wife of Nuri Erbak. Then Hüseyin Sıtkı
Bey, who owned the rest of the company, died
on 6 January 1958, having willed his own

All these processes were concurrent with
innovation and entrepreneurship. From selling
mineral water in green bottles to bottling
machines that could fill 4000 —and later
8000— bottles per hour, major innovations
in the industry all came from Uludağ. A
growing network of resellers,31 high ranks
among taxpayers, marketing and sales chains
stretching from Kuwait and the United Arab

Meyvalı Gazozları (Uludağ Fruit-Flavored
Carbonated Drinks) in 1949;23 he would soon
be joined by competitors with similar names
and logos.24
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Bozacısı
For English Version

www.vefa.com.tr

Boza, a malt drink made of fermented wheat,
millet, or other cereal, has been popular in
the Balkans, Anatolia, and Central Asia for
thousands of years. It was consumed heavily
during the Ottoman period, and is today
associated with a small number of brands.
Foremost among them is —and has been for
more than a century— the institution named
Vefa Bozacısı. Although named after the
neighborhood of Vefa where it is centered,
the firm’s fame has long exceeded its borders.
Boza in Vefa is one of the products that
gives special meaning to İstanbul’s many
neighborhoods.1 Though the story of Vefa
Bozacısı started with the arrival in İstanbul, in
1870, of Sadık Agha of Prizren (in Kosovo), in
fact boza was already well known and much
beloved in İstanbul, though its consistency
and taste were somewhat different. With a
single exception (Misak Boyaciyan’s shop
Ahmediye Bozacısı, celebrated for its şıra,
a slightly fermented grape drink), all the
famed boza makers of İstanbul were Muslim
Albanians, like Sadık Agha himself.2 He,
however, gave boza his personal touch, giving
it the flavor and texture that we know today.

In other words, Vefa Bozacısı now sets the
standard for the quality and taste of boza.3
There are a number of accounts concerning
Sadık Agha’s emigration from Prizren.
The wars and unrest, and the deteriorating
situation for Muslims in the Balkans during
the nineteenth century might have been one
factor, the attraction of İstanbul as a major
commercial and cultural center might have
been another, the fact that İstanbul’s boza
makers had historically been Albanian still
another.4 Whatever the cause of his relocation,
Sadık Agha began to peddle salep (a drink
made from powdered orchid roots), dried
apricot stew, or corn boza depending on the
season.5 After a while, he decided to make
some adjustments in the boza consumed
in İstanbul and turned the bottom floor of
a house near the present-day University
of İstanbul into a workshop. The marble
threshold at the entrance of the shop, now
worn out by the hundreds of thousands of
footsteps that have crossed it, was laid down
in 1876. As far as we know, this was the first
shop ever opened that was solely dedicated to
selling boza.6
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Front view of Vefa Bozacısı

Sadık Agha’s identity as a seller of boza is
confirmed by a document in the Ottoman
Archives. A record dated 1912 in a Sicill-i
Ahval Defteri (a register of state functionaries
containing their curriculum vitae) begins with
the words “İsmail Hakkı Efendi: The son of
Sadık Efendi the boza seller, of Prizren.” The
rest of the record provides biographical details
concerning İsmail Hakkı Efendi, to whom
Sadık Efendi had passed the business. It states
that İsmail Hakkı was born in 1851, went to
elementary school and then to the Bayezid
Central Middle School. He then received a
diploma from the Mercan High School. He
spoke Bulgarian, French, and Greek, and had
started to work in 1910 “as a postal clerk at the
Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs for a salary
of 400 kuruş.”7 Considering that he graduated
from the Mülkiye (superior school for public
functionaries) in 1911, it would appear that
either he never took his post at the Ministry
of Posts and Telegraphs, or he worked there
for a very short time. He then performed his
military service during which he participated
in the Balkan Wars and World War I. After
military service, he did not seek an official
position despite his education, prefering
instead to work at his father’s boza shop.8

Immediately following World War I, Vefa
suffered yet another disaster at about the
time when İsmail Hakkı Bey returned.
Severely damaged in the great fire of 1918,
the neighborhood had lost both its character
and its most distinguished residents. Sadık
Bey’s shop lay in ruins, and he had given up
on it when İsmail Hakkı Bey returned from
the Syrian Front and convinced his father
to rebuild the business. The boza seller
who did not abandon Vefa in spite of all
adversities gained significance, showing that
“vefa” (fidelity) was not just the name of a
neighborhood.9
In addition to boza, Hacı Sadık Efendi and his
son İsmail Hakkı Bey also sold şıra, vinegar,
and water from the source Hamidiye.10 The
price of boza in the 1920s was 10 para for a
glass,11 and many people, notably the wellknown historian, journalist, and writer Cemal
Kutay and his family, enjoyed purchasing it by
the keg.12 By 1924-1925, the famous boza seller
had made his way into prestigious commercial
directories. Both father and son appeared in
the Büyük Salname (Great Yearbook) of 1926:
“Hacı Sadık and İsmail in Vefa.”13 The firm
published advertisements in the newspaper
Hâkimiyet-i Milliye for four months in 1926,
promoting “The Famous Boza of Vefa.”14
One proclaimed “The Boza of Vefa Starts
Tomorrow,” thus announcing that alterations
to the shop had just been completed.15 The
Türkiye Salnamesi (Yearbook of Turkey) for
1929 once again listed the business under the
names Hacı Sadık Efendi and İsmail Hakkı
Bey.16
Another interesting detail is that boza was
very popular as a drink during the holy month
of Ramadan. The poet Halit Fahri Ozansoy
wrote of distinguished Ramadan nights in
the olden days when sections of the Kısas-ı
Enbiya (Stories of the Prophets) would be
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recited, after which servants would bring
boza from Vefa to the guests in long and
slender glasses.17 Writing under the pen-name
Server Bedi, the well-known novelist Peyami
Safa recalled going to Vefa Bozacısı one
Ramadan night, only to find it packed with
people; his friend exclaimed “People didn’t
swarm like this on rationed bread during the
World War.”18 Like many other celebrated
brands in İstanbul, Vefa Bozacısı also bitterly
complained of pirated products. In 1931,
Hacı Sadık Bey addressed his customers in a
newspaper advertisement: “I feel the need to
state to the esteemed citizens of Ankara that I
have not opened a branch in Ankara and that
no one is entitled to take advantage of my
name.”19
The author, poet, and playwright İsmet
Kür recalled two well-built figures from her
childhood spent in Vefa, two trust-inspiring,
serious, but also fatherly men:20 one, Hacı
Sadık, died in 1933; the other, his brother
Hacı İbrahim, in 1944. İsmail Hakkı Bey took
over the firm and ensured continuity despite
those losses.21 In order to reduce some of the

production problems and render the process
more standardized and efficient, he enlisted
the help of a relative who was a lathe operator
at the Golden Horn Shipyards, and had the
first boza making machines built there. The
system in question is still fully operational, as
it has been continuously since 1928.
By the 1930s, Vefa Bozacısı had been in
existence for half a century, a spot to which
people unconsciously gravitated by habit.
Salih Bozok, Atatürk’s aide-de-camp, wrote
that the President too enjoyed frequenting
the establishment.22 Indeed, his visit on 18
November 1937 is still commemorated with a
portrait photograph and the glass out of which
he drank boza.23 Another President, Celâl
Bayar, also frequented Vefa Bozacısı, notably
on 11 January 1953.24 And not just them, to be
sure. Those who missed the şıra of yore could
only quench their longing and their thirst in
Vefa.26 The truth is that Vefa, boza, and Vefa
Bozacısı had all become part of culture and
daily life. Şamran Hanım, a famous kanto
(popular songs in eastern modes performed
on western instruments) singer during the

Front view of Vefa Bozacısı
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Turkish sports suffered from shortages and
lack of resources. Not only did he take Turkish
athletes to international competitions under
difficult circumstances, but he also tried to
give them a sense of cultural consciousness.30
Under the direction of İsmail Hakkı Vefa, Vefa
Bozacısı increasingly emphasized its brand
name and historical identity. Newspaper
advertisements appeared with greater
frequency, sometimes announcing the days
on which fresh boza would become available,
due to delays in production. In other cases,
they felt no need to go beyond just two words:
“Vefa Bozacısı.”31

From inside of Vefa Bozacısı

reign of Sultan Abdülhamid II, popularized
a piece titled “Bozacı Kantosu” (The BozaSeller’s Kanto). Several popular expressions
refered to boza as well.26 And in an Ortaoyunu
(popular theater) play, the two main characters
exchanged the following pleasantries, playing
on the meaning of the word vefalı (loyal, and
also a resident of Vefa):
Pişekâr: The truth is, brother, you are quite
disloyal!
Kavuklu: Find someone more loyal (vefalı)
than me and let us drink boza together.27
When the Surnames Act was adopted in
1934, the family chose the last name Vefa,
thereby once again uniting the names of the
neighborhood and the enterprise. İsmail Vefa
was an educated, experienced, well-respected
person; he served in the İstanbul Municipal
Council during 1946-1950 and the İstanbul
Chamber of Commerce Assembly during 19521961. He founded the Fatih Wrestling Club
and the Kumkapı Sports Club, and served as
the President of the Wrestling Federation.28
Both he and some of his relatives, notably
Nazif Bey, the master of wrestlers, were
deeply committed to the sport.29 The fourthgeneration Sadık Vefa, his great-grandfather’s
namesake, recalls the efforts of his grandfather
İsmail Hakkı Vefa during the years when

The firm maintained its historical location
despite some setbacks, and across the street
from it was a shop selling leblebi (roasted
chickpeas), the indispensible companion
of boza.32 Both Vefa Bozacısı and the street
on which it is located have been mentioned
by writers, researchers, and travelers. Çetin
Altan, known for his political wit, wrote:
“The politician’s speech heals the heart. Our
neighborhood famed for its boza is Vefa. And
for the ordinary citizen, boza is pure joy.”33
(It rhymes beautifully in the original!) Orhan
Pamuk, Refik Halit Karay, Gökhan Akçura,
Turgut Kut, and many other well-known
writers discussed the historical shop and
memories of time spent there.34
The legacy of a family tradition that started
with Sadık Agha was passed on to the second
generation in the person of İsmail Hakkı Vefa,
then to the third generation with his sons
Mustafa and Vehbi Vefa, and on to the fourth
generation descendants Sadık and Ferdi Vefa.
The firm has also been marketing their brand
identity and delicious product outside of their
historical location in plastic and glass bottles.
With its slightly tart flavor, boza continues to
be an İstanbul favorite.
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